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CHAPTERI

INTRODUCTION

"Jesus
ianic

Christ

Suffering

is

Servant

Is.

passage

Suff ering

expresses

from the

"Is.

53 is

the message

Old Testament

the

fulfilment

the

chapter

of primitive

was as

of
of

the

the

Isa-

Old Testa-

Christianity.

important

to

the

,,1

Church as

53. ,,2
These

statements

ment studies.
drive

the

'swords

have not

In rec.ent

times,

Ebed Yahweh (Servant

and clubs

I." 3

and the

of the

4

the

concept

of "Jesus'

to Greek

sources

and was developed
of this

of the

death

for

study

Suffering

lHans Walter Wolff, Jesaja
Verlagsanstalt,
1952), p.

Fortress

2Joachim Jeremias,
Press,
1966), p.

4

us"

within
is

out of
of

the

the

the

the underlying

that

prophecies.

is

with
Morna D.

Jesus

and the

community.
Jesus

is

the

Old Testament

Words of Jesus

1

Servant

is

back only

3rd ed.

Servant,
scholars

(Berlin:

(London:

Evan-

(Philadelphia:

"The Expiatory
Sacrifice
of Christ,"
Bulletin
Library
of Manchester
62 (Spring 1980): 470.

Morna D. Hooker,

to

assumption

be traced

Hellenistic
out

of New Testa-

among scholars

such attempts

53 im Urchristentum,
13.

The Eucharistic
228.

field

New Testament

can ultimately

to point

Servant

gelische

3Martin Hengel,
John Rylands University

Lord)

In many c.ases

t ha.t

fulfilment

Servant.

in

was a sudden urge

The most representative

Jesus

The purpose

gone unchallenged

"there

Hooker's

the

Servant,

prophecies."

ment which most clearly
"No other

the

S. P. C. K.,

of the

1959).

2
today still raise the same question
"About whom does the prophet
(Acts 8:34).

Jesus"

say this, about himself

They are unwilling

is talking about Jesus.

of the eunuch who was reading

(Acts 8:35), emphasizing

or about someone else?"

to accept Philip's

Therefore,

Isaiah 53,

answer that the prophet

it is the more necessary

to "preach

that "if Isaiah was not predicting

the death

of Jesus Christ, we simply do not know what he was talking about. ,,5
This paper also aims to show that the Servant prophecies
the New Testament,

particularly

of the New Testament

the Four Gospels.

can be done only by force.

This is no doubt the traditional
c.errtur
y interpreter
vant.
modern,

can claim originality

Yet, the traditional
original viewpoint

One must wholeheartedly

viewpoint

To drive the Servant out

6

viewpoint.

In fact, no twentieth

in identifying

is not necessarily

is not necessarily

Jesus with the Serwrong, and the

right because

agree with R. T. France

permeate

of its newness.

that

perhaps the most revolutionary suggestion that can be made in contemporary theological debate is that the traditional viewpoint is not axiomatically wrong, that even among the heady outpourings of today's
avant-gard.e exegetes, it may still sometimes be true that the old is
better, not because it is old, but because it is rooted in the sheer
exegetical common sense which is one of the first casualities on the
scholar's quest for originality.7

5Edward J. Young, Isaiah Fifty-Three (Grand Rapids: WIn. B. Eerdmans
Publishing Company, 1952), Preface.
Wolff, p. 54: "Die Prophetie kann offenbar in ihrer Fulle solange nicht erfasst werden, als ihre neutestamentliche ErEii.l Lung nicht erkannt wird."
6Martin Hengel says~ "A quick glance at the 'Old Testament quotations' in the new edition of Nestle-Aland at once shows that the direct
inf luence of this text (viz. Is. 53) was considerable.
There are no fewer
than ten formal quotations and thirty-two verbal allusions to Isaiah Lii.13Liii.12 in the New Testament.
As far as I can see, this is about the best
'score' in the New Testament for any Old Testament text." P. 470.
7

R. T. France, Jesus and the Old Testament

1971). p. x.

(London: The Tyndale Press,

3
Chapter
Isaiah. "

II deals with "The Servant of the Lord in the Prophecy

No detailed verse by verse

study of the so-called

(Isaiah 42, 49, 50, 53~ 61) will be made, neither
deal extensively

with the textual difficulties

give a profile
vant")

of the Servant;

in the Old Testament,

relationships

between

the "holy of holies"

in Isaiah 53.
to explore

The purpose

of the Fourth

is rather to

;t.~

of the Isaianic prophecy;

.,.

("Ser-

on Isaiah; to describe
Servant

to

the interpreter

the use of the word

with special emphasis

the characters

Songs

will there be an attempt

which confront
8

of the Hebrew text, particularly

Servant

of

the

Song (Isaiah 53),

to point out that the Servant

is Pr ophe t , Priest, and King; to lay bare that the Servant has a saving mission; and to stress that the Servant is a victorious
ad lucem, through
Chapter
in Pre-Christian
prophecies
question

suffering

III, "The Servant in the Old Testament
Judaism,"

proposes

times clearly,

sometimes

The Septuagint.

of Enoch, 2 Esdras,
the witness

to examine what happened

to the Servant
The leading

Judaism know of a suffering Messiah?"

at best indirectly

of that period, which some-

reflects

or refers to the Servant

the Wisdom of Solomon, 4 Maccabees.

the Targum of Jonathan,

The

the Similitudes

Rabbinic Literature,

Qumran, and

of the New Testament.

Chapter

Gospels.

Canon after Isaiah and

in the period after Isaiah up to the days of Jesus.

is, "Did pre-Christian

prophecies

going per crucem

to glory.

answer must be drawn from the extant literature

Songs:

figure,

IV is devoted

to the study of the fulfilment

in the person and ministry
Special attention

of the Servant

of Jesus Christ according

to the Four

is given to Jesus' Baptism, his ministry,

the

8"Is. 53 is full of unique or rare words, which lead to an unusual
number of textual and exegetical difficulties."
Horace D. Hummel, The Word
Becoming Flesh (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1979), p. 222.

4
"Messianic

secret,"

prophecies.

the "Son of Man" title, the ransom saying,

and the Passion narratives.

order based on the Synoptic Gospels,
according

to Saint John.

Word of God.
another.

Therefore,

Their witness

words of the Evangelists
Therefore,

apparent

The units are arranged

yet full account

is taken of the Gospel
inspired

there can be no playing of one Evangelist

against

is complementary.

Both the sayings of Jesus and the

are authoritative,

and are equally

devastating

distinction

Jesus and the Christ of faith portrayed

in most of the literature

consulted,

the Word of God.
between

is rejected.

a great number of studies on Jesus and the Gospels.

dominated
conception
of Jesus,"

like, "the messianic

11

and so on.

in this study because
Regarding

Except for some quotations,

his Baptism Jesus underwent

gizing is entirely

consciousness'

a deep religious

in

to

of Jesus was

of the Servantof Is. 53 on the thought
such language

of its dubious nature and critical

the 'messianic

of his divine mission

"the influence

employed

It is not unusual

consciousness

by the Servant conception;,,9 "the influence
upon the mind of Jesus;"lO

the so-

by the Evangelists~

A word of comment must be added on some of the language

come across with phrases

in topical

The Four Gospels are the authoritative,

the false and altogether

called historical

the Passion

overtones.

and the suggestion

experience

is avoided

that at

which convinced

him

and powers,. suffice it to say that "all such psycholo-

repugnant

to the outlook

of the Synoptic Evangelists~

who

9Christopher R. North, The Suffering Servant in Deutero-Isaiah: An
Historical and Critical Study, 2nd ed. (London: Oxford University Press,
1956 ),.p. 218.
lOVincent Taylor,
Limited, 1951), p. 39.

Jesus and His Sacrifice

11
Hooker, Jesus and the Servant, p. 23.

(London: Macmillan

and Co.,

5
do not presume

to speak about any 'experiences'

would be far better
hflS meSSlanlC
.
0

to speak of a 'Servant consciousness'

Jesus is concerned,

of the Servant-conception

such language

true that Jesus was influenced

sponds remarkably

as suitable for himself,

viewpoint.

and the assertion

of the suffering

to fulfil

Therefore,

Christian

the present

or even that the

There is a vast differ-

that the Servant Songs are

The latter is the answer of the New
Church.

This is the only tenable

study is not titled, "The influence

Servant Songs on the thought of Jesus," nor "The role of the Servant
the life of Jesus,"
ment of the Isaianic

ment

It is not

and death of Jesus, who took human nature

these prophecies.

and of the historic

on the thought of

of suffering and death which corre-

with the story of Jesus' passion.

this viewpoint

prophecy

Testament

of Jesus than of

is, to say the least, ambiguous.

Servant Songs are merely a description

upon himself

it

by Isaiah 53, or that he took over certain

ideas from the Servant prophecies

actually

Moreover,

°
13
conSClousness.

As far as any "influence"

ence between

of Jesus.,,12

but rather,

"The ministry

of the

Songs in

of Jesus Christ as the Fulfil-

Servant Prophecies."

l2Alan Richardson, An Introduction to the Theology of the New Testa(New York: Harper and Row 1958)s p. 118.

edition~
delphia:

y

l30scar Cullmann, The Christo logy of the New Testament, revised
translated by Shirley C. Guthrie and Charles A. M. Hall (PhilaThe Westminster Press, 1963), p. 82.

CHAPTER

II

THE SERVANT OF THE LORD IN THE
PROPHECY

OF ISAIAH

The Texts
Number
Isaiah 53,
draw a complete

1

the "holy of holies"

picture

is ref erred to elsewhere
remaining

of the prophecy

of the Servant of the Lord.
in the prophecy

three of the so-called

"Servant

Songs," namely,

Therefore,

and to ignore the other passages

foreshortens

to restrict

in the

Is. 42: 1-9, 49: 1-8,
oneself

the picture.

2

to Isaiah 53

One must also

42 , 49 , 50 ,an d 61 lnto
"
conSl"d"
eratlon. 3

For most interpreters,

even those with critical views,

of Isaiah 42, 49, 50 will constitute
between

The Servant of the Lord

of Isaiah,. particularly

50:4-11, and also in Is. 61:1-3.

"h
ta k e I sala

of Lsa Lah, does not

the so-called

"Servant

Songs" is generally

does not hold good for Isaiah 61.

l"Isaiah

no problem at all.

Most interpreters

53" is a common and convenient

The close connection

assumed.
continue

shorthand

the inclusion

Yet" the same
to deny the

for Is. 52: 13-53: 12.

2Walther Zimmerli and Joachim Jeremias, "pais theou," Theological
Dictionary of the New Testament, 10 vols., ed. by Gerhard Friedrich, trans.
by Geoffrey W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids, Michigan: WIn. B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company, 1967), 5:705,. n. 392.
3"So ist ...
c. 53 nur dann vollig zu interpretieren, wenn man die
Lieder als Ganze ins Auge fasst."
Hugo Gressmann, Der Messias (Gottingen:
Vanderhoeck & Ruprecht, 1929), p. 308.
6

7
connection

of Isaiah 61 with the figure of the Servant as portrayed

f our "Servant

Songs."

However,

4

Isaiah 61 is, to say the least~ reminiscent

There are close similarities
42: 1-9, as,. for instance,
of darkness,

in the

between the mission

of the Songs.

of Is. 61:1-3 and that of Is.

enduing with the Spirit, bringing of prisoners

and opening of blind eyes.

out

Thus, even though not usually

. un que st Lona
.
bl eta h t I s. 61 :1 3
rec k one d among th e Servant Songs proper, 5. t.t 1S
and the "Servant

Songs" of Isaiah 42-53 express the same ideas and speak of

the same person.

Is. 61:1-3 was intended by Isaiah to express the mind and

mission

of the Servant of the Songs.6

established,
and 53.

it is impossible

Moreover,

to dissociate

once the unity of Isaiah is

Isaiah 61 from Isaiah 42, 49, 50,

That is the way Jesus took these passages.

Is. 61:1-3 as a Servant passage.

He clearly understood

7

4An unfortunate legacy from Bernhard Duhm, Das Buch Jesaia (Gottingen:
Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1892), who first isolated four "Servant Songs."
5

Some scholars, for example, Franz Delitzsch, in Biblical Commentary
on the Prophecies of Isaiah4 (Edinburgh: T.&T. Clark, l890)~ vol. 2, pp. 39596, regarded Is. 61: 1-3 as a fifth Servant Song. Modern scho Lar shLp , however, has not endorsed this view.
6

F. F. Bruce, The New Testament Development of Old Testament Themes
(Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1968)~ p. 84.
According to Hummel, "Isaiah 61:1-3 picks the Servant theme up again, albeit
in different nuance."
Horace D. Humme L, The Word Becoming Flesh: An Introduction to the Origin, Purpose, and Meaning of the Old Testament (St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House, 1979), p. 222.
7John Bright, The Kingdom of God (Nashville: Abingdon, 1978), p. 198,.
n. 15. As James D. Smart indicates (History and Theology in Second Isaiah
[Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1965], p. 301, n. 15), we dare not proceed as though even Jesus accepted Duhm's assumptions in advance.
Moreover,
Jesus was certainly not guilty of 'Deutero-- and'Trito-Isaiah.'
R. T.
Franc e, "The Servant of the Lord in the Teaching of Jesus," Tyndale Bulletin
19 (1968):43, n. 85.

8

Content

Isaiah 42: 1-9
The Lord introduces

his Servant as his chosen one, endowed with his

Spirit to bring forth justice

CV;> tV "),

"the total redemptive

ing from God's judgeship,,,8 to the nations.
prising act of grace.
herald who, contrary

This is demonstrated

(verse 2); of the bruised

the death sentence but which against

(verse 3). 9

in the earth.

plete that mission.
to the nations"

He has a mission
He is personally

(verse 6).

is not

but not completely

until he has established

to perform and will successfully

to be "a covenant

for the people, and light

(salvation)

covenant

to the people and light to the Gentiles.

bestowal

of grace and salvation,

are embodied

by the Servant.

com-

to the people, a light

The Servant not only procures

covenant

in, and are dispensed

expectation

The Servant's work is Gospel work.

The Servant will not fail nor be discouraged
justice

a sur-

by means of the image of the

fully broken; and the flame which is badly flickering
extinguished

"~'P~ in

He establishes

to custom, does not cry aloud

reed which symbolises

'order' result-

by his mediation

for the Gentiles;
Covenant

he is a

and light, God's

in, have their root and origin

10

Isaiah 49: 1-8
In this "Song" the Servant speaks as an individual.
himself

to the distant
8
9

10

peoples

He announces

as called by the Lord from birth and kept in

Hummel,

The Word Becoming

Walther

Zimmerli and Joachim

a

Flesh, p. 218.
Jeremias,

"pais theou," p. 669.

Edward J. Young, The Book of Isaiah, 3 vols. (Grand Rapids,
gan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company. 1979), 3:120.

Michi-

9
readiness

for his mission

he is the prophet
"Servant"

vant despairs
tension

par excellence.

and "Israel."

in the execution

However,

Besides raising

ones of Israel

f

parallelism

of

that there are great difficulties

at the very moment

of the success of his efforts

the preserved

His is an office of the mouth;

Verse 3 has one explicit

Verse 4 indicates

of his work.

of his task.

(verse 6).

(verses 1 and 2).

in which the Ser-

the Lord announces

a mighty

ex-

up the tribes of Jacob, and restoring

the Lord will make him a light to the nations

Verse 7 anticipates

the statements

of Isaiah 52:15.

Isaiah 50:4-11
Again
ministry,

the speaker

is the Servant.

He speaks of his prophetical

saying that the Lord wakens him morning

ciples hear

(verse 4).

cumstances,

he does not turn back from his task.

faithful
details

In spite of great suffering

to his commission

(verse 5).

he declares
is majesty

sufferings

under most adverse cir-

He is obedient,. wholly

of Jesus Christ.

His words call to mind immediately
Instead of saying that men beat him,

that he himself gives his back to those who strike him.
in the description,

the situation.
confident

to hear as dis-

In verse 6 the Servant presents

to show how he was not rebellious.

the physical

by morning

as though the servant were in full control of

He sets himself

of the nearness

forth as one who acts."ll

of his divine vindicator

will be able to secure a verdict

Isaiah 50 does not indicate

11Ibid.•

of and preparation

p. 300.

(verses 7 and 8).

No one

In verses

from the rest of Israel.

the reason for the Servant's

nature of his suffering

an anticipation

The Servant is

of guilt against him (verse 9).

10 and 11 the Servant is clearly distinguished

The vicarious

"There

is not yet clear.

for the climatie

suffering.

Yet, this passage

SOD..~of Isaiah 53.

is

10

Isaiah 52:13-53:12
This text is by common consent one of the most important
the most discussed

passage

In the prologue

12

in the Old Testament.

(52:13-15) and epilogue

in the first person describing
of the passage
meditates

He is despised

quainted with grief

the Lord speaks

and forsaken

(verse 3).

(verses 4-6).

(verse 8).

to commend him, and is disdained

of men, a man of sorrows , and ac-

We regard him as one punished

He suffers

submissively

by God.

Yet,

through and

(verse 7), and is put to death

His grave is assigned with wicked men, yet he is with a rich man

in his death

(verse 9).

Deat h, however,

cannot hold the Servant, but rather,

after his death he again comes to life and is exalted
It is impossible
pians 2: 6-11.

Moreover,

point correspondence
Apostle's

of Israel,

ignominy.

it is for our sins, not his own, that the Servant is pierced
crushed

In the body

in the name of the remnant

The Servant grows up with nothing
(verse 2).

(53:11-12)

the Servant's future exaltation.

the prophet,. speaking

on the Servant's

and perhaps

Creed--born,

to read Isaiah 53 without
as Claus Westermann

with the Church's
suffered,

(verses 10b-12).

being reminded

of Philip-

points out, there is point for

confession

as it is given in the

died, was buried, and rose again,13

12Christopher R. [Lcha rd ] North, Isaiah 40-55: Introduc tian and Commentary (London: SCM Press Ltd, 1952), p. 130. According to Delitzsch (Franz
De1itzsch, Biblical Commentary on the Prophecies of Isaiah, translated by
James Martin [Grand Rapids, Michigan: WID. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company~
1976], vol. 2, p. 311), "this chapter will ever be carnificina Rabbinorum."
Today, taking into account what has been going on in the field of Biblical
studies since the eighteenth century, one might add "tanquam nonnulli
theo1ogorum Christianorum."

p. 257.

13C1aus Westermann, Isaiah 40-66 (London: SCM Press Lt.d , 1976),
Westermann does not mention the last element, "rose again."
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Isaiah 61:1-3
The term "Servant"
speaker, however,
and empowered

is not actually

is the Messiah,

used in this pericope.

and he describes

himself as commissioned

by the Spirit to usher in the new era.

His task is to bring

good news to the afflicted;

to bind up the broken-hearted,

ty to captives,

to prisoners;

and freedom

the Lord, and the day of vengeance
The work described
anic.14

The favorable

salvation
applies

the favorable

liber-

year of

of our God; and to comfort all who mourn.

year of the Lord is the Messianic

Is. 61:1-3 to himself

.
lS
present

to proclaim

to proclaim

is such that only God can accomplish;

and of divine presence.

The

age, the time of

At his first appearance

(Luke 4:18-19).

..
th e MeSSlanlC
age, t h'e tlme

0f

it is Messi-

in Nazareth

With him, the Messiah,

d lVlne
I .
acceptance

Jesus
there

an d presence. 15

The Servant of the Lord
The Expression
The expression"
above-mentioned

"Servant of the Lord"

Servant of the Lord" is not actually

Servant passages,

used in t.h.e

but the Lord calls him "my Servant"

("':r.:l~,
. :- 42:1; 49:3,6; 52:13; 53:11), and the Servant speaks of himself as
"his (the Lord's)
expression
14

Servant"

"Servant

(

lZ

I:J.~,
.. I,

..

49:5).

This warrants

the use of the

of the Lord."

Young, The Book of Isaiah, p. 458.

l5Walter Grundmann, "dektos," Theological Dictionary of the New
Testament, 10 vols., ed. by Gerhard Kittel, trans. by Geoffrey W. Bromiley
(Grand Rapids, Michigan: WID. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1964), 2:59.
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Servant (1.:1 ~ ) in the
Old Te~t~ment

T~~

The word

'-2.- ~

The word

a slave with no rights
to his master;

on the one hand, it signifies

even over his own family because he completely

th e rea d'y lnstrument

an

0f

h'lS purpose. 16

latter sense, it is a title of great honor and status,
"plenipotentiary,"

hand man,"

"minister"

Servant in Isaiah, involves

tentiary,

like "right-

17

particularly

and equipment

to the

for a special work

The Servant of the Lord is, thus, the Lord's

elected and commissioned

realization

\' ~ ~

service.

both election18

In this

something

in a government.

To be a servant of the Lord, and this applies

in the Lord's

belongs

on the other hand, it is the title of the most trusted confi-

'd
soverelgn

dant ate
f h

has a double aspect:

of the Lord's

to be the effective

instrument

plenipo-

in the

saving purpose.

in the Old Testament
In the Old Testament,

religious

"Servant

sense in five different

pious worshipper

(Ps. 109:28;

143:12);

pious persons

(Ps. 113:1; 135:1);

nation

(Ps. 136:22;

Israel

instruments
16
17

of God

1) as a self-designation
2) as an ascription

3) as a collective

in a
of the

in the plural of

term for the elect

Is. 41:8; 4) as a title of honour for outstanding

(Moses -- Ex. 14:31; Num. 12:7; Deut. 34:5; David--

Smart, Second Isaiah,
Hummel,

ways:

of the Lord" is employed

p,

The Word Becoming

302.
Flesh, p. 219.

l8G. Sass ("Zur Bedeutung von doulos bei Paulus," ZNW 40 (1941): 2432, quoted by W. Zimmerli and J. Jeremias, "pais theou," p. 680, n, 178,
states that in both Old Testament and New Testament the title "Servant of
God" expresses divine election, and divine commission.
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2 Sam. 7:5,8;
17:13,23;

Job-- Job 1:8; Isaiah--

21:10;

Is. 20:3; the prophets--

..,. ::J. 'j...
",'"

in Isaiah

"my servant"

the three verses

where historical

by God, 20 the singular

whole of Isaiah only in chapters
43:10;

of the Messiah. 19

of occurrences
If one ignores

called

9:7;

24:2; Ezra 9:11; Jer. 25:4 26:5; 29:19; 35:15; 44:4; Dan.

9:6,10; Amos 3:7; Zech. 1:6;) and, 5) as a denotation

Number

2 Kings

44:1,2,21,26;

"Servant

personages

of God" occurs

41-53, and here 19 times:

45:4; 48:20;

49:5,6;

50:10;

are
in the

41:8,9;

52:13; 53:11.

42: 1,19;

21

\' ;).~:
from the whole Israel to
a single individual (De1itzsch's
pyramid)
Outside

the "Servant

Songs" there are instances

is equated with Jacob--Israe1
vant"

is "nothing

the Servant

but one predicate

is also mentioned,

sages outside

the Songs:

the Servant,

urunistakably

anonymous,
What,

(41:8,9; 44:1,2,21;

without

identification,
44:26;

an individual,

then, is the relationship

"Ser22

Yet,
pas-

In the Songs proper,

is for the most unidentified,

or

of Is. 49:3, where he is named as Israel.
between

(Is. 20:3), Eliakim

21W. Zimmer1i

so,

in the following

50:10.

the Servant and Israel?

19Richard N. Longenecker, The Christology
ity (London: SCM Press Ltd, 1970), p. 104.
20Isaiah

45:4; 48:20).

the Servant

of Israel by the side of others."

42:19; 43:10;

with the exception

in which

and J. Jeremias,

of Early Jewish Christian-

(Is. 22:20), David

(Is. 37:35).

"pais theou," p. 682.

22zi1lessen, quoted by Christopher R.[ichard]
Servant in Deutero-Isaiah:
An Historical and Critical
Oxford University Press, 1956), p. 180.

North, The Suffering
Study, 2nd ed. (London:

14
In answering
not be denied

this question

that there are passages

with the people of Israel
probably

(Is. 49:3).

in the sense of the Remnant,

an individual
passages

personality.

it can-

one thing has to be kept in mind:
which appear to identify

the

\"J'j

..

••

1>

Some see him only as a part of Israel,
and others present

him as a single man,

Any solution must take the three categories

of

into consideration.
The Servant is not the personified

nation of Israel pure and simple,

for Israel as a nation has been a disobedient
the same time, however,

servant

he is closely associated

(see Is. 42:19).

with the nation

At

of Israel.

After all, it is in part f or the sin of the nation that he suffers

(Is. 53:8).

Yet~ this does not deny the fact that the Servant is distinguished

from the

nation. 23

from

Israel. "

The Servant "is in Israel, of Israel, and yet separated

24
The best solution ot this somewhat puzzling

ship between

question

of the relation-

Israel and the Servant is still that of Franz Delitzsch:

The idea of "the servant of Jehovah" assumed, to speak figuratively, the
form of a pyramid.
The base was Israel as a whole; the central section
was that Israel, which was not merely Israel according to the flesh, but
according to the spirit also; the aSex is the person of the Mediator of
salvation springing out of Israel.2

23Two of the differences are: outside the Songs the Servant is always
passive,. while in the Songs the title has an active signification.
Israel
suffers, but the initial cause of the suffering is its own sins (40:2).
while the Servant suffers first and last for the sins of others (53:4 ff.).
North~ The Suffering Servant in Deutero-Isaiah, pp. 183, 181.
24Charles H. H. Wright, "The Pre-Christian Jewish Interpretation
Isaiah LII, LIII," The Expositor 7 (Third Series, 1888):407.
25Delitzsch,

Prophecies

of Isaiah, p. 174.

of

15
Christ

,

..

Israel KQ((g( 1I"iWAo(
(the Remnant)
Israel as a whole
(KQ(t:~ ~~lKf()

Isaiah presents an increasingly
portrait

of the Servant.

A plurality

d.ecreasing m Lnor Lty, and ultimately

heightened

is progressively

reduced

a single individual,

which the totality could not carry out.

26

in his

as an always

takes over the task

Thus, the Servant of the Songs is

one individ.ual who in his own person realizes
and conveys

individualization

the task of the ideal Israel

the saving grace of God to the nation of Israel and the other

nations alike.

The Characters

of the Fourth Song (Isaiah 53)

and the Relationships
(the Centrality
An analysis

of the Fourth

point of the role of the different
as the various

connections

between Them

of the Servant)

Servant Song (Isaiah 53) from the viewdramatis

personae

or characters,

as well

among them will prove helpful for the understand-

ing of this Song.

The Characters
Isaiah 53 has four characters:

"I" (the Lord),

"We" (the prophe t , speaking f or his people), and "They"

"He" (the Servant),
(many na t Lon s, kings,

260scar Cullmann, The Christology of the New Testament, Revised edition, trans. by Shirley C. Guthrie and Charles A. M. Hall (Philadelphia: The
Westminster Press, 1963), p. 55.
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the gr-eat , many).
for

the dramatis

It

is noteworthy that

This evidences

personae of the Song.

what is the relationship
service

only pronouns are regular ly employed

is rendered"

between the Servant

(the Lord) is related

Lord presents

the Servant as his

two instances

of the word

figure

the Lord.
sessive

"my ,."

This "belonging
In fact,

Servant

("';t"

in Isaiah

belonging

53.3--"he

life

in the presence

5) The Lord laid
of us all

him, putting

Isaiah

suffering

to fallon

him to grief"

that

in this

essence of
instance

to

on him.

l' lve d h'lS

of "them" to

down by the Lord

"The Lord has caused the

"The Lord was pleased

The Servant's

atoning

theou,"

to crush

work is wrought

27David J. A. Clines~ I, He, We~And They: A Literary
53 (Cambridge: J. S. O. T. Sheffield,
1976)~ p. 37.
"pais

in

(the Lord) announces the Seron the attitude

him" (53: 6b).

28W. Zinnnerii and J. Jeremias,

in the only

in the use of the pos-

thought to be struck

for all

(53: 10).

the true

l'f1 e, 29 t he Servant

3) The "I" reports
30

1) the

The very absence of a pro-

to another,

of the Lord; 2) The "I"

"him" (52: 15); 4) "He" was wrongly

iniquity

of the

grew up before him"-- indicates

.
lS a re f erence to t he Servant ' s entlre

(53:4);

53.

52: 13; 53: 11),

to the Lord" is made plain

as Is.

supremecy (53:12):

=t~,

the fact

·
what

vant's

Now

"I"--"He"

to express

is to be found in its

28

What is the attitude

to "He" (the Servant) in these ways:

T;?~

per name seems to be designed
this

27

work?
The Relationship:

"I"

potency.

("He") and those for whomhis

the "We" and the "They"?

Lord to the Servant's

its

Approach to

p. 668.

29Edward J. [oseph] Young, Isaiah Fifty-three:
A Devotional and Expository Study (Grand Rapids, Michigan: WIn. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company,
1952), p. 35.
30
Wrongly because the "we" thought that the Servant had been stricken,
i.e. afflicted
with a hateful,
shocking disease such as leprosy as a direct
consequence of his personal sin, which was not the case.

17
by God himself.
ultimate

The Lord himself

cause in the Servant's

as a portion
and exaltation

(53:12).

takes the initiative,

suffering;3l

The transition

is solely God's work.

being himself

the

6) The "I" allots him "the many"

from suffering and death to new life
In fact, as far as the text goes~ the

action of the Lord is the only bridge leading from humiliation

to exalta-

.
32
tlon.

The Relationship:

"We"--"He"

Who are "We"?
The identity of the speakers in 53:1-10 is not directly
Some interpreters

hold that the speaker is the heathen nations,

no basis for such a view.
and his cLrcLe .

Others

33

that it is the prophet himself who

is speaking in connection

with the other heralds of salvation.34

others suggest the nation

Israel.
35

but there is

suggest that the speaker is the prophet

Calvin was of the opinion

speaker is more than one person.

indicated.

The text unmistakably

indicates

Still
that the

Who~ then. are "we"?

3l0ne cannot fail to perceive that the Servant's suffering are the
revelation of the righteous juridical anger of God himself against sin. John
R. Mackay, "Isaiah 52.13-53.12: An Analysis," The Evangelical Quarterly 3
(1931):310.
The "was pleased" of v. 10 implies the notion of God's wrath.
Hans Walter Wolff, Jesaja 53 im Urchristentum, Dritte verbesserte Auflage
(Berlin: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 1952), p. 26, n. 49, calls attention to
the "unausgesprochenen hier vorliegenden Gedanken des Zornes Gottes."
He
quotes Luther, Eyn Sermon von der Betrachtung des heyligen leydens Christi
(WA 2, 137): "da sihestu den gestrengen zorn ...
gottis."
32"So ist Jahwe die einzige im Text sichtbar werdende Br iicke , die vom
Leiden und Sterben des Knechtes zu seinem neuen Leben furht."
Wolff,. Jesaja
~
p. 26.
33As S.[igmund] Mowinckel~ He that Cometh, translated
son (New York: Abingdon Press, 1954), p , 209.
34Delitzsch,
35

The plural
be overlooked.

Prophecies

by G. W. Ander-

of Isaiah, p. 310.

-1:J 1) ~r?, 41 (53:1),

-11~_ ~

n

(53:4)~ etc. should not

18
According
abruptly

to Franz De Li.t zsch, 36 whenever

in the midst

ing the prophet

of a prophecy,

himself

(see 42:24;

we find a "we" introduced

it is always Israel that speaks includ64:5; 16:6; 24:16).

A little later he

points out that the speaker in 53: 1 is Israel's remnant,
which had eventually
that the speaker

come to its senses.37

is the prophet himself,

through the prophet,

speaking

into confessors~

The Relationship

between

The relationship
site attitudes,

..

Th'iUj:(4.

that is, the Holy Spirit speaking

their opinion

y

This remnant

who had been converted

who had experienced

pened to and through the Servant.

,
l<~tQ(

This is the best view~ namelYJ

in the name of Israel's remnant.

are those in Israel who had changed
from despisers

Israel

salvation

by what hap-

38

"We" and "He"
between

"We" and "He" is characterized

the latter cancelling

"We" to "him" changes from hostility

out the former.

The attitude

or scorn to appreciation

The Relationship:

by two oppoof the

and confession.

"They"--"He"

Who are "They7"
The "they" are the many nations
of 52:15. the strong

(O,,~·,~~)

52:15, 53:11, 53:l2a, 53:l2c.
associated

presented

and epilogue

as a victorious

36Delitzsch~

Westemann,.

kings

(O"lo~~

All these words indicate plurality,
No wonder

(EJ"J.~~)

) of 52:14"

and are

that they occur precisely

of Isaiah 53, in contexts where the Servant is
figure.

Proph~cies

of Isaiah~ p. 310.

37 Ibid, p. 311.
38

o:~~) and

of 53:l2~ and the many

with power and dominion.

the prologue

(O'~)

Isaiah 40-66, p , 257.

in

,

19
One of these words. "many" deserves
almost a Leit-motiv
the Song."
ginning

40

in Isaiah 53,39 and in Volz's opinion,

As indicated

(52:l4~15),

above,

.
.
41
as an a dJectlve.

of

the word is used in four as a noun and in one (52:15)

"Many" in a sense encompasses

"many nations,"

"kings,"

"Kings" and "the strong" are at least parallel

No.

The majority

As Joachim Jeremias

an inclusive,. and not an exclusive,
\ \

"the catchword

"many" occurs five times, twice at the be-

Who, then, are these "many?"
Many but not all?

"Many" is

and three times at the end of Isaiah 53 (53:ll,12a,12c).

Of the five instances

and "the strong."

special attention.

sense.

over against

to "many". 42

the minority?

so well points out, (j"'::;1:)

has

He says:

I

I"

\

In Greek trOM,Ol is differentiated from IT.t·/l:~) (0 "Ol ) by the fact that
it is the antonym of a minority.
It is thus used exclusively for many
(but not all).
In contrast, the Heb.
CP ~J.(j~) •..
can have an inclusive sense: "the many who cannot be counted,." "the great multitude,."
"all."
...
This inclusive use is due to the fact that Heb. and Aram.
have no word for "all. ,,43
Thus, "many" are the whole community,. the people,
Lrmumera

b.le, all mankind.

Savior, stands over against

Fortress

The Servant dies for the "many."

He ,

the

the "one"

the "many."

39Joachim Jeremias, The Eucharistic
Press,. 1966), p. 227.
40

the great mass,

Words of Jesus

Volz quoted by North~ The Suffering

(Philadelphia:

Servant in Deutero-Isaiah,

p. 123.
4lJoachim Jeremias, "polloi," Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, ed. by Gerhard Friedrich" trans. by G. W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids, Michigan: WIn. B. Eerdmans Publishing Comparry , 1968),6:537.
42wolff,
43J

Jesaja 53, p. 29, n.
.

er enu.a s , "polloi,"

p , 536.

66.
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The Relationship

between "They" and "He"

The "they" are related
astonished

at his inhuman appearance

for the "many"

44

by "him"

of its two poles:

estimate

(52:14); 2) "he" procures

righteousness

(53:l2c); 4) the

(52:15); 5) the "many" become "his" portion

Here again one can perceive

'1
lnvo
vement an d' lnvo 1vement. 45

to recognize

1) the "many" were

(53:11); 3) "he" bore the sins of the "many"

"many" will be sprinkled
(53:l2a).

to the "he" in these ways:

a contrastive

This duality

duality

is resolved

of non-

through harmonization

the many, who abhor him~ are won by him; the many, who fail

him, honor him as their prince;

him, are redeemed

tively contemplated

by him.

furthermore,

At the beginning

the many~ who under-

"they" in a way objec-

"him;" at the end "they" are involved with "him," caught

up by "him'."

The Centrality
The most significant

element

of "He"

in this analysis

of the characters

of

Isaiah 53 is that the "He" stands in the centre of the nexus of relationships.
In other words,
four characters"

01

the six relationships

theoretically

possible

among the

only three are strong, and the other three barely exist. 46

44Consistency recommends that O'\:;l J. in v. l2a should be rendered
"many" (Jerusalem Bible, "many hordes") rather than "great" (RSV, NEB, KJV).
This verse should be translated (as it is in the Jerusalem Bible and the
Portuguese Version) "I will allot Him the many for his portion," taking
a"'~:) as ac c . object of
1)~ governed by
.::jl. (cf. G-K il1l9k). This
translation brings out the incomparable grandeur of the Servant better than
a translation that would make him even the greatest of contending "mighty"
ones. North, The Suffering Servant in Deutero-Isaiah~ p. 127.

f'~

45Cl'aries ,
I, He, We and They, p. 38.
46Ibid.,

p. 39.
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I
/ /

f
I

"--1-' "

\

He

I/

We

" •..

~,

\
\
I

I

--- " ,

They

Isaiah 53 is almost entirely taken up with relationships
"he" figures.

The overwhelming

by or to the Servant.
the most acted upon.

impression

He does not talk.
As a matter

in which

is that most of the action is done
And yet he is the primary agent and

of fact,. the central figure is plainly

"he,"

the Servant.

The Threefold Role or Office
of the Servant
In the portrayal

of the Servant of the Lord, there is a blending

"1s t y, an d roya 1 t.r a t.t
" s,47
prop he
e t ii c , pr i.e

prophetic

The most accentuated

of

ones are the

traits, so that one may state that the Servant is a Prophet-figure.

Yet, he is an altogether
c.h arac ter b 0 th

0f

special or ideal case~ inasmuch as he takes on the

pr r.e
" st and kl"ng.48

The Servant as Prophet
The Servant depicted
phetic mission

in the Songs is a person entrusted with a pro-

to the whole world.

(Is. 50: 5) and "mouth"
ice is a ministry

His function

is that of a prophet.

(49:2)~ for instance, are prophetic

of the Word.

traits.

"Ear"

His serv-

He has a message from the Lord to proclaim.

47F. F. Bruce, Biblical Exegesis in the Qumran Texts (Grand Rapids,
Michigan: WID. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company~ 1959)~ pp. 75-76.

ment

48Alan Richardson, An Introduction to the Theology of the New Testa(New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1958), p. 179, n. 1.
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The content

of his message

rather promises
announces

of consolation

deliverance

of the punishment

for the encouragement

(Is. 42:2,3),
of the weary

from error and from the consequences

f or sin, and the establishment
with God.49

right relationship
claims liberty

is not harsh words of doom

to captives

throughout

but
(50:4).

He

of sin~ remission
the world of a

He brings good news to the afflicted,

and pro-

(Is. 61:1).

The Servant as Priest
It may well be that priestly
'h53
Servant Songs, yet Isala
The conceptions,

traits are not to be found in all the

.
kbl'
unmlsta
a y contalns

and even a great number of words,

ly and sacrificial

character,

or are influenced

fice as found in the Pentateuch.

Hummel,

have a distinctly

by the description

as a lamb (~W),52

that the Servant will "sprinkle,,53 many nations

50

51

This can be seen, for example,

of the figure of the Servant led to slaughter

49Mowinckel,

LaL th emes. 50
some sacrlLf Lc
lCla

He that Cometh,

The Word Becoming

priest-

of sacriin the use
in the fact

(52:15), and also that he

p. 207.
Flesh, p. 222.

51Markus Barth" Was Christ's Death a Sacrifice? (Edinburgh: Oliver
and Boyd Ltd., 1961), p. 9, n , 1, enumerates asham (53:10), nasa (to bear,
53:4,12), pesha (transgression, 53:5,8), avon (iniquity, 53:5,6,11)~ shalom
(peace, 53:5) as sacrificial vocabulary.

W

52"i\
is used of the paschal lamb. Would this, then, be a reference
to that particular lamb? L. G. Rignell ("Isa. LII. 13-LIII. 12, " Vetus Testamentum 3 (1953):89) thinks so. The possibility is not to be ruled out, yet
one cannot be dogmatic on this.
53 "The exac t meaning of the verb ~~ ....
! '"
?- J
_
(from)\\.
J....,.) in v. 15a is
not known."
Westermann, Isaiah 40-66, p , 259. The same Westermann, however,
seems to deny this, inasmuch as he goes on saying that literally it means "to
leap," and that in the context it would be better to assume a verb with the
meaning of "startle."
As a matter of fact, the majority of the commentators
(De1itzsch, North, and others), as well as ancient and modern translations
(Septuagint: GCltO ,Ao(~~O(t'd.l, RSV, The Jerusalem Bible, The Portuguese Version)
adopt the renderillg "to startle," "to make to leap up with astonishment," or
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interceded

for the transgressors

(53:12).54

Moreover~

he renders

himself as

a guilt offering.

. s

The Servant offers his life as a guilt offering
in 53: 10 and the statement
out his soul,
pointers

oJ

?~.) to

to an atoning

offend, be guilty,
has no personal
signifies

"he poured

OI.i·\sN.,.~
"IF

sacrifice.

is related

to someone

to feel guilty

The ritual relating

This word
he poured

the two clearest

to the verb

Dill\.<

~).}, to

(see Lev. 5:19), and where it

(for example Lev. 5:5,17).

first the guilt or debt, then the compensation,

the sacrifice which discharges

5:5-8.

(or, literally

dea th" in 53: 12 are certainly

incur liability

object,

out himself

(DlY~).

DyJ~
. ~

and, as a result,

the debt or guilt,. and sets the man free.

to it is described

55

in Lev. 5: 14-6: 7,. 7: 1-7, and Num.

Its main purpose was to make expiation

for dues withheld

from God

the like.
This rendering is based upon an Arabi~ word (not otherwise found
in Hebrew).
North, Isaiah 40-55, p. 132. On the other hand, the translation
"sprinkle," which, by the way, is now generally abandoned, is adopted by the
Syriac, the Vulgate (aspergit), KJV, New American Standard Bible, and commentators like Hengstenberg (E.W. Hengstenberg, Christologie des Alten Testaments und Commentar uber die Messianischen Weissagungen der Propheten [Berlin:
Trowitzsch und Sohn, 1829], p. 316) and Young.
This rendering has the usage
of the language in its favour, as Delitzsch himself recognizes (Prophecies
of Isaiah, p. 308), and is, therefore, adopted.
54In Is. 53: 13 the conjunction "and" suggests a gradation.
In addition to having borne the sins of many, the Servant will also make intercession for the transgressors.
As Young indicates, here again there is
reflection upon a priestly work of the Servant, who pleads before God the
merit and virtue of his atoning work as the only ground of acceptance of the
transgressors for whom he dies. Young, The Book of Isaiah, p , 359.
55Delitzsch.

Prophecies

of Isaiah, p. 333.
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(Lev. 5:14_19)56

or from man

the guilt offering
plus one-fifth

(Lev. 6:1_7).57

was that the offender

of its value,

The general principle

governing

had to repay what he had withheld,

and in addition

offer a ram as a sacrifice.

Is. 53:10 the Servant of the Lord takes over the role of the animal
gui 1 t

0ff ering

b y th e

offers himself as an
interposing

0f

f erlng
er i

DW~

0f

h lS
i
own 1·
l f e. 58

in compensation

and himself

the Priest

ceded for the transgressors).

As a priest)

of the people of Israel ...
of the congregation)

(Lev. 10: 17).

vant's mission

This is apparent

the Victim

(he who sprinkles

to legal and cuI tic duties. 60

"bear the iniquity
Lord"

servant

for them as their substitute.,,59

guilt offering)

judgment

in the

for the sins of the people"

Thus, in Isaiah 53 the Servant is himself

appointment

"The Messianic

In

(the lamb, the

and he who inter-

he takes up the h Lg h+p'r Le s t ' s
The high-priest

before the Lord"
to make atonement

had to "bear the

(Ex. 28:30)! and to
for them before the

in the whole description

of the Ser-

in Isaiah 53.

56As neglect to pay at the proper time what was due to the sanctuary.
C.[ristopher] R. [ichard] North, "Sacrifice," A Theological Word Book of the
Bible~ edited by Alan Richardson (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1966),
p. 207.
57Dues withheld from man included such unneighbourly acts as robbery,
or a man's neglecting to return at the appointed time property deposited with
him for safekeeping.
No r t h, "Sacrifice," p , 207.
58Colin Brown, "thyo(sacrifice),"
The New International Dictionary of
New Testament Theology, 3 vols., Colin Brown, gen. ed. (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan Publishing House, 1979), 3:420.
59Francis Brown, S. R. Driver and Charles A. Briggs~ A Hebrew and
English Lexicon of the Old Testament (Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1962),
p. 80. As shall be indicated later on, inasmuch as it carries the idea of
substitution,
0
is another of the variations played on in the theme of
vicarious suffering.

W~

60

Barth, Was Christ's

Death a Sacrifice?,

p. 9, n. 1.
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The Servant as King
There are undoubtedly

kingly features

found in almost all of the Servant Songs.
(42:1,3,4),

releases

prisoners

The Servant establishes

(42:7; 49:9), wields a sword

the tribes of Jacob, and restores

the survivors

the Lord will allot the many for his portion
their mouths

because of him

Messiah

out his mission,

vant obtains for sinners is spiritual
from foreign

warrior-Messiah,

in the non-Biblical

in nature.

oppressors

from the guilt and power of sin.

rather

than a political
A further

Messianic

question

Psalms of Solomon.

The theme of Isaiah 53 is

to be asked is that of the relationship

62

the anointed

to attempt

62As North thinks.

in the Songs proper to indi-

king; and even though it may be

to prove that the Servant is the
clear that "there

Servant in Deutero-Isaiah,

Ibid.

between

King of the house of David.

of Isaiah 9 and 11, it is nevertheless

North, The Suffering

sal-

"The Servant is a soteriological

cate that the Servant was to be an anointed

Davidic Messiah

which the Ser-

or unjust aff 1iction, but rather

Even though it may be true that there is nothing

or useless

a

figure. ,,61

the Servant and the Davidic Messiah,

hard, impossible

Moreover,

however, do not imply that the Servant,

vation

61

(49:5,6).

of fact, as Isaiah 53 makes plain, the salvation

not deliverance

(49:2), raises up

(53:12), and kings will shut

appears as a political,

of the kind that is depicted

As a matter

of Israel

justice

(52:15).

The typical kingly predicatess
in carrying

in the Servant, which can be

p. 218.
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exists an intimate relationship
language

between

them,"

in which the Servant is introduced

63

to say the least.

The

in the first Song~ for instance,

comes close to that in which the "shoot from the stump of Jesse," the promised Davidic Messiah,

is described

in Is. 11:1-10.

On the Davidic Messiah

and the Servant alike the Spirit of the Lord rests; both administer
equita bl Yt among th·e natlons

as we 11' as ln I srae.1 64

no lack of testimony

in favor of the external

Messiah

he grows up in the lowliest

(Isaiah 11:

Furthermore,

lowliness

justice
there is

of the Davidic

surroundings;

see Zech.

12-14) .
A final point is that the Servant's ministry
nations corresponds
Is. 55:3-5, means

with that of the coming king whose advent, according
the fulfilment

of the covenant mercies

In fact, Is. 55:3 is the only explicit allusion
to the everlasting,
prophet's

to Israel and the

Davidic

covenant.

promised

to

to David.

in the second part of Isaiah

This seems to indicate

that in the

own thought, not to say in the mind of the Holy Spirit~ there was

made a connection

between

the promise

of the Davidic Messiah

and the Servant.

In this sense Hummel is right in stating that "it will not quite square with
the Biblical
unified

evidence

to assert

the two prophetic

sible to establish

(let alone the later chur c.h) first

streams. ,,65 Anyway,

conclusively

the Servant were already

that Jesus

even though it may be impos-

that the figures

blended. in the prophecy

of the Davidic Messiah
of Isaiah itself,

and

there can

63Conrad von Orelli, "He ss i ah ;" The New Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia of
Religious Knowledge, ed. by Samuel Macauley Jackson and George William Gilmore (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker Book House, 1950), 7:324.
64
65

Bruce, The New Testament
Hummel,

The Word Becoming

Development

of Old Testament

Flesh, p. 225.

Themes, p. 90.
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be no question
are unified.

that in the person and preaching
This is the firm witness

The Mission

of the New Testament.

of the Servant

Since the Servant is anonymous
who do not accept
identity

the witness

of Jesus Christ both streams

in the prophecy

of the New Testament

of the Servant for them a most puzzling

there is much about his identity
enigmatic,

of Isaiah,

face the question of the

question.

in the Old Testament

And even though

that might be called

the same does not apply to the Servant's mission.

fairly accurately

scholars

"We learn

what the nature of his work is, and we hear a few details

about his fate.,,66

Saving Mission
The Servant has a saving function.
one who "will bring forth justice

In Is. 42:1 he is introduced

to the nations."

He is the Lord's

as

instru-

ment to raise up the tribes of Jacob, and to restore

the preserved

ones of

Israel, those who have been preserved

(Is. 49:6a).

The Lord

from calamity,

will also make him a light to the nations
the end of the earth"
the Servant's

saving mission

sprinkle many nations
sorrows

(Is. 49:6b).

Ye t , it is particularly

is so clearly

described:

(52:15); he bears our sicknesses

(53:4); our chastisement

are healed

so that his "salvation

the many

for the transgressors

66Cullmann,

in Isaiah 53 that"

the Servant will
(53:4); he carries

.

for us

(OW~)

)

(53:10);

(53:11); he pours his life (53:12); he intercedes

(53:12).

Christology,

our

is laid upon him (53:5); by his wounds we

(53:5); he makes his life a substitute

he will justify

may reach to

p. 53.
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His Mission

Consists

The Servant meets the greatest
ing out his mission.
In fact, suffering
the so-called

No wonder

(42:4) suggests

Songs.

The statement,

Song the prophet

of the Servant's

and bruised.

suffering.

with grief.

and abhorred

by the
derision.

endeavors

to depict

misunderstanding,

and by God.

sufferings

death

the Servant's

I

According

He is despised

persecution,

suffering
Suffering

of the Servant.

69

69

of fact,

ugliness,

public condenrnation, beating

he is conceived

by

as the bearer of the

The Servant is "da s personifizierte

personified. 68
is, no doubt, the most prominent
The

_-r
__ ~~~~~~~._
is

the suffering

and revolutionary

Servant of God.

Volz quoted by Wolff, Jesaja 53, p. 23.
France,

As a matter

to the Servant:

67Quoted by Smart, Second Isaiah, p. 207.
68

The fourth Song, thus,

as supreme.

are attributed

and sorrows of all mankind.

pierced,

(verse 8 - "he was cut off out of the

sufferings

to Volz,67

the

and forsaken,. a man of sor-

10 - "he was crushed.").

almost all possible misfortunes
loneliness,

does not spare words in describing

He is put in prison, disfigured,

He dies a martyr's

land of the living;" verse

Leiden,"

In 49:4 he thinks

and ill-treatment.

rows, and acquainted

m en ,

even in the first of

"he will not be disheartened"

He is despised

are in vain.

Servant.

Is. 50:5-7 shows that he has to endure opposition~

In the fourth
depths

This is indicated

in carry-

I

(49:7).

beating,

and sufferings

t~at he has good reason for losing heart.

that all his endeavours
nation

difficulties

that he is known as the Suffering

is his mission.

Servant

of Suffering

"The Servant of the Lord," p. 50.

aspect

And it is

29
interesting

to note that suffering

as was the case of prophets
as a result of, his witness;
characteristicum
means whereby

like Jeremiah,
suffering

of his mission.

without

suffering.

suffering

but the very

conclusion.

70

The dis-

This conception

is

71
by God post eventum;

er i
72
Go d e 1ecte d th e Servant f or su f f erlng.

The voluntary

character

Suffers Willingly

of the Servant's

50:6, "I gave my back to those who strike me."
clear in Isaiah 53~ particularly
verse 10, "he rendered
be numbered

is hinted in Is.

This is also made abundantly

himself as a guilt offering;"

with the transgressors."

He offers no resistance

70Bright,

suffering

in verse 7, "he did not open his mouth;"

73

vant's own active part in what his suffering

71

Servant and

go hand in hand.

The Servant

it.

is the

it was intended by the Lord, it was his purpose for the Servant from

the very beginning.

himself

in the course of, or
Suffering

to a successful

of the Servant is not accepted

The suffering

of his mission~

It is not only his experience,

is impossible

unique in the Old Testament.

who suffered

is his mission.

he is to bring his mission

charge of his mission

rather,

is not only a consequence

and verse 12, "and let

The emphasis

is on the Ser-

entails and is accomplished

to being numbered

with the transgressors;

by
he

The Kingdom of God, p. 148.

North, The Suffering

Servant in Deutero-Isaiah,

p. 208.

72"Der Gottesknecht ist a priori zum Leiden erwab Lt ;!' Christian
Maurer ~ "Knecht Gottes und Sohn Gottes im Passionsbericht des Markusevangeliums," Zeitschrift fur Theologie und Kirche 50 (1953):13.
73 It is pref era ble to translate the niphal i1l.l;) ~
be numbered with") by a reflexive--niphal
tolerativum--than

1~~

(from )\
"to
by a passive.
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actually
a.ting

ilt ,

accepts
office

Indeed

even unto

he deliberatedly

Suffers

But in

any deceit
guilt

in his

incurred

though

guiltless.

mouth"

this

medi-

Undeservedly,

Silence

"He had done no violence,

(53: 9).

by himself,

suffering

Suffering

but due to the

~nnocently

like

I
1'"
an d unoomp
a1n1ng

" pat1ent
"
1n
mouth

is

upon himself

death. 74

The Servant

The Servant

takes

a violent
sins

Jeremiah

he,

L'Lk
b
1 e a 1am,

Sl"1ence.

death

of those

and Job,

nor was there
is

not due to

who report
unlike

it.

them,

Even

suffers

open h i1S

h e d oes no t

(53:7).

The Servant
The servalt
him by the

Lord.

him"

(53: 6),

this

the

(50: 5).
purely
Israel:

suffers
For "the

donf esses

In comPlling
ideal

to

serve

the

unresisting

what has been ordained

him"

purpose,

the

Lord in intelligent

and willing

is

This

one hand is

not

the

only

Servant

between

"Messiah,"

p , 324.

the

a quantitative
who is

74Gerhard Ivon Rad, Old Testament Theology,
London: Oliver an
Boyd Ltd, 1965), 2:256-57.
750relli"

to fallon

In face

was not

of

d.isobedient"

realizes

of the

for

fully

whole people

and
of

75

obedience.

and Dies Vicariously

a contrast
is

(53: 10).

Servant

the vocation

there

of us all

obedience--"I

constitute

Suffers

Lord

iniquity

to crush

the Lord's

Servant

man indo

On the

his

to the

surrender

Lord has caused

should

the

In Isaiah153

contrast.

in obedient

with

Ihich

lhe

the many, all

in Obedience

and '[the Lord was pleased

Servant

the

Suffers

one,

the

Servant,

but also

righteous.

2 vols.

and

qualitative

On the

other

(Edinburgh

and

are
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the many who have
gressions

a righteousness,

and iniquities.

but who have sicknesses~

griefs,

trans-

Then there takes place a strange and mysterious

exchange, in WhiC~ the Servant who deserves blessing is cursed, and the sinners who deserve

dad's curse receive

the Servant's

blessing.

The Servant

representation

is the main

takes away the Sill of the many.
This idea of substitution
thought behind
central

the title "Servant

and major

of the Lord."

theme, articulated

This theme is eXPlessed

for our tranSgresJions

particularly

In Isaiah 53 it is the
in verses

our sorrows

for our well-being79

we are healed

of us all to fallon

ways:

1) he bore
through

for our iniquities

fell upon him (verse 5c);

(verse 5d); 7) the Lord has caused the

him (verse 6b); 8) he was cut off out of the

land of the livinJ for the transgression
ders himself as a guilt offering

76CUllman~ChristolOgy,

4-6, 8, 10-12.

(verse 4); 78 3) he was pierced

(verse 5a); 4) he was crushed

(verse 5b); 5) thJ chastening
6) by his scourgidg

76

in no less than thirteen different

our grief s;77 2) He carried

iniquity

or vicarious

of my people

(verse 8); 9) he ren-

(verse 10);80 10) he, the Righteous

One ,

p. 51.

77Here th~ juxtaposition of us and he in "the griefs of us he bore"
brings to the fore the idea of substitution.
p. 345.

Young, The Book of Isaiah,

78Sin and guilt are dominant concepts in Is. 53:4-6.
In 4a it is
not really sin thJt is spoken of, but the evil which is consequent upon human sin, although not always the direct consequence of the sins of individuals (John 9:3). Delitzsch, Prophecies of Isaiah, p. 316.
79 i J ~;"2~ ~ literally "our peace."
Yet, more in accordance with
the full idea of the word, "our general well-being," "our blessedness."
Ibid.~ p. 319.

tV ~

80 tJ
carries the idea of substitution.
See above, n. 56. According to van Rad, Old Testament Theology, p. 257, n. 31, it is to be
understood in the more general legal sense of "substitute," "compensation."
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will justify

the lany who possess

their iniquities
interceded

.;

for th

the centra 1 t h eme

(verse 11); 11) he will bear

se lIb); 12) he himself

bore the sin of many; l3) he

transgressors.
·

0f

.
VlcarlOUS

Summing u':
ing with unlimitel

iniquities

atoning

7

.
81
representatlon.

power:

the fact that it is voluntary

(verse 9), patiently

Therefore

(verses 6 10)

underlines

there are four things which invest the Servant's

(verse 10), undeserved
God

In this way God so carefully

it is atoning

4-6).

"Because

death~

this death has an unlimited

borne

suffer-

suffering

(verse 7), and willed

for others, for the many

by

(verses

it is life with God and from God that is here given over to
power to atone."

The Servant is a Victorious
Is. 49:4 states:

Figure

"Yet surely the justice

and my reward wit I my God."

82

due to me is with the Lord,

(See also Is. 49: 7).

Is. 50:7-9 emphasizes:

"For the Lord God help s me . . . and I know that I shall no t be ashamed.
who vindica tes me is near."
is a triumphant

figure,

death and the tomt

Thereby

these passages

that the Lord will confess

This fact is emphatically

cause of this, splcial

emphasis

indicate

that the Servant

his Servant even beyond

made clear in Isaiah 53.

Jesus

Be-

has to be put on the fourth of the so-called

Servan t Song s.

8lvolz,

He

qloted by Wolff, Jesaja

53, p. 32, n. 82.

82JoachimlJeremias,
New Testament Theology: The Proclamation
(New York: t har Le s Scribner's Sons, 1971)~ p. 299.

of
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The Theme of Isaiah 53:
Per Crucem ad Lucem
Even thOUjh it cannot be denied that vicarious

suffering

is a maj or

theme in Isaiah 53, the theme of the poem is no doubt the exaltation
As a ma ter of f ac t , vicarious

Servant.

Vicarious

tricably connecte

suffering

suffering and exaltation
is the main presupposition

..
exa 1 tation; exa 1··
t1t1on 1S th e goa 1 0f th e Vlcar10US
however~

suff'er1ng. 83

of the

are inexof the
The emphasis,

lies on lhe exaltation.
This is m1de clear in the very first verse of Isaiah 53, "Behold, my

Servant will prosner"
of heading

This opening

to the whole prophecy.

of the theme of
Servant")

(Is. 52:l3).

t he

prophecy,

name

and exa1ta t ion ("will

statement

It contains a brief, condensed
Ly,

the contrast

pr a sper " ) .

lucem.

followed

("my

In a t her words , "Behold. my Sersuffering and

by triumph through the grace of God, per crucem ad

84
Therefore

viewed

explanation

between humiliation

vant will prosper'j points out the plot of the Song, namely,
humiliation

is in fact a kind

in Isiah 53 the suffering and death of the Servant are not

in i.SOlatilln;they are viewed from the eschatological
85

Servant's victory

83Wolff,

and exaltation.

viewpoint

of the

To take the suffering and death of the

I

~esaja 53, p. 33.

84This is something new and unheard of, going against tradition and
all men's settled ideas. Westermann, Isaiah 40-66, p. 260. According to
Wolff, Jesaja 53, p. 32, it is precisely the announcement of the exaltation
that makes of this prophecy a prophecy.
C. H. Dodd, The Old Testament in
the New (PhiladelJhia: Fortress Press~ 1963), p. 19, indicates that this same
plot can be noticJd also in the Passion Psalms, Psalm 8, Zech. 9-14, Is. 6:19:6. Jesus' minil'try as the suffering Son of man corresponds exactly to this
plot or scheme.
85" . . das Leiden des Knechtes is erzah It . . . von der Erretung
au s, aus der Erfa Irung des Sieges." Wolff, Jesaja 53, p , 31.
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that is, apart from his exa.l.t.a t Lon , will result in an

Servant in isolat~on,
inaccurate

pictur~ of the Servant.

The Structure of the Song Points
to the Victorious

Character

of the Servant
The very

tructure of Isaiah 53 indicates

laid on the Servant's

that the emphasis

is to be

exaltation.

Isaiah 53 divides

into five paragraphs

or strophes:

1) Is. 52:13-15,

The future exaltat:1ionof the Servant; 2) 53:1-3, The Man of Sorrows;
3) 53:4-6~ His vi
5) 53:10-12,

His

sufferings;
ehabilitation

Song may be said

0

about the Servant's
2) God's verdict

and reward.

divide into two parts:
suffering

two anno

In a broader sense, however,

(53:2-9) and his deliverance

(53:l0-lla);

(53:l-lla) is set within the framework
by God.

i

exaltation.

of two divine

Is. 53: l-lla, which describes

which the Lord announces

This peculiar arr
Servant's

the

1) what certain people report

ings of the Serva t in the past, is set within
and an epilogue

death;

152:l3-l5 and 53:llb-12).

The first part
sayings,

4) 53:7-9. His ignominious

the framework

the suffer-

of a prologue

the Servant's future exaltation.

points to the fact that the emphasis lies on the
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The Servant's Exaltation
First Announcement

in the

by God

(Is. 52: 13-15)
"M

Servant will

(52:13a)

In its pr I ary meaning
with understandin

the Hebrew verb

or intelligence.

. 86

?Yl

~

Accordingly,

merely means to act

the Septuagint

translates

I

~V~'~E(, and the King James Version, as well as the Portuguese Version,
"deal prudently."
attention

The verb, however,

to, con

87

however,

The meanings,

"act prudently;"

as Brown, Driver, and Briggs indi-

are hard to classify,

and scholars differ greatly.

the righ

is "shall prosper."

thus, one of the
The relation

translation

I ebrew

88

The verb

between the primary meaning

of .( "2
'1-

\V,
•

~ :>W
-

T

is ,

action usually results

in liS work; he will achieve what he proposes.

in suc-

The Servant will
His mission

issues in exaltation.

___

1-

86

1

Here hiihil imperfect

"10."\

~

:,1"-

~w_.

87Brown, Driver, and Briggs, p. 968.
88AdoptedibY the RSV, NEB, JB, New American Standard Bible, NIV
footnote, North (+saiah 40-55, p. 131), Young (Isaiah 53, p. 10), Brown,
Driver, and BriggJ, p. 968.
89westermlnn,

Isaiah 40-66, p. 258.

89

"to act with understand-

And this s ccess is the emphasis here in Is. 52:13.

be successful

In Is. 52: 13,

verbs which denote both an action and its results.

ing," and "to pro Iper" is that an intelligent
cess.

of senses, such as "give

"have insight, comprehension;"

"prosper, have su
ca t e ,

has a variety
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"He will be high, and lifted up,
and greatly exalt~d" (52:l3b)
Here the Jxaltation

of the Servant is presented

denote respectiveJy

its beginning,. continuation

o :'\I.~~90

SignifiJs

"to rise up," to become exalted,"

exalted."

The .:

rendered

form ~

~ ~

The first verb,

"to become manifest

as

J ~1 ,92

The third verb,

).\

expresses

a

"he will be very high~" and thus it sets forth the final

point of exaltati

n.

93
o f exa 1 t.a t ton ,

The addition

0

and climax.

1 91 is reflexive in force, and may be

"he will raise himself."

state or conditi01~

by three verbs which

The three verbs

taken together present

of the adverb

I'~

the highest peak

I",,:

, • ~ also points in that

direction.

"Kings will shut ,heir mouths
on account of him'! (Is. 52: 15)

The deepe,t degradation possible (52:14) is followed by a glorification of the 10fjiest
out of the depths,

o

Servant.

he mouth
0

0

90Qal impLec

93Young,

is brought

t

I

0~l.
--

t,

0

l

95

....s·W)
s

.•

or'

"'it.:J !.

J!saiah 53.

94DelitzsJh~

effect of the overpowering

th elr extreme amazement

0.,e
Nr.p ha 1 jer f ect con secu t tv

92Qal periec

95

0f

It is a sign of awe and honor.

o

the one who so suddenly

is the involuntary

I
f estatlon
or th e manl

94

91

In beholding

and lifted up to so great a height, kings shut their mouths.

This shutting of
presslon,

kind.

n-'

Prophecies

12.
of Isaiah, p. 309.

Young, ~he Book of Isaiah, p. 339.

im-

at the vlctorlOUS
0

0
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The Rehabilitation

of the

Servant in 53:l0-lla
"He will see his

ffspring"

(53:10)

In itself this phrase means
family of many de cendants.
descendants

that there will be a large posterity,

In this case, however~

but r ther to a spiritual

his death has removed
redeemed

their guilt.

it refers not to literal

see d or posterity

seed is the new "s ed of Israel,." the people redeemed
The reference

a

( \.4
~ '_

«r ) •
l-

~

96

This

by the Servant, who by

is to the church of the

out of I rael and all nations. 97

"He will prolong lj.isdays"

(53:10)

This is a clear reference
his death.

The Servant

I

'

to God's act of restoring

who had been slain and buried, receives

He is to live again and be fully rehabilitated.
be precise

or to IXPlain.

a resurrection

the Servant after

And this already

from the dead is involved.

Yet, no attempt

answers

the question

Though many scholars

new life.
is made to
of whether
seem to be

quite sure of thi1' it should be noted that there is no circumstantial
description
open-ended.
days.

of hiJ resurrection.
All

At this point the prophecy

is imprecise,

he text says is that the Lord will prolong

the Servant's

While this points out that the Servant's

take place, the " ow" cannot be ascertained
Only at the time (l)fthe fulfilment
the exaltation
------i~
96

97Delitzs

I

at the stage of the prophecy.

bodily resurrection.

he Book of Isaiah, p. 355.
h, Prophecies

will assuredly

would it become clear that the "how" of

wal to be the Servant's

Young,

exaltation

of Isaiah, p. 335.
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"He will see (?) l·ght"

(53:11)

retic Text no object is supplied

In the
The Septuagint

s "light" after "see.,,98

by the Dead Sea

oIls.

vant sees light i

the sense that he lives again. 100

indication

99

This reading

If this be correct,

of the Servant's

rehabilitation

The Servant's

Exaltation

is now confirmed

it would mean that the SerThis would be a further

and exaltation

after death.

in the

Second Announcement
God

to the verb "to see."

by

(53:11b-12)

"He will divide tlie booty
with the strong" C53:l2)
This imag
Lord's definitive
Summing u

of the division
acknowledgment

of conquered

c

the

of his Servant beyond death and the tomb.

The Servant goes per crucem ad

when He falls; He rules after being enslaved;
been apparently

booty is used to express

"He conquers

Lucem,

He lives after He Himself has

His glory streams upon the dark ground of the

deepest humiliati

Surmnary
The Suffe
52: 13; 53: 11).

Servant is the Servant of the Lord
God's plenipotentiary,

who is elected,

object.
100

Young,

Book of Isaiah, p. 356, n. 41.
Prophecies

(Is. 42:1; 49:5;

of Isaiah, p. 341.

equipped,

and

39
commissioned

the effective

to

instrument

in the realization

of the Lord's

saving purpose.
In

ant prophecies,

most acted upon.
In his

0

not carry out,

the Servant is the primary agent and the

He is the central figure.
person the Servant realizes
conveys

the task which Israel could

the saving grace of God to the nation of Israel

and the
t is entrusted with a prophetic,

The
As Prophet,

and royal office.

claims, not harsh words of doom (Is. 42:2-3),

good tidings to t e afflicted
life as

but rather

(Is. 50:4; 61: 1).. As Priest, he offers his

for the many, being both the Victim and the Priest.

He also sprinkles

any nations

sors (Is. 53:12).

As King~ he establishes

oners

priestly

~2:7)~

(Is. 52:15) and intercedes
justice

and raises up the tribes of Jacob.

death, and kings

for the transgres-

(42:1,3), releases
He is victorious

mouths because of him (Is. 52:15).

Servant is not a

messianic

figure.

whose mission

spiritual

salvation for all mankind.

is

The Serva tIs saving mission
patient, obedient,
through suffering

God-willed,

consists

vicarious

over

Yet, the

He is a soteriological

of voluntary,

suffering.

pris-

figure,

undeserved,

He is victorious,

going

to glory.

The

are prophecy, and the Servant is a prophetic

The Servant

biography,
102

figure.

that is, an account of the life of some-

one who lived in

e past.

102The fa
described as past
senting one who h
Prophecy (Is. 53:
52:13-15) and con

t that the sufferings and death of the Servant are mostly
does not warrant the conclusion that the prophet is pres already come. Although the body of the Fourth Servant
-lOa) is placed in the past, both in the introduction (Is.
lusion (Is. 53:l0b-12) the setting is placed in the future.

The description

of the sufferings,

death, and

40
vindication

of the Servant

izes the historica
"the sphere of th

lacks the note of the particular

or biographical
biographical

narrative.

which character-

As Halter Zinunerli indicates,

. . . is completely

abandoned,

given a sketch of the true servant of Yahweh which transcends
.
,,103
exper~ence.

he Servant prophecies

come.

ervant "belongs

Thus~ the

reserved

for hims

point

and we are
all individual

to the figure of one who is to

to the realm of pure miracle

He is a "prefiguration"

(Vor-Bild)

which Yahweh
of Jesus

Chrr Ls
I t , 105

Therefore, one ha
time in which the
be taken as also
observed from a f
Servant is past,
The Suffering Ser
l03H• Zi

to allow the introduction and the conclusion to set the
action is to take place, and the body of the passage is to
eferring to the future.
It is in relation to the future,
ture, eschatological,
standpoint that the death of the
nd not in relation to the present of the prophet.
North,
ant in Deuter-Isaiah, p. 211.
erli and J. Jeremias,
, Old Testament

105Holff,

Jesaja

"pais theou," p. 671.

Theology,

53, p. 36.

p. 260.

CHAPTER

THE SERVANT

III

IN THE OLD TESTAMENT

CANON AFTER

ISAIAH AND IN PRE-

CHRISTIAN

JUDAISM

Echoes of the Suffering
Old Testament
The Serva t prophecies
However,

the Old Testament
some slight verba

Servant in the

Books after Isaiah

of Isaiah are nowhere
Dan. 12:3, written

similarities

with Isaiah 53.

Detween

538-528 B.C.,

Moreover,

King in Zech. 9:9, written around

of the Messianic

quoted in the rest of

520 B.C.)

2

Is. 52: 13, "2).

"they that are wise"

which is similar

W

(O'?,

-:;>lV ~ ~),

2) " th ose w h 0 1ead th e many

o Is. 53: 11,

five times in lsaF

and the referof Isaiah 53.

12: 3

In Dan. 1 :3 there are three possible verbal
1) the expresssio

has

the description

ence to the "pier ed " in Zech. 12: 10 are strongly reminiscent

Daniel

1

r"':r ~~; 3)

allusions

to Isaiah 53:

which resembles

. h teousness " ("\'0
to r i.g
'----¥••..•.:-1

"the many"

-?'l. ,

LilA)

(O".:;t'"} Q), which occur s

53.

lH.[erbert] C.[arl] Leupold,
The Wartburg Press, 1949), p. 17.

Exposition

of Daniel

(Columbus,

2Theo• La1tsch, Bible Commentary: The Minor Prophets
Concordia Publish ng House, 1970), p. 404.

41

Ohio:

(Saint Louis:

42
Dan. 12: 3

y reflect

some words and thoughts
. '1 arlLt iles. 3
Slml

this does not go

The message

of Dan. 12:3 is

of Zion!

Shout in triumph,

rom that of Isaiah 53.

Zechariah

9:9

gr ea t Ly, 0 daughter

Zech. 9: 9, "Rejoice
daughter

Behold, your king is coming to you; He is just and

of Jer

endowed with sa1v tion, humb.l e , and mounted
presents

Like the Sufferin

Servant he is just, or righteous

Is. 53:11

with salvation.
Zech. 9: 9
"poor," "afflicte
of his peacefulnes
was regarded

His righteousness

even on a colt, the

King who comes to Zion in humility.
(

is manifested

-pl "'"-:r.,

~_.

see Is.

in his being endowed

righteous

inasmuch as he is the Savior.

indicates

that the Messianic

," "lowly").

,.

King is

"

humbl e "

(

",,~L1,

pq

and lowliness,

sition.

for the donkey after the time of Solomon

This description

the wh Ie of the lowly, suffering

vant of the Lord

elineated

who was doubtless

acquainted

:J

The riding upon a donkey is an illustration

as a very lowly animal ridden only by persons who possessed

rank or worldly
summarizes

the Messianic

on a donkey,

foal of a donkey,'

42:2,4;

However,

4

totally different

o

of Isaiah 53.

of the Messianic
condition

in the Servant prophecies
with the prophecy

no

King as "humble"

of the righteous
of Isaiah.

Ser-

Zechariah,

of Isaiah, and who in his

30n the bl~
of these correspondences,
some medieval Jewish writers,
assuming that Dan 12: 3 is intended as an interpreta,tion of Isaiah, concluded
f Isaiah was the wise men (D"'~J?I.V~).
Christopher
that the Servant
R. [ichard] North, The Suffering Servant in Deutero-Isaiah: An Historical and
Critical Study, 2 d ed.
(London: Oxford University Press, 1956), p. 7.
4"Hier mo en also woh1 Worte und Gedanken
nicht die Botscha t." Wolff, p. 39.

aus Jes. 53 sein, aber
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Messianic

passage

summarizes

the great predictions

describes

the Red emer-King as afflicted

and Zechariah pre ent the Messianic

of the former pro phet;s ,

and suffering.

Thus, both Isaiah

King as the Servant King.

however, does not explicitly mention

5

Zechariah,

that the King is to be a vicarious

suff erer.
As the Ne

Testament

points out, Zech. 9:9 was fulfilled

entry into Jerusa
unarmed and

John 12:14-16).
on a donkey,

Jesus came to Jerusalem

the animal of peace.

His manifestation

J eru sal em's King

in keeping with the will of meekness

terized his whole ministry

as the Servant of the Lord

Zechariah
Zech. 12:
the inhabitants
is a Messianic

0

Jerusalem

influence

\1!.

described

as "pierced

:t'l~;,

s, as far as language

cerned, Zech. 12: 0 breathes

of Zech. 12: 10 refers

whereas

to the Messiah,
The

In the Hebrew text, how-

Isaiah uses the word

is concerned,
However,

the same message

in Jesus Christ

This

through for our transgression."

in both passages.

by Isai h 53 upon Zech. 12:10.

cies were fulfill

(see Matt. 11=28,29).

12:10

The "pierced"

ever, Zechariah h s the word

Z'1)
-e

which charac-

will look, and for whom they will mourn.

English translati n has "pierced"

I

as

a presents the "pierced," on whom the house of David and

pr phecy.

who in Is. 53: 5 i

in Jesus'

there is no apparent

as far as content

is con-

of Isaiah 53,6 and both prophe-

(see John 19:37).

5David Ba on, The Visions and Prophecies
Marshall, Morgan
Scott, 1962), pp. 308-9.

of Zechariah

(London:

6"Hier is sicher nicht Jes. 53, aber hier ist die Botschaft.
Sach. 12,10 steht somit Jes. 53 naher als Dan. 12,3 ... " Wolff, Jesaja 53,
p. 40.
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The Servant and Pre-Christian
Did pre-C ristian
a Messiah

Judaism,

particularly

in the days of Jesus~ expect

who was to suffer and die as an atonement

Were the Servant

rophecies

intertestamental

eriod?

the affirmative;

any answer in the negative.

Joachim J remias
anically

Judaism

interpre

He indicates

of Isaiah interpreted

These are hotly debated

supports

Is. 53: 1-12 "can
case of Is. 42:1-

messianica11y
questions.

the view that the Servant

ed in pre-Christian

that the Messianic

for the sins of mankind?
during

Some answer in

Songs were messi-

times, at least in Palestinian

interpretation

of the passion

(as in the

at least with a high degree of probability,

to the pre-Christ

an period. ,,8 The same view is shared by W. Staerk

1933),

eld (Jesus transfigur~,

U. Riesen

Rabbinic

Judaism,

1948).

7

Judaism.

sayings in

e traced back, if not with the same certainty
and 52:13-15),

the

1947), and W. D. Davies

The latter states that "the assumption

(Soter,

(Paul and
is at least

7Jeremias still makes much out of the distinction between Hellenistic
and Palestinian J daism.
His point is that the Songs were given a Messianic
interpretation in Palestinian Judaism and a collective interpretation in
Hellenistic Judai m. Yet, the distinction between Hellenistic and Palestinian Judaism sh uld not be overemphasized.
It is often assumed that the
Jewish and Greek
orlds were separated by a deep cleft.
However, as Gerhard
Friedrich indicat s, more recently students of Judaism (as, for examp1e
Schurer, A. Schlatter, G. Dalman, J. A. Fitzmyer, and others) have shown repeatedly that in he age of Hellenism the antitheses between Semite and
Greek were not as sharp as they had been before.
There was a great reciprocal interaction b tween the Semitic and the Greek worlds.
Gerhard Friedericht
"Pre-History of t e Theological Dictionary of the New 'I'e s t amen t ;" Theological
Dictionary of the New Testament, 10 vols., trans. by Geoffrey W. Bromi1ey
(Grand Rapids, Mi higan: ~Vm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1979), 10: 65354, 659.
y

8

Walther
immer1i and Joachim Jeremias, "pais t he.ouj" p. 699.
Jeremias bases hi view on his own interpretation of the Similitudes of Enoch;
the Peshitta, whi h is the authorized Bible of the Syrian Church, dating from
the latter 4th or early 5th century; the Greek translations of Aquila and
Theodotion, datin
from the 2nd century A.D.; the Targum, whose text was
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possible

that

pre-Christian

the

~onception

Judaism.

The great

Chr
I
.
rlstlan

of
of

the

was not

unfamiliar

to

interpreters,
Messiah

however,
and the

do not

think

there

Suffering

Servant

that
in pre-

J u dai
alsm. 10

fixed
in the 5th century
A.D.;
of the 2nd century
A.D.).

Pauline

Messiah

,,9

~ajority

had been any conflation

of a suffering

Rabbinic

materials,

and Justin

9W. D. Davies,
Paul and Rabbinic
Judaism:
Some Rabbinic
Theology
(London: S.P.C.K.~
1970), p , 283.

Martyr

(middle

Elements

in

10George Eldon Ladd, A Theology of the New Testament
(Grand Rapids,
Michigan:
Hm. B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company, 1974), p. 156.
Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament,
2 vols.,
trans.
by Kendrick Grobel
(New
York: Charles
Scribner's
Sons, 1951), vol.
It p. 31: "The idea of a suffering,
dying,
rising
MesEiah or Son of Man was unknown to Judaism."
Oscar Cullmann,
Baptism in theNe"
Testament,
trans.
by J. K. S. Reid (London: SCMPress Ltdy
1961), p. 19: " ...
that
the Messiah should be at the same time the suffering Servant of God is an impossible
conception
for Judaism."
(Cu11mann's
emphasis)
Ferdinard
Hahn, The Titles
of Jesus in Christology
(New York: The
Hor1d Publishing
Gompany, 1969), p. 64, n. 18: '", ..
that the conception
of
the suffering
Servant
of God was already
in pre-Christian
times associated
with Messianism
Ls still
not proved."
Morna D. [oro thy] Hooker, Jesus and the
Servant
(London: ~.P.C.K.,
1959), p , 56: "There was no pre-Christian
doctrine
of a suffering
MeE siah based upon Deutero-Isaiah."
Erik Sjoberg,
"Exkur s II:
Zur Frage des AltErs
des Glaubens an den leidenden
Messias
im Judentum,"
Der
verborgeneMenschEnsohn
in den Evangelien
(Lund: C. W. K. Gleerup,
1955) ,-p. 264: "Aber es E teht fest,
dass die Leidensaussagen
zur Zeit Christi
nicht
in das judische
MEssiasbi1d
aufgenommen worden sind."
Eduard Lohse, Martyrer
und Gottesknecht,
2nd, revised
and augmented edition
(Gottingen:
Vandenhoeck
& Ruprecht,
1963). p. 108: "Die Vorstellung
von einem leidenden
Messias
La s st; sich vielmelr
im Judentum erst
fur das zweite nachchristliche
Jahrhundert nac hweLs en , jedoch nicht
fur das vorchrist1iche
Judentum."
T. W. Manson,
The Servant-Messiah:
A Study of the Public Ministry
of Jesus
(Grand Rapids,
Michigan:
Baker Bcok House, 1977), p. 56.
George Foot Moore, Judaism in the
First
Centuries
of the Christian
Era the Age of the Tannaim, 2 vols.
(New
York: Schocken Bocks, 1971), vol.
1, p , 551: "(there
is) no evidence
that
the Jews had a doctrine
of a suffering
Messiah."
S. Mowinckel,
He that
Cometh, trans.
by G. W. Anderson
(New York: Abingdon Press,
1954), p. 327:
"Judaism knows nothing
of a suffering,
dying,
and rising
Messiah."
Eduard
Schweizer,
Lordsh' pand
Discipleship
(London: SCMPress Lt.d , 1960, p , 49:
"
the a spec t s of suffering,.
especially
in Lsa . 53,. are neither
in the
OT nor in pre-Chr' stian
Judaism applied
to the Messiah."
H. W. Wolff,
Jesaja
53 .• pp. SL-54.
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This que sttio n , however,
ity.

is not to be decided by a vote of the maj or-

It is necess ry to examine the literature

period

(Apocrypha

the Dead Sea Scro
suffering,

dying,

writings which de

nd Pseudepigrapha),. the versions
and Rabbinic

writings,

(Septuagint and Targum),

to see whether

the idea of a

nd rising Messiah was known to pre-Christian
with the Servant Songs or seem to reflect
efore, pertinent

and which are,

of the intertestamental

Wisdom of Solomon, 4 Maccabees,

to this study are:

The Similitudes

of the Ne

Testament

The

their language,

The Septuagint,

The

of Enoch, 2 Esdras~ The Qum-

ran Texts, The Targum of Jonathan~ and Rabbinic materials.
witness

Judaism.

In addition,

the

is not to be ignored, for it may be decisive at

this point.

The Servant in the Septuagint
inevitably
the translators'
the translation

nderstanding
0

the Hebrew

or so before
agint

mentary

red text.

discover

of the text.
Scriptures

the inte pretation

the two centuries

in interpretation.

(LXX) is, in some respects,
12

and reflects

In this sense, the Septuagint,

into Greek during

is also an enterprise

of fact, the
on

involves interpretation

As a matter

like the Targums, a com-

Hence, it would be important,

which the LXX translators

if possible,

to

put upon the prophecy

in Isaiah, par tic larly Isaiah 53.

lIThe Pen ateuch was translated first of all, and, according to the
Letter of Aristea , this took place during the rule of Philadelphus (285247 B.C.). Alfre
Rahlfs, ed., Septuaginta, 2 vols., 9th edition (Stuttgart:
WUrttembergische
ibelanstalt, 1935), vol. 1, p. XXII.
l2This te t is not necessarily identical with modern editions of the
Biblia Hebraica.
The Qumran manuscripts reveal the existence of various
forms of the text longside each other before the fall of the Second Temple,
namely, a type of text underlying the Septuagint version, a popular Palestinian type close y akin to the Samaritan Pentateuch, and the
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l" .1.j
• #

•

as trans ated in the Septuagint

II'

In transla ting the Hebrew word

three instances

(1\8:20; 49:3,5;

'i\rsl~

the Hebrew

l.;:l~at

I~'J
','',',

see the plural

the Greek translators

use

c
O(

42:19 and dOI)'\£001r~_for the Hebrew

"\;r;t!1

at

53: 11).14
Is there c ny special reason for adopting

1follt?

the rendering

Accord-

,.
ing to Karl Heinr ch Rengstorf,
cases~ and not

J 0 ~Ao~,

the basis of the rendering

is the recognition

1T <A

by the translator

It in

most

of the fact

"

that the
relationship

to h s master which is established

basis of an essen ial position

in his'

01KOS'

15

for the purpose,
In other words,

but on the
the

'proto-Masoretic' text. For Qumran there was not yet a simple authoritative
text. It was not until around A.D. 100, when Aquiba and his colleagues at
Jamnia standardizEd the 'proto-Masoretic' as the only acceptable text, that
the Jews began to acknowledge or use only this type of text, upon which the
later Masoretic ee ition was based.
Ernst Wurthwein" The Text of the Old
Testament: An Int oduction to the Biblia Hebraica, trans. Erroll F. Rhodes
(Grand Rapids, Mie higan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co ,, 1979), pp. 1221.
13
Vandenhoeck
14

Ernst Lehmeyer, Gottesknecht
& Rup echt, 1953), p. 3.
Walther

und Davidsohn,

Zimmerli and Joachim Jeremias,

2nd ed., (Gottingen:

"pais theou," p , 683.

l5Karl He nrich Rengstorf, "doulos, syndoulos, doule, douleuo,
douleia, d ou Loo , ka t.ad ou Lco , doulagogeo, ophthalmodoulia,"
Theological Dictionary of the Ne~ Testament, 2:266.
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translator

'..J
~
'.'',' more

takes

in the sense of son, someone that is not just

hired for a servi e but has an essential

relationship

16

with the Lord.

Isaiah 42" 49, 50, and 61 in the Se tuagint
The LXX

t

anslators

the nation of Isr
of paraphrasers,

take the 42nd chapter of Isaiah as referring

In the opening verse of that chapter,
hey introduce

and "my chosen"

tions give expres ion to the collective
Isaiah 49 is also referred
affords

no obviou

with the freedom

the names "Jacob" and "Israel" as explanatory

("\.:1"=1 ~ ),

of the titles "my Servant"

to

interpretation

to Israel.

clue to the interpretation

('\-;\.'"
1)::q..).

These addi-

of Isaiah 42.

Regarding

Isaiah 50, the text

of the translator.

The same

holds good for Is iah 61.

Isaiah 53 in the

eptuagint

Textual differenc
and the Masoretic

s between
Text

Compared
or eliminate

the

the Septuagint

Masoretic
assion

LXX has "he was s ckly"

texts.

text, the LXX exhibits a tendency

to modify

In 53:5~ instead of "he was crushed,"

(Af;<iJlA~l(t<l'~l).

the

In 53:8, instead of "he was cut
')/

off," the LXX has "his life is removed
"lifted

up").

or taken away"

Is. 53:9 is re-interpreted

to mean that the verdict

upon the wicked a d the rich by God himself
16

Humanly
vant" and "son,"
the Servant with
Testament Jesus i
never
AoS' T
Symmachus render
Theodotion, which
that this procedu

<lou

(o(l(ttoll,

in retribution

lit.
is passed

for the putting

speaking, the rendering lTc(lS' , which can mean both "serurned out being very suitable for the identification of
esus, the Son of God, by the Early Christians.
In the New
called
(Matt. 12:18; Acts 3:13,26; 4:27,30), but
e second century A.D. versions by Aquila, Theodotion, and
he Hebrew"TJ(!
doU~OS,.Fhroughout, with the exception of
at 42: 1 retains the 1T<Hf of the LXX.
It is not unlikely
e is a reaction against the LXX. Wolff, Jesaja 53, p. 40.

VoI.i::s

49
to death of the Servant.
53:8, however,
cal language,

17

In 53: 10, "to crush" becomes

where the Masoretic

"to cleanse."

Text, due to the employment

is not quite clearcut

on the ultimate

of metaphor i-

fate of the Servant,

that some interpreters

raise the question whether death is actually

the LXX states plainly

that "from the transgressions

to death"

.~

(.

the omission

I

(\(Ufl cc.) in 53: 1;
child
shoot"

(lf~ldLO,()

the translation

the LXX and the Masoretic

"we declared

of the word·

of the vague rendering

~'<:I\Ctl<:(});19and the insertion

Isaiah 53 Septuagint
not Israel

)
him (~)

1\

envisages

whether

0

W~

as a

(guilt offering)

(~)

in

lTtci

dwu

in 53:11.20

an individual,

think that "there is nothing

it (the LXX) understands

to indicate

the Servant in 52:13-53:12

l7At this point the LXX clearly goes beyond the Masoretic

18

text

of "Lord"

"if you offer for sin" (~«V

of "light"

Even though some intepreters
decisively

between

before him" instead of "he grew up before him like a tender

in 53: 2; the obliteration

53: 10 by means

involved,

of my people was he led

of one of the verbs in 52:13; the inclusion

18

so

9

)I

Some other major differences
are:

In

to be

Text.

I

KUel~

The
appears in both John 12:38 and Rom. 10:16, the only
quotations of Is. 53:1 in the New Testament.
19Here, as well as in verse 9, "I will give the wicked instead of
his burial," the idea of vicarious representation is clearly lost sight of.
Wolff, Jesaja 53, p. 41.
20R. R. Ottley, trans. and ed., The Book of Isaiah according to the
Septuagint (Codex Alexandrinus), vol. 1: Introduction and Translation with a
Parallel Version from the Hebrew, 2nd edition (Cambridge: At the University
Pr e ss , 1909), pp. 276-79, and vol. 2: Text and Notes (Cambridge: At the
University Press, 1906), pp. 344-48.
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°
d ilVl° dua,1" 21 lt
°
°
Isala
°
h 53 th e LXX enV1S°
Israe 1 or an ln
seems c 1 ear that ln

° di
ages an ln
lVll.dua 1 .22

Does the Septuagint take
Isaiah 53 messianically?
There is no general agreement
argues that "the LXX translator
d escription

must have found in Is. 52: 13-53: 12 the

would be the only instance of a Messianic
so-called Hellenistic
Jeremias

interpr~tation

endeavors

to prove his thesis.

=\'~)

.1.

sur pr asi.ng translation

reminiscent
stead of

statement

of

of the Messianic

Greek textual corruption.
and

21

He advances
l

three points:

1) the

I

by lfd.l<llO'/

in 53: 2, "which is familiar

11: 1"; 24 2) the reconstruction
in Jeremias' opinion,

are almost

North, The Suffering

also

is to be regarded as a

termini technici denoting

3) the translation

from

~~{ti.l~L in-

This point is based on the assumption

a"~'tOA,-

tion of the Messiah. 25

Yet, all he is able to come

in 9:5 and par. to the correctly rendered~,

~v~~ytLi~;ClV,
which,

~vd.'(~A~{lV'

of Isaiah 53 in the

Judaism.

up with is nothing but slender evidence.

the Messianic

Joachim Jeremias

f 19ure
°
°
h e awalts.
°
,,23 If so, the LXX
w h ose comlng

°
°
a MeSSlanlC

0f

on this matter.

that

the manifesta-

of 52:14-15 as a future

Servant in Deutero-Isaiah~

p. 8.

22Euler (Die Verkundigung vom leidenden GK aus Jes. 53 in der griechischen Bibel) argues that an individual martyr is depicted who is indeed none
other than Isaiah himself.
G. Dalman (Der Leidende und der sterbende Messias)
thinks that the LXX interprets Isaiah 53 of the righteous man. Both Euler
and Dalman are referred to by North, p. 8.
23
Walther

Zimmerli and Joachim Jeremias,

"pais theou," p. 676.

24Ibid.
25Harald Hegermann, Jesaja 53 in Hexapla, Targum und Peschitta
(Gutersloh: C. Bertelsmann Verlag, 1954), p. 129.
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)

I

(E\{~t,~ol'tC{l), which is plain deviation
response

to this, particularly

that "die Deutung
a"/(j.

rtAhd

des

--f;.li"

figure

the first two points,

seems to interpret

sar y , though,

Sjoberg observes

behind

in stating

Isa. 52:13-53:12,,,27 and that "the

and state that no conclusion

drawn on the basis of the text itself.

, und

that "a Messianic

Isa. 52: l3-53: 12 messianically.,,28

to go one step further

rightly

Klang zu haben. ,,26

are more cautious

seems to have been discerned

Septuagint

In

text.

als Kind ist an sich ganz na t.iir Li.ch •..

brauch keinen messianischen

Other interpreters

from the Masoretic

Wright's

position

It is necescan be

is probably

the

best:
•. an examination of the LXX. rendering of that prophecy (viz. Is. 53)
leaves us in the dark as to the interpretation they put upon its terms.
Much of it might, indeed, fairly be interpreted in a Messianic sense, and
was actually so expounded by Philip in his discourse with the eunuch.
But there are clauses in the Greek version which can scarcely bear such
a meaning, and which lead us to suspect that the translators themselves
were more than ordinarily perplexed. as to the sense of the prophecy. 29

The Servant and the Book of The
Wisdom
The Wisdom

of Solom.on was written

B.C.30 by an unknown
of the so-called

Jew of Alexandria.

Hellenistic

26Sjoberg,

of Solomon

"Exkurs

in Greek in the first century
It is classified

as a representative

Judaism.
II,"

p,

259.

27Otto Michel and 1. Howard Marshall, "Son, Son of God,. Son of Man,
Servant of God, Son of David,," The New International Dictionary of New Testament Theology, 3 vols., Colin Brown, gen. ed. (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan Publishing House, 1979)~ 3:610. (Emphasis mine).
28
.
Oscar Cullmann, The Christology of the New Testament, p. 56.
29Charles

H. H. Wright,

p. 367.

30D. S..Rus se Ll., Between the Testaments (Philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1979), p. 17. This is not the place to go into a lengthy discussion
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The first five chapters

of this book, particularly

tute a theodicy and deal with the problem of the suffering
at the hands of the unrighteous.

Impersonating

)

mises reward and immortality

2:10-5:237

consti-

of the righteous

king Solomon, the author pro-

I

(~eO(V.J.'~i,

3:4) to the righteous

and warns the

wicked of judgment.
The author
of the sufferings

seems to be familiar
of the righteous

by verse:ex:posit'ion
of Is. 52:15-53:6.
Isaiah for the picture

with Isaiah 40-66, and his description

man in 5:1-7 reads like a periphrastic
As a matter

of the suffering righteous

this section is one of the earliest non-Christian
Servant Song.

verse

of fact, this reliance

upon

man seems to indicate

that

expositions

of the Fourth

31

Resemblances between The Wisdom of
Solomon and Isaiah 53
"He (the righteous man) professes to
have knowledge of God, and calls him,
" !
self a child of the Lord (~<il li~LQ«'
,
,
\
l
'~
'<V~lCU
fUtUro"
0'10;<(4
u, )'." Wis. 2: 13

"My servant will prosper. . . "
"By his knowledge the Righteous One
my servant, will justify the many"
Is. 52:13; Is. 53:11.

"Let us test him with insult and
torture, that we may find out how
gentle he is, and make trial of his
forbearance.
Let us condemn him to a
shameful death, for, according to what
he says, he will be protected."
Wis.
2: 19-20.

Is. 53:7-9:
vant.

the death of the Ser-

about the date of the book. According to Hooker, it dates from the end of
the second century B.C. Hooker, Jesus and the Servant, p. 54. Bruce M.
Metzger, The Oxford Annotated Apocrypha (New York: Oxford University Press,
1977)~ p. 102, suggests that it was written in the latter part of the first
century B.C. The important thing at this point is that the book is preChristian.
3~. Jack Suggs, "Wisdom of Solomon 2: 10--5: A Homily Based on the
Fourth Servant Song," Journal of Biblical Literature 76 (1957) :33. Suggs
suggests that Wis. 2:10--5 is a homily built around the picture of the pais
of Isaiah as found in the LXX.
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"They (the ungodly) will see, and
will have contempt for him (the
righteous man), but the Lord will
laugh them to sc orn. " Wis. 4: 18 .

"He was despised and forsaken
" Is. 53:3.

"Because he will dash them speechless to the ground, and shake them
from the foundations; they will be
left utterly dry and barren, and
they will suffer anguish, and the
memory of them will perish."
Wis.
4: 19.

"Thus he will sprinkle many nations,
kings will shut their mouths on account of him."
Is. 52:15.

"When they see him, they will be
shaken with dreadful
fear,
and they
,
I
will be amazed (tt<4 r"l'\~D{tv.l) at his
unexpected salvation."
Wis. 5:2.

"Like as many shall be amazed
1
I
(t~4't1(O""Cc4.I..)
at thee
"
52:14, LXX.

"They will speak to one another in
repentance, and in anguish of spirit
they will groan, and say, 'This is
the man whom we once held in derision and made a bywo rd=--we fools!
We thought (~).Oyl(a.Ate«) that his
life was madness ana that his end
was without honor."
Wis. 5:3-4.

"He was dishonourned, and not esteemed ("ilK t).ort49!) )."
Is. 53:3,
LXX.

"So it was we who strayed from the
,
\
'l'I
)'
w.:ay
••
of, tru th ,(~1t 1\4. v,tl tv' <All0
octO\)
(J.')l\9f..lIiS), and the light
of righteousness did not shine on
us, ... " Wis. 5:6.

"All we like sheep did go astray

"Bu t the righteous live for ever,
and their reward is with the Lord;
the Most High takes care of them.
Therefore they will receive a
glorious crown and a beautiful diadem from the hand of the Lord.
"
Wis. 5:15,16.

Is. 53:10-12:
the Servant.

~-q

The word

~dt)

<:

and "child."

the oppressors

complain

'~/LI

Is.

fI~.1t!-/,

each
straved
by
his
own
way
a-(9rl.ll'lfOt'"
•••
itj"
,
..,
)
\
'Ifl
:;)
1:1\ Ofl~ ~"t:DO cell" I\d.V1~).
"
Is.
53: 6, LXX.
(w~

occurs in Wis. 2:13.

both "servant"

,

If( 0 t3 r;. Lei f:rr A" V\

of men

The rehabilitation

In the LXX this word can mean

Here it is defined as "child" by 2:16, where
I

that "he boasts that God is his father

('{fcfC,\),"
)

and by 5:5, where he is said to be counted

U~Ol} e~()t»."
c\
son (ULO}

e"eeo

Furthermore,

"among the sons of God (~

in 2:18 the righteous

man is called God's

i, which seems to indicate that the writer uses ~

..•
and

of
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(

,

"LC}

interchangeably.

Assuming

that Wisdom is dependent

upon the LXX, it
..•

is quite certain
LXX refers

that the author of Wisdom concludes

to a "child of the Lord."

1f~t) (servant)

in general,

is the Righteous

a collective

designation

righteous

in all ages.

dependent

upon Isaiah 53, the Wisdom of Solomon interprets

lectively.
righteous,

In this sense, and again assuming

The author
typified

identifies

of the

32

In the Wisdom of Solomon the
He is a type of the righteous

that the ~

One.

for the

that Wisdom is
the Servant col-

the Servant with the community

in the Righteous

One.

Yet, this Righteous

of the

One depicted

in this work is much more a Lazarus figure than a Servant of the Lord.33
The author of the Wisdom of Solomon does not make use of the idea of
vicarious

suffering.

that the righteous

not even the slightest

suggestion,

suffers for or on behalf of others.

Summing up:
resembles

There is no allusion,

The Wisdom

of Solomon, particularly

Isaiah 53 as far as words are concerned.

totally different.

The message,

The Servant of the Lord as depicted

be found in the Wisdom

2:13-5:23,

in a way

however,

is

in Isaiah is not to

of Solomon.

The Servant and 4 Maccabees
Dating from the beginning
a classic
ophy.

of the last century B.C.,34

example of the interpretation

The author of this Hellenistic

attaches

a redemptive

32Ibid.,

work reckoned

and atoning value

He That Cometh, p. 212, n. 3.

Hooker, Jesus and the Servant, p. 54.

is

in terms of Greek philosamong the Preudepigrapha,

to the deaths of the martyrs.

p. 29.

33Mowinckel,
34

of Judaism

4 Maccabees

Their
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deaths are a substitutionary
purifies

the land

atonement

that expiates

(4 Macc. 6:28; 17:21; 18:4).

There is no trace of the Suffering

the nation's

sin and

35

Servant in 4 Maccabees.

The mar-

tyrs do not intend to fulfil the role of the Suffering

Servant.

are some similarities,

the martyrs

time of the Maccabees

as well as differences,

between

Yet, there
of the

and the Servant of the Lord.

Similarities:
The martyr Eleazar dies ,"for the
j \
'
,
sake of the law" (Old to'l VOIA-0'/).
4 Macc. 6:27.
}

The Servant is pierced "because of
' \ C
'
,,,
our sins" (d t<A."(.O() ~lctlng(}
AWV ).
Is. 53:5, LXX

The martyrs cal~ their martyrdom
"punishment" (du('tt).
4 Mace. 6: 28.

The Servant
bears "chastening" (lil
~~.
c~
,
LXX: ifot.l1U~ , "discipline") Is. 53: 5.

The punishment is borne "for them"
c \
••
( 'JiltS c(OtW'l ). the member s of the
peopl.
4 Macc. 6:28.

The Servant bore the sin of the many.
Is. 53:12.

The
martyrs
)
,

become "a ransom"
for the sin of the
nation.
Their death is an "expiC \
I
ation" (~).
4 Macc.
l7:21~22.

The Servant renders
guilt offering (0

The martyr prays and entreats for
his brothers, "Be merciful to your
people, and let our punishment suffice for them." 4 Macc. 6:28.

The Servant intercedes
gressors.
Is. 53:12.

( a."Cl ~

°10" )

i

himself as a
Is. 53: 10.

W !!).

for the trans-

Differences:
The martyrs of the Maccabean period
suffer because of their own sins,
as 2 Mace. 7:32 indicates.

The Servant is guiltless and the
Lord caused the iniquity of others
to fallon
him. Is. 53:6.

35According to Eduard Lohse, Martyrer und Gottesknecht, the conception of death for one's own sins and as a vicarious atonement was rooted
and spread abroad in Palestinian pre-Christian Judaism.
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The martyrs are supposedly atoning
for sins. However ~ nothing is said
of an atoning death having universal
validity.
They propose to atone
exclusively for their own people,
Israel. 4 Macc. 6:28-29; 17:22.

The Servant atones for the many,
for the totality of mankind.
Is.
52:14-15; 53:11-12.

The Maccabean martyrs undergo martyrdom without any assurance that
God is causing suffering and death
to befall them as an atoning sacrifice for the people.
Eleazar prays>
"Make my blood their purif ica tion,
and take my life in exchange for
theirs."
4 Macc. 6:29; See 2 Macc.
7:38.

Isaiah clearly spells out that the
Lord was pleased to crush the Servant (Is. 53:6,10).
He undergoes
suffering and death as a result of
God's plan to procure salvation for
the many by means of his sacrifice.
In this sense the Servant is altogether unique.36

The Servant and the Similitudes
of Enoch
The Similitudes
the Ethiopic
age.

38

Enoch.37

of Enoch are chapters
The Similitudes

It is an apocalyptic

Son of Man as a heavenly

use of terms apparently

writing,

37-71 of 1 Enoch, also known as

were written during
well-known

the Maccabean

for its presentation

being with no prior earthly

God before the foundation
In describing

(1 Enoch 37-71)

existence,

of the

created by

of the world.

the Son of Man, the author of the Similitudes
derived

makes

from the Servant Songs, so that the Son of

36"Diese Teleologie des Leidens (dass namlich Gott seinen Knecht
planmassig ins Leiden hineinfuhrt, ja schon zum Leiden erwahlt hat) fehlt im
4. Makk.
Sie ist aber der Schlussel zum Verstandnis des Todes Jesu ... ,
und dieser Schlussel liegt ...
in Jes. 53." Christian Mauer, "Knecht Gottes und Sohn Gottes im Passionsbericht des Markusevangeliums,"
Zeitschrift
fur Theologie und Kirche 50 (1953):22.
37This book should not be confused with a later work, the Secrets of
Enoch, which is also called 2 Enoch or Slavonic Enoch.
38

Russell, Between the Testaments, p. 132. There is some diversity
of opinion among leading authorities as to the date of the book. W. O. E.
Oesterley, in the Introduction to R. H. Charles' translation of The Book of
Enoch (London: SPCK, 1917, p. XIV), indicates 105-64 B.C. as termini a quo
and ad quem.
It may be regarded as definitely established that the book is
pre-Christian.
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Man of the Similitudes,

also ca-lled "The Righteous

is apparently

with traits borrowed

furnished

parison of some passages

will reveal

One" and "The Elect One,"

from the Servant

Songs.

A com-

this.

"And when the Righteous One shall
appear before the eyes of the
righteous . . . where then will be
the dwelling of the sinners. . .?"
1 Enoch 38:2.
"And after this the
Righteous and Elect One shall cause
the house of his congregation to
appear . . ." 1 Enoch 53: 6.

"By his knowledge the Righteous
my Servant.
"Is. 53: 11.

"And the second voice I heard blessing the Elect One and the elect one
who hang upon the Lord of Spirits."
1 Enoch 40: 5 "On that day mine Elect
One shall sit on the throne of glory
and shall try their wor ks , . . "
1 Enoch 45: 3
"And he (viz. the angel) answered
and said unto me: this is the Son
of Man who hath righteousness,
. . .
because the Lord of Spirits hath
chosen him . . ." 1 Enoch 4 6:3 "Because the Elect One standeth before
the Lord of Spirits . . ." 1 Enoch
49:2 (see also 49:4; 51:3,5)

"Behold, my Servant, whom I uphold;
my chosen one in whom my soul delights."
Is. 42:1.
"I am the Lord,
I have called you in righteousness,
" Is. 42: 6.

"And he shall be the light of the
Gentiles, and the hope of those who
are troubled of heart."
1 Enoch
48:4.

"I will appoint you . . . as a light
to the na t Lon s, ... " Is. 42:6
"I will also make you a light to the
nations •.. " Is. 49:6

"And this Son of Man whom thou hast
seen shall raise up the kings and
the mighty from their seats, . . .
And shall loosen the reins of the
strong~ and break the teeth of the
sinners; ... " 1 Enoch 46:4

"Kings shall see and arise, Princes
shall also bow down; Because of the
Lord who is faithful, the Holy One
of Israel who has chosen you."
Is.
49: 7
"Kings will shut their mouths on
account of him; ... " Is. 52:15.

It cannot be denied that some of the language
in the Similitudes
in Isaiah.

is similar to the language

The question

are due to any influence

to be raised,

of the Servant Songs.

used of the Son of Man

used of the Suffering

however,

One,

is whether

Servant

those similarities

The second question

is
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whether

these alleged

the author

similarities

of the Similitudes

are more than verbal,

identified

that is, whether

the Son of Man with the Suffering

Servant.
The influence

of the Servant

if any, does not go beyond
doubted

if designations

Isaiah at all.

the use of phrases and words.

like "Elect One," "Righteous

The expression

from Is. 42:1, for it appears
Reg£rding

w.

D. Davies

is merged

Songs upon the picture

the identification

It may even be

One," are taken from

"Elect One," for instance,
in several places

need not be taken
39

in the Old Testament.

of the Servant with the Son of Man,

states that "it is clear that the Son of Man in the Similitudes

to some extent at least into the concept of the Suffering

vant. ,,40 Yet, this is far from being clear or demonstrated.
fact that the same language

is being used to describe

imply that they are to be identified.4l
vant Songs is nowhere
There is nowhere

In reality,

read into the character

any indication

39

character

E.g., Ps. 89:3
2 Sam. 21: 6 (Saul).

The simple

the content of the Ser-

and work of the Son of Man.

that the Son of Man is to suffer.

of his person and mission.

(used with reference

Ser-

both figures does not

The Servant of the Lord goes per crucem ad lucem.
essential

of the Son of Man,

42

Suffering

is the

The supreme elements

in the

to David);

Ps. 106:26

(Moses);

40W. D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism: Some Rabbinic Elements in
Pauline Theology (London: S. P. C. K., 1970), pp. 279-80.
Besides Davies,
Paul Billerbeck, Joachim Jeremias, Julius Schniewind argue that 1 Enoch displays the figure of a suffering Son of Man.
Erik Sjoberg strongly denies it.
4lH. [arold] H. [enry] Rowley, "The Suffering Servant and the Davidic
Messiah," The Servant of the Lord and Other Essays on the Old Testament, 2nd
revised edition (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1964), p. 81.
42Russell, Between the Testaments, p. 139. Mowinckel,. He that Cometh,
p. 410. J. W. Doeve, Jewish Hermeneutics in the Synoptic Gospels and Acts
(Assen, Netherlands: Koninklijke Van Gorcum & Camp. N. V., 1954), p , 136.
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Son of Man's
judgment
God

service are not humiliation

of the world

(1 Enoch 46:4).

(1 Enoch 38:l~2),

and vicarious

suffering~

and the destruction

The Son of Man of the Similitudes

of the enemies

"breaks

with the transgressors

is furnished

Songs,. which seems unlikely,
stricted

even if one concedes

with traits borrowed

or is a t least doubtful,

to traits which exalt the Servant's

comparison

is made with passages

which do not mention

to be

(Is. 53:12).

A final point has to be stressed:
of Man of the Similitudes

of

the teeth of

the sinner s" (1 Enoch 4 6:4); the Servant of the Lord lets himself
numbered

but the

glory.43

that the Son

from the Servant

this borrowing

The very fact that the

like Is. 42:1,6; 49-:1,6; 52:l3-l5;

the Servant's

suffering,

is re-

53:11,

but rather his exaltation,

sup-

ports this conclusion.

The Servant and 2 Esdras
The book commonly
Apocrypha.

known as 2 Esdras is the only apocalypse

It is made up of 16 chapters.

also known as 4 Esdras, was written
44

A.D.

Chapters

The central portion

among the

(chs. 3-14),

near the close of the first century

1-2, as well as 15-16, are generally

taken as later Chris-

tian additions.
2 Esdras 7: 28, 29 reads:

"For my son the Messiah

with those who are with him, and those who remain
years.

And after these years my son the Messiah

human breath."
Suffering

Is there any connection

shall rejoice

four hundred

shall die, and all who draw
this dying Messiah

and the

Servant?

43Walther
44

between

shall be revealed

Metzger,

Zimmerli and Joachim
Annotated

Apocrypha,

Jeremias,
p.

23.

"pais theou,"

p,

688.
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The answer is in the negative.
suffering.

Second, Messiah's

First of all, there is no mention

death is neither violent,

nothing

is said about his death having atoning

Messiah

of 2 Esdras dies like all other men.

power.

nor lonely.

of

Third,

The fact is that the

The Servant and Qumran
Suffering

plays a great role in the Qumran texts.

Qumran community,
community

W1S

.
t t.on
at

the Teacher of Righteousness,. had been persecuted.

enduring

53 is concerned,

suffering

in the wilderness.

was not applied

So far as it can be determined,
as a Messianic

figure.46

quence

Ris suffering,

of prophetic

the Teacher

Moreover,

0f

The concept

figure.

of Righteousness

though he was persecuted

Moreover,

and put
to

fits better into the

the suffering which is the unsought

.
48
prop h·et~c proc.1 amat~on.

was not

attac.hed atoning value

acc.ording to Cullmann,

suffering,

allusions.

to any Messianic

to death, there is no evidenc.e that his followers

category

The

And yet, as far as Isaiah

There are at best a few literary

of the Servant, however,

his death.47

of the

it seems that the chapter was not the object of much atten-

Qu mran. 45

regarded

The founder

conse-

there is a big diff erence be-

tween the fate forced upon the Teacher of Righteousness

and the voluntary

45paul Garnet, Salvation and Atonement in the Qumran Scrolls
en: J. C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1977)1 p. 118.
46F. F. Bruce, Biblical Exegesis in the Qumran Texts
Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1959), p. 49.

(Tubing-

(Grand Rapids,

47"Ris suff erings are never presented as serving to atone f or the
sins of others."
William Sanf ord LaSor, The Dead Sea Scrolls and the New
Testament (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1972),
p. 23l.
48

Cullman,

Christology,. pp. 57-58.
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atoning

suffering

conclusion
..
meSSlanlC

that there is no evidence
sense.

ones":

the Messiah

of Aaron,

and the Messiah

of Israel.

50

or
Yet,

.
.
51
that they ac h ieve th eir d estlny
throug h suff erlng.

of fact, nothing

died volunatrily

that the Teacher was the Servant in a

the Messiah,. the Qumran texts know of two Messiahs,

there is no indication
As a matter

This leads to the obvious

49

Regarding
"anointed

of the Servant of the Lord.

like the teaching

as a sacrifice

that the incarnate

Son of God

for the sins of men is found in the Dead Sea

Scrolls.
Even though the Qumran community
filled in the experience

of the Teacher of Righteousness

other individual,. the texts do indicate
through human suffering.
community.

did not view Isaiah 53 as being ful-

This atonement

or in that of any

some kind of atonement

for Israel

is made through the suffering

They think that by their obedience

they are accomplishing

of the
atone-

ment fot the land.52

49Millar Burrows, More Light on the Dead Sea Scrolls (New York: The
Viking Press, 1958; reprint ed., Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker Book House,
1978)~ p , 336.
50The Manual of Discipline speaks of two coming Messiahs: "but they
shall be ruled by the first laws with which the men of the community began
to be disciplined, until the coming of a prophet and the Messiahs of Aaron
and Israel."
Millar Burrows, The Dead Sea Scrolls (New York: The Viking
Press, 1955; reprint ed., Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker Book House, 1978),
p. 264.
51
Michigan:

F. F. Bruce~ Second Thoughts on the Dead Sea Scrolls
WIn. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1956), p. 84.

(Grand Rapids,

52"And this is the order for the whole congregation of Israel at the
end of days" when they are gathered together to conduct themselves as directed by the judgment of the sons of Zadok the priests and the men of their
covenant, who turned back from walking in the way of the people.
They are
the men of his counsel who have kept his covenant in the midst of wickedness
to atone for the land."
(lQSa 1:1-3) Burrows, More Light on the Dead Sea
Scrolls, p. 393.
See also lQS 3:6-12; 4:20-21; 5:6-7; 9:3-5.
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The members of the community believed that by their painstaking study
and practice of the law of God, and by their patient endurance of the
wrongs heaped upon them by the ungodly
they would not only secure their
own acceptance in God's sight but would also accumulate a store of supererogatory merit sufficient to make propitiation for their erring fellowcountrymen (although not, apparently, for the wicked rulers in Israel
who led them astray).53
y

The fact, however,

that the Qumran community

of the Lord have a vicarious
community

consciously

The fact remains
a collective

task does not warrant

set out to fulfill

as well as the Servant

the conclusion

the role of the Suffering

that "in the Qumran texts there is no conclusive

application

The Targum on the Prophets

53

Servant.54
evidence

of

of the Servant to the Essene community. 55

The Servant in the Targum of Jonathan

bar Uzziel,

that the

is associated

56

with the name of Jonathan

who lived in the first century B.C., and is known as the Targum

Bruce, Biblical

Exegesis

in the Qumran Texts, p. 51.

54In Bruce's opinion, "their duty, as they conceived it, was nothing
less than the fulfilment of the role appointed for the obedient and suffering Servant of the Lord in Isa. 52:13-53:12."
Bruce, Biblical Exegesis in the
Qumran Texts, p. 102. The fact that the Servant atones for the sins of the
world, and the Qumran community believes that it is atoning for Israel does
not lead to the necessary conclusion that the latter is fulfilling the role
of the former.
Equation of predicates does not imply equation of identities.
This holds true also for the Hymns of Thanksgiving, where allusions to the
portrayal of the Servant may be recognized.
Cf., e.g., lQH 13:18-19; 14:25;
17:26 and Is. 42:1; lQH 9:29-32 and Is. 49:1; lQH 7:10; 8:35-37 and Is.
50:4-9.
55Zimmerli
56

and Jeremias,

"pais theou," p. 685.

In a broad sense the word Targum means "translation" or "interpretation."
Most frequently, however, it is used in a narrow sense as referring
to Aramaic versions of the Old Testament.
The Targums, and there existed
numerous Targumic traditions, seem to have arisen in connection with the public reading of the Hebrew Scriptures in the synagogues.
For the benefit of
the non-Hellenistic, Aramaic-speaking
Jews, the Hebrew text was accompanied
by a loose translation into Aramaic.
This translation was provided with
interpretive additions, making the Targum an expanded paraphrase of the
original.
The Targums reflect the ideas of Synagogue-Judaism in the Aramaic
speaking world.
R. A. Aytoun, "The Servant of the Lord in the Targum"
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of Jonathan.

Some portions

are attributed
It
since

it

is not easy to determine

tradition

certainly

the period
sult

(ca. A.D. 300).

the date of the Targum of Jonathan,

when the Targums assumed a fixed
and became fixed

form the Targum of Jonathan
text

however, which are quoted in the TaImud,

to Rabbi Joseph bar Chija

is uncertain

from oral

of it,

being fixed

in writing.

In its

is no older

than the fifth

long before.

The terminus

between 200 and 150 B.C., and, thus,

the Targum represents,

form, when they passed
present

century

and final

A.D.,S7 the

a quo can be assigned

the oral

goes back to the pre-Christian

tradition,

to

whose re-

period. 58

The Targum of Jonathan on
Isaiah 42, 49~ 50, and 61
In Is.

42:1 the Targum identifies

"Behold my Servant

the Servant with the Messiah.

the Messiah whomI will

bring;

my chosen in whommy vlord

is well pleased."
Isaiah
said

49, in keeping with 49: 3. is interpreted

to me, Thou art my Servant;
In chapter

Verses 4 and 5 read:

Israel

in whomI will

50 the Servant is identified

of Israel.

"And he

be glorified.,,59

with the prophet

himself.

"The Lord Elohim hath given me the tongue of them that

Journal of Theological Studies 23 (1922):172.
Biblical Criticism
(Atlanta: John Knox Press,
57Zinnnerli and Jeremias,
of the Lor-d ;" p. 172.

"pais

theou,"

Richard N. Sou1en, Handbook of
1976), p. 159.
p. 692.

Aytoun, The Servant

58Zinnnerli and Jeremias, "pais theou," p . 692. "Bis zum Beweis des
Gegenteils ist anzunehmen, dass der Prophetentargum mit der Hauptmasse seines
Materials
in vorchristliche
Zeit zurfic kr ef.cht ," K. Koch, "Messias und Sundenvergebung in Jesaja 53-Targum: Ein Beitrag zu der Praxis der aramaischen
Bf.be Liiber se t zung ;" Journal for the Study of Judaism 3 (October 1972):120-2l.
59J. F. Stenning, ed. and trans.,
Clarendon Press, 1949), p. 164.

The Targum of Isaiah

(Oxford:

64
teach,.•..

; therefore morning

early if perchance
receive

by morning

the ears of the transgressors

60

turned away backwards."

As far as Isaiah 61 is concerned,

one would expect a Messianic

treat-

since verse 1,. "the Lord has anointed me," gives an obvious opening for

Messianic

interpretation.

The Targum,. however,

speaker with the prophet,
reads:

may be opened and they may

The Lord Elohim hath sent me to pro phe sy, and I r e-

instruction.

belled not, neither

men t ,

he sendeth forth his prophets

"The prophet

and changes

"anointed"

,,61

The Targum of Jonathan

on Isaiah 53

The Targum of Jonathan

Verse 1

me to preach good tidings

takes Isaiah 53 messianically.

the Servant with the Messiah

the

from bef ore the Lord

the Lord hath appointed

d
to the a ff1'1cte:...

identifies

to "appointed."

said, The spirit of prophecy

Elohim is upon me; because

identifies

specifically

in 52:13.62

It explicitly

Besides 52:13, only two

more of the 19
and 43:10, are construed

rnessianica11y in the Tar gum.

The fact that the Targum associates

the Davidic Messiah

Servant does not mean that the Davidic Messiah
and dying Messiah.

On the contrary,

Isaiah 53 is a triumphant

60Ibid.,

p. 170.

6lIbid.,

p. 202.

Messiah.

is thought

the Messiah
This means,

depicted

with the

of as a suffering
in the Targum

then, that the Davidic

62Th e >"1
•
•
•
••
• d I1cate d by the insertion of the
reSS1an1C
1nterpretat1on
1S 1n
word
}!
U) Y.) (Messiah). According to Davies, this is the earliest
explicit reference where Judaism interpreted Isaiah 53 in terms of the Messiah. Dav Le s, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, p. 275.

n'"
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Messiah

is actually

associated

thought of as a suffering
The most

striking

could have relation
explained

away.

the translation

much more closely
Comparison
Standard Version

artificial

of the Targum.

which

is artifically

to the Messiah.

reinterpretation
The curious version

Accord-

is unusual

to the Hebrew
between

text.

in

of Is. 52:13,

in the total c.ontext of the Targum, which elsewhere

keeps

63

the Hebrew

and the corresponding

how the Targum explains
from the person

and death of the Messiah

and death are ascribed

this consistent

53: 12 stands alone

who is no longer

thing about the Targum is that everything

to the suffering

technique

Servant,

Servant.

No suffering

ing to Jeremias,

with a distorted

text as translated
sections

in the Revised

of the Targum will reveal

away the element of humiliation,

suffering,

and d.ea.t.h

of the Servant-Messiah:

Text

Targum

64

52: 13 - "Behold, my servant shall
prosper, he shall be exalted and
lifted up, and shall be very high."

52: 13 - "Behold, my servant, the
Messiah, will have success, will become very high, great and strong."

14 - "As many were astonished at
him--his appearance was so marred,
beyond human semblance, and his
form beyond that of the sons of
men--"

14 - "As the house of Israel hoped
for him many days when their appearance was darkened in the midst of the
peoples and their glory less than
that of men,"

63Zimmerli and Jeremias, "pais theou," p. 695.
dure might be a reaction against the Biblical-Christian
Isaiah 53, although one cannot be sure on this.

This strange proceinterpretation of

64The text of the Targum is taken from Zirrnnerliand Jeremias, "pais
theou," pp. 693-94.
English translations are also furnished by Stenning,
The Targum of Isaiah, pp. 178-80, and William Manson, Jesus the Messiah
(London: Hodder and Stoughton L'Lm Lt ed , 1943), pp. 168-71. A German translation of the Targum on Isaiah 53 is to be found in Hermann L. Strack and
Paul Billerbeck, Kommentar zum Neuen Testament aus Talmud und Midrash, 4 vols.,
2nd edition (Munchen: C. H. Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung,
1956), vol. 1,
pp. 482-83.
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15 - "so shall he startle many nations; kings shall shut their mouths
because of him; for that which has
not been told them they shall see,
and that which they have not heard
they shall understand."

15 - "so he will scatter many peoles; for his sake kings will be
silent, will lay their hand on their
mouth; for what they have not been
told they see, and what they have
never heard of they perceive."

53:1 - "Who has believed what we
have heard? And to whom has the arm
of the LORD been revealed?"

53: 1 - "Who believed this our message,
and to whom was the strength of the
arm of Yahweh thus revealed?"

2 - "For he grew up before him like
a young plant, and like a root out
of dry ground; he had no form or
comeliness that we should look at
him, and no beauty that we should
desire him."

2 - "And the righteous shall be great
before him, la, as sprouting branches
and as a tree which sends out its
roots to brooks of water, so shall
the holy generations increase in the
land which needed him (the Messiah).
His appearance is not like that of a
profane thing~ and the fear which he
inspires is not an ordinary fear, but
his radiance will be a holy radiance
so that whoever sees him will gaze
(fascinated) upon him."

3 - "He was despised and rejected
by men; a man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief; and as one from
whom men hide their faces he was despised, and we esteemed him not."

3 - "Then he will be despised and
will (cause to) cease the glory of
all kingdoms.
They will be weak and
pitiable--lo, as a man of sorrows and
as one destined for sicknesses, and
as when the shekinah turns its face
from us, the despised and unesteemed."

4 - "Surely he has borne our grief s
and carried our sorrows; yet we esteemed him stricken, smitten by God,
and afflicted."

4 - "Then he will make intercession
f or our transgressions, and f or his
sake our iniquities will be forgiven,
though we were accounted stricken,
smitten by Yahweh and afflicted."

5 - "But he was wounded f or our transgressions, he was bruised for our
iniquities:
upon him was the chastisement that made us whole, and with
his stripes we are healed."

5 - "But he will build up the sanctuary which was desecrated because
of our transgressions and delivered
up because of our sins, and through
his teaching his peace will be richly
upon us, and when we gather around
his words our transgressions will be
forgiven. "

6 - "All we like sheep have gone
astray; we have turned everyone
to
his own way; and the LORD has laid
on him the iniquity of us all."

6 - "We were all scattered as sheep,
everyone
went his own way into
exile; but it was Yahweh's will to
forgive the iniquities of us all for
his sake."
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7 - "He wa s oppressed, and he was
afflicted, yet he opened not his
mouth; like a lamb that is led to
the slaughter, and like a sheep
that before its shearers is dumb,
so he opened not his mouth."

7 - "When he prays, he receives an
answer and he hardly opens his mouth
before he finds a hearing.
He will
hand over the strong of the peoples
to be slaughtered like a lamb, and
as a ewe that is dumb before its
shearers~ and no one will (dare to)
open his mouth and put in a word
(sc , of advocacy)."

8 - "By oppression and judgment he
was taken away; and as for his
generation, who considered that he
was cut off out of the land of the
living, stricken for the transgression of my people?'

8 - "He will bring back our exiles
out of suffering and chastisement.
Who can recount the wonders which
will come upon us in his days? For
he will remove the dominion of the
peoples from the land of Israel; he
will lay on them the transgressions
of which my people was guilty."

9 - "And they made his grave with the
wicked and with a rich man in his
death~ although he had done no violence, and there was no deceit in his
mouth."

9 - "And he will deliver up the ungodly to hell, and those who have
enriched themselves by robbery to
(eternal) destruction, so that those
who commit sin may not be preserved
and may not (any longer) speak deceitfully with their mouth."

10 - "Yet it was the will of the
LORD to bruise him; he has put him
to grief; when he makes himself an
offering for sin, he shall see his
offspring, he shall prolong his
days; the will of the LORD shall
prosper in his hand;"

10 - "And it pleased Yahweh to refine and purify the remnant of his
people, to cleanse their soul from
iniquities.
They will see the royal
dominion of their Messiah; they will
have many sons and daughters; they
will live long, and those who keep
the law of Yahweh will by his good
pleasure prosper."

11 - "he shall see the fruit of
the travail of his soul and be
satisfied; by his knowledge shall
the righteous one, my servant~
make many to be accounted righteous; and he shall bear their
iniquities."

11 - "He will cause their soul to
escape from the bondage of the nations; they will see the chastisement of those that hate them, and
will be satisfied with the plunder
of their kings.
By this wisdom he
will pardon the innocent, to make
many servants of the law. And for
their transgressions he will make
intercession. "

12 - "Therefore I will divide him
a portion with the great, and he
shall divide the spoil with the
strong; because he poured out his

12 - "Her eaf t er I will apportion to
him the spo:U of many people, and he
will divide the possession of strong
towns as booty, because he gave up
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his soul to death, and subjugated
gainsayers to the law. And he will
make intercession for many transgressions" and gainsayers will be
forgiven for his sake."

soul to death~ and was numbered
with the transgressors; yet he bore
the sin of manYr and made intercession for the transgressors."

It may be seen how the sorrows and sufferings
systematically
follows:

interpreted

away.

1) In particular

the sufferings

unfortunate

Jews

interpreted

as those which befell

sufferings

They are transferred

(Is. 53: 3~4b.lO);

ly, the pains and penalties

the temple

as falling

the sufferings

as
on the
are

(53:5)..;3) At other times the

to the Gentiles

are made to fallon

(53:7b~8); 4) Last-

the wicked

in general

(53: 9).

Only at two points d.o weak traces of the Servant's

sufferings

remain:

53:3, "he will be despised,"

and 53:12, "he gave up his soul to death."

As for the rest, by consistent
trast with the original,
of the Messiah.
triumphant

the passion

The Messiah

Messiah.

will "remove

reversal
sayings

He is to "scatter

the dominion

to the law"

ous establishment

many peoples"

(53: 9).

(53:12).

of the Messianic
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and in sharp con-

by the current view
but a wholly

(52:15), and to "hand

like a lamb"

(53:7).

of the peoples from the land of Israel"
and chastisement"

He

(53:8),

(53:8), and "will

He "will deliver up the ungodly

He will "make many servants

"gainsayers

are replaced

to be slaughtered

"bring back our exiles out of suffering
build up the sanctuary"

of meaning,

of the Targum is not a suffering~

over the strong of the peoples

(53:9).

and distributed

are represented

2) In one instance

of the Servant are transferred

of the Servant are

to hell"

of the law" (53:11), and subjugate

Step by step the Targum depicts

the glori-

rule over Israel.

65It is not necessarily implied that death has taken place; commitment to the danger of death from maltreatment might be intended.
Moreover,
the text of the Targum does not say on what occasion he "gave up his soul to
death."
Zimmerli and Jeremias, "pais theou," p. 694, n. 301.
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The Servant in the Rabbinic
An investigation
knowledge

of Rabbinic

of a suffering

Billerbeck

Literature

sources to see whether

and dying Messiah

reveals

they show any

a curious

situation.

As

puts it:

The ancient synagogue knows a suffering Messiah, to whom death was not
appointed ~ the Messiah ben David, and it knows a dying Messia.h, of whom
no sufferings are pr ed Lca t ed , the Messiah ben Joseph.66
Thus, in sharp contrast
death of the Messiah

with the Christian

Jesus is inseparably

Judaism does not see any organic
death of the Messiah.

The Messiah

33:17.67

between

in which the

with his suffering,
the sufferings

and splits the person of the Hessiah

and the

in two.

ben Joseph,. or ben Ephraim

is not clear.

the scribes,

associated

connection

How the thought of a Messiah
Judaism

doctrine~

Billerbeck

simply as a result

According

to Moore,

house of Joseph in Obadiah
the idea of this Messiah

holds that the conception

of an interpretation

arose in

originated

of passages

among

like Deut.

the concept arose from what is said about the

18.68

developed

66Strack-Billerbeck,

ben Joseph, or ben Ephraim,

Edersheim,

on the other hand, says that

after the death of Bar-Kokba.

69

Anyway,

vol. 2, pp. 273-74.

67Ibid.,

p. 293.

68
Moore~

Judaism, vol. 2, p. 371.

69Alfred Edersheim, The Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah, 2 vols.
(Grand Rapids, Michigan: Will. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1979), vol. 2,
p. 435.
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it is clear that Messiah
earliest references
Messiah

to this Messiah

this he is sometimes

crown"

by Gog and Magog.

called "the warrior-Messiah."

following

(Hullin 60b). 71

of the true Messiah

the old Talmudic

Furthermore,

law:

Messiah

ultimate

is

ben David, his death is

"two kings cannot wear the

Isaiah 53 is never applied

to this

eature ln t h e

73

ben David, who, according

ben Joseph,
victory,

from suffering.
obscurity,
Talmud,

of

ben David
Messiah

Messiah

hope.

in

atoning value.

" not a promlnent
"f"
f"19ure, 72 w h"lC h , accor d"lng to M"OWlnc k e 1 , lS
Jewish Messianic

Because

His death, however,

and has in no sense universal

Since he was made the forerunner
simple necessity

as dying at the hands of Armilus

Israel is defeated

by suffering,

The

date from the second century A.D.70

ben Joseph is presented

a great battle in which

not preceded

ben Joseph does not exist in the Scriptures.

is a victorious

and the Messianic

Sanhedrin

figure.

However,

to Israel, during

This is expressed,

would come after

He would lead Israel to the

era of bliss.

Before he is revealed

he suffers.

to the Rabbis,

for example,

he is not exempt

the time of his
in the Babylonian

98a:

70Rowley, "The Suffering Servant and the Davidic Messiah," p. 71,
n. 1. According to Raphael Patai, the Messiah ben Ephraim became an established tenet in Talmudic times. Raphael Patai, The Messiah Texts (New York:
Avon Publishers, 1979), pp. 165-66
71

H. J. Schoeps, Paul: The Theology of the Apostle in the Light of
Jewish Religious History, trans. Harold Knight (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1961), p. 137.
72Strack-Billerbeck,
73Mowinckel,

vol. 2, p. 297.

He that Cometh,

p. 291.

71
R. Y)hash(a ben Levi once found Elijah standing at the entrance of the
cave of R. Shim(on ben Yokai . . . He asked him: "When will the Messiah come?"
He said to him: "Go, ask him himself."
"And where does
he sit?" "At the entrance of the city (of Rome)."
"And what are his
marks?"
"His marks are that he sits among the poor who suffer of diseases, and while all of them unwind and rewind (the bandages of all their
wounds) at once, he unwinds and rewinds them one by one, for, he says,
"Should I be summoned, there must be no delay. "74
B. Sanhedrin

98b calls the Messiah

"the leper," and the "sick one,"

on the basis of Is. 53:4:
The Messiah--what is His name? • . . And the teachers (rabbis) said:
'The leper,' those of the house of Rabbi (R. Jehuda I, l35-ca. 217) said:
'The sick one' is his name; for it is written:
'Surely he hath borne our
griefs, and carried our sorrows:
yet we did esteem him stricken with
leprosy (
~'1AJ),
smitten of God, and afflicted.'
(Is. 53:4).75
-

'T

It is not altogether
associated

clear how the idea of suffering

with the Messiah

pened after the Bar-Kokba

ben David.

war.

76

Erik Sjoberg suggests

In Jeremias'

opinion,

came to be
that this hap-

it resulted

from

. h Chrrlstlans,
i
77 an d may have been due to the desire to provide
po 1·emlCS Wlt

Judaism with a counterpart
to a contemporary

to the crucified

Jewish author,

cally the Suffering Messiah
fering

Lord of the Church.

"there can be little doubt that psychologi-

is but a projection

and personification

Israel. ,,78 What seems to be clear, however,

74patai,

The Messiah

According

of suf-

is that Isaiah 53

Texts, p. 110.

75Zimmerli and Jeremias, "pais theou," p , 690. The word
'i=l.;l~in
Is. 53:4 is taken by the Rabbis as meaning stricken with leprosy.
Hence,
they give the name "the leprous one." J. I. Landsman, "The Suffering Messiah of the Synagogue,"
Appendix to David Baron, The Servant of Jehovah: The
Sufferings of the Messiah and the Glory that Should Follow (London: Harshall,
Horgan & Scott, 1954), p , 147.
76". . . Das wird erst nach den schweren Erfahrungen des judischen
Volkes in den Jahren 70 und 134/5 n. Chr. anders.
In dieser Leidenszeit ist
auch der Glaube an einen leidenden Messias, wie er in Jes. 53 dargestellt
war, aktulisiert worden."
Sjoberg, "Exkurs II," pp. 264-65.
77Zimmerli
78

and Jeremias,

Patai, The Messiah

"pais theou," pp. 697-98.

Texts, p. 105.
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played a part here.

The first incontestable

sayings of Isaiah 53 are applied

quotation

to the Messiah

in which the passion

is Sanhedrin

98b (ca. A.D.

200).79
Messiah

ben David must suffer because, according

to the Rabbis, all

righteous

men must suffer in order to be worthy of blessedness

to come.

Thus, as the one who is righteous

must be prepared for afflictions

in the world

above all others, the Messiah

and sufferings.

However, he suffers qua

. h teous man, not qua M eSSla.
. h 80
rlg
Messiah's
sin.81
effect

sufferings may have been thought of as atoning for human

In this case the idea that all suffering has a certain atoning
82

was applied to the Messiah.

of the guilt of his people Israel.
.
th e Slns

0f

His sufferings
However,

th e wor 1d as th e pecu Ltlar wor k

The same holds good for a sacrificial
on Jewish

were to atone for part

the thought of atonement

0f

death.

for

. h never occurs. 83
th e M eSSla
The reason for this was that

soil the idea of a dying Messiah was felt to be irreconcilable

with the belief that the Messiah would usher in the blissful Messianic
Therefore,

a suffering Messiah,

became the prevailing
among the Rabbis.

let alone a dying Messiah

"a redeemer Messiah

79Z'ammar Li1 an d J er enu.a
. s, "pais theou,"
80MOWlnc
. k e,
1

ben David, never

view of Judaism, and was never universally

As Schoeps indicates,

H e that C omet,h

p,

age.

accepted

was never a

697.

p. 329 .

81Emi1 Schurer, A History of the Jewish People in the Time of Jesus
Christ, trans. Sophia Taylor and Rev. Peter Christie (Edinburgh: T. & T.
Clark, 1890), Division II, vol. 2, p. 186.
82

Supra, p. 55.
thought of as benefiting
83Mowincke1,

Particularly the suffering of the righteous
his people as merit and as atonement.

He that Cometh, p. 329.

was
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central

Lsh re 1"19lon, ,,84 And one might
issue in Jewls

Sandmel that "the doctrine
Rabbinic

literature,

of the Messiah

for eschatology

even say with Samuel

becomes almost peripheral

in the

is only the most minor of concerns

to

the Rabbis.,,85
As far as the interpretation
lent interpretation

has been and still is that it refers

This view had already

been advanced

Yet, as far as Jewish writers
sage to the Jewish nation

in writing

tion whether

had been brought
the Gospels

together

(A.D. 185-251).86

the first one to apply the pas-

was R. Rashi

(A.D. 1040-1105).

of the New Testament

of the New Testament

the concepts

the preva-

to the Jewish nation.

at the time of Origin

are concerned,

The Witness
The witness

of Isaiah 53 is concerned~

is decisive

of the Suffering

in answering

the ques-

Servant and the Davidic Messiah

before the Christian

era.

It is quite clear from

that in the time of Jesus the idea of a suffering

and dying

, h was a I'
'h Vlew.
' 87
MeSSla
len to the norma 1 J eW1S
84

Schoeps, Paul, p , 140.

85Samuel Sandmel, Judaism
University Press, 1978), p. 206.

and Christian

Beginnings

(New York: Oxford

86"1 remember that once in a discussion with some whom the Jews regard as learned I used these prophecies.
At this the Jew said that these
prophecies referred to the whole people as though of a single individual,
since they were scattered in the dispersion and smitten, that as a result of
the scattering of the Jews among the other nations many might become proselytes ....
"Contra Celsum, 1: 55. Henry Chadwick, trans. ~ Origen: Contra
Celsum (Cambridge: University Press, 1953), p. 50.
87Mowinckel, He that Carneth, p. 329.
People,. p. 187. The word "normal" should be
exceptions.
Simeon, for instance, in telling
anguish at the general rejection of her Son,
"and a sword will pierce even your own soul"
is aware that the Lord's Christ ( b
~c!'EO
suffering and dying Messiah.
By the same to

Schurer, History of the Jewish
und ar sc ored , for there were
Mary that she would share the
culminating in the passion,
(Luke 2:35), indicates that he
KIJ lot), Luke 2:26) would be a
ohn the Baptist, in his

74
The disciples

of Jesus were always confused

Lord spoke of his mission

in terms of suffering

Hatt. 16: 21-28; the request
amazing

of Jesus'

disciples.

when the

(See the reply of Peter,

of the sons of Zebedee, Hatt. 20: 20-28; and the

inquiry of the Eleven, Acts 1:6).

necessity

and bewildered

sufferings

They were unable

to grasp the

(see also Luke 18:34; 24:20,21).

the people also failed to recognize

Besides

Jesus as the Hessiah

the

(see

John 12:34).
After Jesus' resurrection,
not merely
was a

incomprehensible,

the apostolic

but offensive.

4Kt1" ~.,(~O", a stumbling-block

preaching

of the cross was

The idea of a suffering Hessiah

to first-century

Judaism

(see 1 Cor.

1:23; Gal. 5:11; Acts 17:3).
All • . . (these facts) ...
go to show how firmly rooted in the heart
of the average Jew was the kind of expectation that had found its classic
utterance in Ps. Sol. XVII, and how incredible it was that the destiny of
Israel and the Hessiah should be anything but glorious triumph.88

Summary
In the Old Testament
breathe
verbal

the same message

books after Isaiah,

Zech. 9:9 and Zech. 12:10

of the Servant prophecies,

although

there are no

similarities.
References

canonical

or allusions

literature

to the Servant prophecies

of pre-Christian

times are very few.

l(~oeo't'i.fot,

in the nonNo single

witness about the "Mightier" (0
Hark 1: 7; John 1: 27), the
Son of God (John 1:34), points to the suffering Lamb of God (John 1:29).
Flesh and blood, though, did not reveal this to them, but the Father who is
in heaven.
88
T. W. Manson,

The Servant-Hessiah,

p. 56.

75
quotation

is to be found in The Wisdom of Solomon, 4 Maccabees,

tudes of Enoch, and 2 Esdras.
The whole question
remains,

89

of a suffering Messiah

to say the least, uncertain.

arguments

advanced

gather from the available
Mindful

tentative

Any statement,

"as far as it is possible

Messiah

A "Suffering

written

sources,

Maybe it is easier to
Judaism did expect a suf-

in the strict sense, is nothing
Servant" conception

of crystalization

but a

of the Messiah may

in some quarters

Yet, this will ever be an argumentum

of pre-Christian

e silentio, for there is no

evidence.
No final conclusion

should be drawn from the fact that Judaism

applied

some of the traits of the Servant to an expected future figure,

whether

the Messiah

necessarily
example,

to

Judaism did not think of the Davidic Messiah

by means of suffering.

a redemptive

have been in the process

written

e silentio.

the notion that pre-Christian

possibility.

J u d·alsm. 90

is slender, and many

of this, and on the basis of the available

state it negatively:

Judaism

material."

out his mission

fering Messiah,

The evidence

by the proviso,

one can state that pre-Christian
as carrying

in pre-Christian

by scholars are justargumenta

therefore, must be qualified

The Simili-

or the Son of Man.

imply an equation

An equation

of the figures.

the name "servant,." the reference

of predicates

Moreover,

does not

those traits, for

to God's Spirit, the being called

from the womb, need not be taken just from Isaiah, for they occur elsewhere
in the Old Testament.

89Wolff, Jesaja 53, p , 52. It should also be mentioned that "Servant
of the Lord" was never at any time a true title of the Messiah in Judaism.
Zinnnerii and .Ier emfa s, "pais theou," p . 682.
90Longenecker ,TheChristolcigycif

Early Jewish Christianity,

p. 105.
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The notion of a suffering
ception for Judaism.
were two mutually

avoid the concept

The idea of suffering

exclusive

also the Similitudes

of suffering.

even if the connection

The Wisdom

concepts.

was an impossible

and the dignity

The Targum of Jonathan,

In other writings,

the notion of suffering

between

those passages

and in a sense

for example,

Yet, they
The Wisdom

is very prominent .. Yet,

and the Servant Songs could be

once for ally one still would have to face the problem
of Solomon and 4 Maccabees

Once again the connection

between

con-

of the Messiah

of Enoch, apply Isaiah 53 to the Messiah.

of Solomon and 4 Maccabees,

established

and dying Messiah

that both

are not talking about the Messiah.

Servant and Messiah

failed to be estab-

lished.
In the Gospel accounts
as fulfilled

and in the Epistles~

in the life and ministry

intimate connection

between

traced in the following

the role of the Servant

of Jesus is carefully

delineated.

the Servant and Jesus as the Messiah

chapter.

will be

This

CHAPTER

IV

THE SERVANT JESUS ACCORDING
TO THE FOUR GOSPELS
Jesus is not recorded

as having used the title "the Servant of the

Lord" with ref erence to himself.
nouncement

"Servant"

is nowhere

of Jesus about his person and mission.

the subj ect in any pro-

He nowhere

says, "The Ser-

vant of the Lord has come to seek and to save that which was lost.
10).

(Luke 19:

11

He uses "the Son of Man" instead.
The New Testament
c:

o
4:27,30.

apply the title "Servant"

40t})

to him in Matthew

And in Jesus' teaching,

c.

l2:18y Acts 3: 13,26, and

the Servant-conception

In Luke 19:10~ for instance,

is often the predi-

the Servant-conception

in the pred.icates "to come," "to seek,," "to save the lost."

Servant-conception

(~

ro

lTotlS

cate of his sayings.
apparent

wri.t er s , however"

is the undertone

of his teaching concerning

is

The

his messianic

suf f erLng , and the role of the Servant is lived out in his ministry.
Despite

this~ it should be noted that the Servant passages are seldom

quoted in the New Testament.
vant passages

of Isaiah are applied

The only definite
Luke 22:37.

In fact, it is astonishing

He likewise

Servant quoting

quotation
interprets

to Jesus in express quotation.
from Isaiah 53 on the lips of Jesus is
his mission

Is. 61: 1-3 in the synagogue

The inspired authors

how little the Ser-

in terms of that of the

at Nazareth

of the New Testament,

little direct use of the Servant Songs.
77

(Luke 4: 16-30).

tOOy make surprisingly

As far as the Evangelists

are

78
concerned , Matthew quotes Is.
and Is.
Is.

42: 1-4 regarding

53:1 regarding

7-8 in reporting
33).

53:4 regarding

his avoidance of notoriety

the people's
Philip's

Paul quotes Is.

done in John 12:38.

Jesus'

unbelief

preaching

healing ministry
(12: 18-21).

(John 12:38).

(8:17),

John quotes

Luke quotes Is.

53:

of the Gospel to the eunuch (Acts 8: 32-

53:1 in Rom. 10:16 very much in the same sense as is
He also

ectly Christologically.

quotes Is.

1 All in all,

52:15 in Rom. 15:21,

though not dir-

the Servant Songs are quoted eight

times

in the whole NewTestament.
There is no quotation
Mark.

It

the rest

never quotes Isaiah

saving act accomplished by Jesus,
On the basis

elusion

to

is also remarkable that Matthew, who quotes the Old Testament so

often and with such pleasure,
central

of the Servant Songs in the Gospel according

that

there

is very little

Moreover" it

jump to the c.on-

or nothing in the Gospels" as well as in
to support the view that

Jesus is the Servant.

what Rudolf Bu1tmannand Morna D. Hooker do.

Bultmann states,
do not have Isaiah

namely his atoning death.

of such evidence" one might readily

of the NewTestament,

This is precisely

53 with ref erence to the

"the

synoptic

predictions

53 in mind; otherwise

is his contention

that

why is it

of the passion

nowhere ref erred

the re-interpretation

cept of the Messiah in the passion predictions

obviously
to?"

2

of the Jewish con-

was done not by Jesus himself

l"Not Christologically"
in the sense that Paul quotes Is. 52:15 as
the guiding star for his missionary work. He does not wish to build on
another's foundation.
His aim is that "they who had no news of him shall
see."
Paul quotes the Old Testament passage quite in accordance with the
spirit
of the original,
applying it to the extension of the knowledge of the
Servant of the Lord to places where his name has not been mentioned.
2
Rudolf BuLtmann, Theology of the NewTestament, 2 vols.,
Kendrick Grobel (NewYork: Charles Scribner's
Sons~ 1951), 1:31.

trans.

by

79
but by the Church ex eventu.
the critical
willing

presuppositions

3

Such a view, however~
have been discarded"

to listen humbly to the witness

sensitive

to its many allusions

According

to Hooker,

port the traditional

is wholly untenable

and once the interpreter

of the whole New Testament,

is

and is

to the Servant Songs.

"there is very little in the Synoptics

view that Jesus identified

Servant of the Songs: certainly

once

his mission

there is nothing

to sup-

with that of the

which could be accepted

as

proof for this view. ,,4
In her approach,
possible,

to subtract rather

She restricts
of vicarious
Testament

than to add.

suffering

expressed

exegesis.

to exclude as much as

She has no room for allusions.

the scope of her study to explicit
in Isaiah 53.

like a mosaic and examines

an atomistic
analogia

Morna D. Hooker is determined

quotations
Moreover,

"she treats the New

each stone separately,"

But above all, she disregards

and to the idea

5

taking pride in

the principle

of the

fidei.
As a matter

of fact, Dr. Hooker faults

that the Servant concept underlies
tacit assumption

of the influence

the ministry

the supporters

of Jesus of beginning

of the Servant on the thought

then show how well this fits in with their interpretation
death; once this influence
sages which appear

of the view

has been assumed,

with "a

of Jesus, and

of his life and

it is easy to find numerous

to support it. ,,6 That "tacit assumption"

is not a tacit

3Ibid.
4

Morna D[orothy]
1959), p. 102.

Hooker,

Hooker, Jesus and the Servant

(London: S.P.C.K.,

5Joachim Jeremias~ review of Jesus and the Servant, by Morna D.
in The Journal of Theological Studies 11 (1960):142.
6

Hooker, Jesus and the Servant, p. 20.

pas-
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assumption,
fidei,

but a sound principle

in which the witness

of Biblical

interpretation

of the whole New Testament

called analogia

is to be taken into

account.
Surveying

the New Testament

tified as God's Servant
vant

Songs are applied

12:18-21;

(Matt. 12:18; Acts 3:13,26; 4:27,30);
to him or to aspects

writers

is clearly

Phil. 2:6-11; 1 Peter 2:21-25;
3: 18), and considering

of his ministry

a) The Servant

to demonstrate,

Songs echo through

that the New Testament
Jesus Christ

on this point.

two conclusions:

the whole New Testament;

b) There can be

The New Testament

This chapter,

as the fulfillment

7

Servant Christology.

The only thing one can do is to describe

this is done in the sacred writings.

11:23-25;

the whole of the Gos-

one reaches

has a Suffering

of the

1 Tim. 2:6 and 1 Peter

permeates

is the Servant of the Lord.

Jesus' ministry

(Matt. 8: 17;

where the language

Rom. 4:25; 8:32,34;

iden-

where the Ser-

based on Isaiah 53 (1 Cor. 15:3-5;

that the Servant-theme

pels,. as this paper proposes

describe

where Jesus is explicitly

Luke 22:37; John 12:38; Acts 8:32-33);

New Testament

no doubt

passages

is clear

and substantiate

then, is intended

how

to

of the role of the Servant of the

7As far as Isaiah 53 is concerned, as Dodd indicates, "of the twelve
verses in this chapter there is only one which does not reappear~ as a whole
or in part,. somewhere in the New Testament.
No one author quotes the chapter
extensively; it is rarely that two or more writers quote the same verse; only
one writer quotes as many as two successive verses--quoting
them, however, in
a way which shows that he had the whole chapter before him (Acts 8:26-40).
. . . In fact, if the original text of Isaiah had been lost at this point, it
would have been possible to restore almost the whole chapter (in a Greek
translation, of course) out of the New Testament.
This surely means that the
writers of the New Testament ...
all considered this chapter, taken as a
whole, to have outstanding significance for the understanding of the gospel,
and the significance it possessed as a whole has determined the sense in which
extracts from it are employed."
C. H. Dodd, The Old Testament in the New
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1963), pp. 12-13.
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Lord according
following

to the four Gospels.

topics:

The Baptism;

Special attention

The Ministry

Secret; The Son of Man; The Passion
Supper; and The Passion

will be given to the

of the Servant;

Prophecies;

The Ransom

The Messianic

Saying; The Lord's

Narratives.

The Baptism
Jesus' baptism
8

and John 1:29-34.

is recorded

It took place right at the beginning

and stands at the beginning
background

in Matt. 3: 13-l7~ Mark 1:9-11,> Luke 3:21-22,

of the four Gospels.

for all that follows.

It provides

of Jesus' ministry,

The Baptism provides

the introduction

the

to an under-

of the whole life of Jesus.9

standing

The baptism

of John was meant for sinners.
(Mark 1:4).

submitted

to this baptism

of repentance

It was a

A~ rr c c. 6p!.G(.

r

'

Why~ then, should Jesus have

for the forgiveness

of sins?

Why was

the sinless Jesus baptized?
The fact is that this caused
as is indicated
the mid-second
8

in the apocryphal

some difficulties

Gospel according

for the early Church,

to the Hebrews,

century and quoted by Jerome, Contra Pelag.

dating from

III, 2:

John does not actually report the event of the Baptism;
the testimony of the Baptist (John 1:32).

he presents

9According to Luther, "this is the beginning of the New Testament.
Although Christ was born as a child, He did not yet begin His office.
Nor
did He presume to do so until He was called thereto by the Father.
In sum,
with the Baptism the office begins; here He becomes our Christ~ our Savior;
for this purpose He had come, as Isaiah says, chapter 61, which Christ
applies to Himself."
Martin Luther, "Ein Sermon von der Taufe Christi," Dr.
Martin Luthers Sammtliche Schriften, ed. by Dr. Joh. Georg Walch, vol. 11-:Der Kirchen-Postile:
Evangelieri-Theil (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House,
1901). p , 2130.
(Translation provided by Herbert J. A. Bouman, "The Baptism
of Christ with Special Reference to the Gift of the Spirit, "Concordia
Theological Monthly 28 (January 1957):11, n. 7.).
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Ecce mater Domini et fratres eius dicebant ei: Ioannes baptista baptizat
in remissionem peccatorum:
eamus et baptizemur ab eo. Dixit autem eis:
Quid peccavi, ut vadam et baptizer ab eo? Nisi forte hoc ipsum quod dixi,
ignorantia est.lO
tried to preventll

The Baptist himself
be baptized

t,dv-

"Let it be so now, for in this way it is

for us to fulfill all righteousness"

Tr A~(~~O(L

~Aty

the answer

saying,. "I have need to

by You, and do You come to me?"

Jesus' reply to the Baptist,
fitting

Jesus,

1[~~~V dO(dlO

to the question

~SYr"

)~dt
(~~S

t-yol('

<:1

)1
4{CC

i

\

OU1:w

1

'[(iTT 0'1

Matt. 3: 15) ~ is the first part of

of why Jesus, despite

his sinlessness,

did submit

himself for baptism.
Matthew
always perplexed

3:15 is a saying recorded
Christians,. and exegetes

·
.,
..
exp 1a1n
t h is Slnce
1ts mean1ng

J('/(~lO~UVy_'

"righteousness,"

Franzmann,

is not easy to determine.

The meaning

the redeeming

to

of

David Hill suggests

of life through obedience

it denotes

It has

have always found it difficult

1S not rea d LL
1 y apparent. 12

that it ref ers to "righteousness
ing to Martin

only in the first Gospel.

activity

to God. ,,13 Accord14

of God.

In

l°Quoted in Synopsis Quattuor Evangeliorum, 3rd edition, edited by
Kurt Aland (Stuttgart: Wurttembergische
Bibelanstalt, 1964), p. 17. English
translation is given in A. T. Robertson, A Harmony of the Gospels (New York:
Harper & Row, Publishers, 1950), p. 19: "Behold, the Lord's mother and His
brethren were saying to Hfm, John the Baptist baptizes unto the remission of
sins; let us go and be baptized by him. But he said unto them, What sin have
I done, that I should go and be baptized by him? Unless perchance this very
thing which I have said is an ignorance."
11 tt.LtK~AuE.V,

conative

imperfect

l2Leon Morris, The Apostolic
Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing

of

B.-Debr.

Preaching of the Cross
Co., 1980)~ p. 40.

l3David Hill, The Gospel of Matthew
Scott, 1978), p. 96.

mentary

d(d.Kw~J4'.

11326.

(Grand Rapids,

(London: Marshall,

Morgan and

l4Walter R. Roehrs and Martin H. Franzmann, Concordia Self-Study Com(St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1979), New Testament, p. 17.
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A. Schlatter's

opinion~

. 1 rlg
. h teousness. 15
partla

n<<401.Y

it is to be taken as the opposite not of sin but of
Gottlob

Schrenk

states:

J(I(<4l0~J'(,,, means that in presenting

emphasizes

as His task, not dU{c((W){

0(.,

JIJ~('UJ~at

"In Matt. 3:15

Himself for baptism

the establishment

Jesus

of right, which

i

would be one act, but right conduct which He will fulfill and which will be
pleasing

to God.,,16
Probably

the most correct way to understand

the expression

all righteousness"

is in the light of Isaiah 53, particularly

Baptism

to

is related

Jlt(~lo,6Y"~

for the justification

tized, therefore,

is baptized,

of all people,

verse 11.

the many."

to the uttermost

17

"The righteousness

Jesus'

he dies, for the sake of
"the many."

In being bap-

Jesus was fulf illing Is. 53: 11, "The Righteous

vant. will justify
to fulfil

dl~~lO~SVl' He

"to fulfill

One, My Ser-

that Jesus was determined

was the role of the Suffering

Servant of the

,,18
L or d •
The second part of the answer
Jesus baptized?,"

is contained

"You are my beloved

to the question,

in the proclamation

"why was the sinless

of the heavenly voice,

Son, in you I am well-pleased."

Jl

15 ~(r;I..
<il040V
denkt nicht an den Gegensatz zwischen Sunde und
Gerechtigkeit,
sondern un erscheidet Gerechtigkeit von Gerechtigkeit, eine
stiic kwe Lse und eine ganze, eine anfangende und eine fertige."
A. Schlatter,
Der Evangelist Matthaus (Stuttgart: Calwer Vereinsbuchhandlung,
1929), p. 89.
l6Gottfried Quell and Gottlob Schrenk, "d{l{lf I J(t(d.LDf JH(<«OG.J('~.
{III
t fI.{W~t
~1I<dlOK
l4{d.,
"Theological
Dlctionary of 'the
New Testament, 10 vols., e . by Gerhard Kittel and Gerhard Friedrich, trans.
by G. W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1978) •.2:198.

JU{ctlO

ment

I

dlt<

l7Alan Richardson, An Introduction to the Theology
(New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1958), p. 80.

1.9-11,"

18C. E. B. Cranfield, "The Baptism of Our Lord-A
Scottish Journal of Theology 8 (1955):54.

of the New Testa-

Study of st. Mark
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The wording
Luke

(3:22)~

'\' \

of the heavenly voice

•• e
0

uU EL

£, ~ytArr'tOS,
')

e

uc.0S ,..00 0

hew (3:17) has essentially
address

addressed

'C ,)

(oot'0f

Bapt.Lsm, the opening
voice were public

\

')

(~V £(

t.~t('( ).

to witnesses.

QOI.

20

) is turned

19

This indicates

of the heavens,

Matt-

that the

into a proclamation

The words in the third person

in the

seem to be

that the events right after Jesus'

the descent

of the Spirit, and the

events.
\

The first half of the heavenly voice.

<It>

')

(

cl

&l

0

UlO}

(I

reminiscent

(1:11) and

'J I
£()<1OKl~ct

J \

f)1

in Mark

the same wor d i.ng , with the difference

in the second person

third person

is identical

of Ps. 2:7 in the Septuagint

ly~

«()(o,tft0lJ

IS

I

l~.OO,. is
21

E.L ~()~

and

yf.~~w!lrfJ~~

19The Western r ead Lng ,
~i}!£fDV
(D it) in Luke
3:.22 is secondary, derived from Ps. 2:7. Bruc M. etzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament (Lond on; United Bible Societies, 1975),
p , 136.
20

J\

The reading ~lJ
claim of authenticity.

~l in

t

Matt. 3:17, attested

by D a sy

s c

has no

21

Interpreters like Fuller and Jeremias dispute whether there is a
refurence to Ps. 2:7 at all. Fuller argues that "the citation of Ps. 2 in
this context is most inappropriate.
For the Voice from Heaven is intended
as the scriptural interpretation of the significance of the descent of the
Spirit upon Jesus.
Now in Ps. 2 not a word is said of the Son's endowment
with the Spirit.
Indeed, the Son of Ps. 2 is a wholly different character .
• • . he is described as one who will 'break his enemies with a rod of
iron, and dash them in pieces like a potter's vessel' (2.9). No wonder
that the early Church associated this Psalm with the exaltation of Christ
(Acts 13.33; Heb. 1.5; 5.5; cf. Rev. 2.27; 12.5; 19.15) rather than with
his earthly life." Reginald H. Fuller, The Mission and Achievement of
Jesus (London: SCM Press Ltd, 1954), p . 87. Jeremias writes, "the thesis
that the voice at the baptism was originally based on Is. 42:1 alone is
supported by many considerations.
First, the heavenly voice in Mk. 1: 11
is obviously designed to explain the impartation of the Spirit (1:10) as a
fulfil1menf of Scripture (Is. 42:1).
Secondly, ...
k~O(J!lro~ and
fKX~)..~{BiV'oS(Lk. 9:35) are presumably alternative ren erings of ,,'" 1').::::t
in Is. 42:1.
Thirdly •...
In. 1:34 (taking the marginal reading
b<).iKt.0s toO E)£o'O as original) shows plainly that the voice at baptism
must have been originally a uniform quotation from Is. 42: 1." Walther
Zirrunerliand Joachim Jeremias, "Pais theou."
Theological Dictionary of the
New Testament, 10 vols., ed. by G. Friedrich, trans. by G. W. Bromiley
(Grand Rapids, Michigan: WID. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1967), 5:701-02.

6 ~
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the second half reflects

Is. 42:1,22

'my chosen one in whom my soul

delights.,,23
e

I

O(..0t

The word

is not to be explained

for it transcends messiahship.
,
t tcna

h'r.p, 24

It signifies

It expresses

as merely

has with the Father

heavenly voice was not the conferral
the Son of God at baptism.

which Jesus, the second
(John 1:1-18).

of a new dignity;

f rom
C

0

In the latter half of the heavenly voice,

) f'

QO('

~

J I
£UQOK~7

"
the words ~Q\n1roJand

form in which it is reproduced

~e£.
,

'e)

t (~ol,

voice

0

in Matt. 12:18, namely,

o(yc(lT1roj'" JOe) at
I

stamps Jesus' mission
The significance

God's recognition

)1'

)"

0'1

W(JOK1(t'f

l-~
l

of an existing

,25
eternlty.

(,1

U('Dj" I=QV

'
tv'J OJ(r~~

The

Jesus did not become

The voice was the declaration

status; the voice un d erscore d w hat he was a Irea dy

fV'

C

0

)

0(

I

(tAlT,ro!,

echo Is. 42:1 in the

) J_\ (.

~

lwu 0 If'(lj jlDV
I

/,,00.

c\

0'/

Thus the

at its outset as that of the Servant.

of the heavenly voice,

then~ is that it expresses

of Jesus as his Son, and at the same time confirms

22A ccor d'a.ng
part is reminiscent
Lord-A Study of St.
God heard at Jesus'

title,

an eternal and essential rela-

the unique relationship

person of the Holy Trinity,

a messianic

his

to Cranfield, it is generally agreed that the latter
of Is. 42:1. C. E. B. Cranfield, "The Baptism of Our
Mark 1.9-11," p , 59. The same applies to the voice of
Transfiguration
(Matt. 17:5; par. Mark 9:7; Luke 9:35).

23It should be
Because of this7 it is
passage is reflected.
22:2,12,16 are echoed,

noted that the heavenly voice is not a quotation.
unnecessary to argue that only one Old Testament
Some have suggested that other passages like Gen.
also.

24William L. Lane, The Gospel According to Mark (Grand Rapids,
Michigan: Will. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1974), p. 58. Note the present tense, <10

E.1.

25

I. Howard Marshall,
Text (Grand Rapids, Michigan:
p . 155.

The Gospel of Luke: A Commentary on the Greek
B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1979),.

Will.
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Servant-vocation,

The Bap t Lsm , the de-

as the echoes of Is. 42:1 indicate.

scent of the Spirit, and the voice from heaven have a messianic
Jesus is the Messiah.
Messiah,
Messiah

and not vice versa.

Furthermore,

in terms of the mission

realized
vant.

Yet, it is as Son of God, the God-man,

by his acceptance

Consequently,

the language

the Servant language.

that he is the

he is to carry out the task of the

of the Servant.

and fulfillment

significance.

His Messiahship

is to be

of the task laid down for the Ser-

of Sonship and Messiahship

is qualified

The second half of the heavenly voice

enriches

by

the

C. I

designation

UlO}'

inaugurated

by the heavenly

reference

in the first half.

to Isaiah 42, directed

of the Spirit-endowed
death.

voice,

Jesus' unique

but rather

presupposed,

and channeled

Servant in proclamation

Sonship, which is not
is defined

by the

along the lines of the destiny
and signs, in suffering

and

26
The view that the heavenly

corroborated

by the immediate

voice does indeed reflect

context,

the voice,

namely,

revelation

was about to take place

by what happened

in connection

the opening of the heavens as an indication

Spirit in fulfillment

Is. 42:1 is
with

that divine

(see Is. 64:1), and the bestowal

of the

to Is. 11:2, 42:1, 61:1, where it says that the Spirit

would rest upon the Servant of the Lord.

"What Is. 42:1 says of the Servant

of God was now being fulfilled. ,,27
In this connection
in both the prophecy
and introduces
26
27
T.

it is noteworthy

of Is. 42:1 and the Baptism

his Servant,

Fuller,

that the Holy Trinity

(

~Q(

The Mission

Gustaf Dalman,

)

rrVroy,
I)

f:(

and Achievement

't!
"C'

of Jesus.
)1'

f..()GO)(7{~;

is active

The Father

speaks

the Son is reassured

of Jesus, pp , 86, 88.

The Words of Jesus, trans. by D. M. Kay (Edinburgh:

& T. Clark, 1902), p. 277.
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that he is to carry out his mission

in terms of the Suffering

Spirit is bestowed upon the Son, anointing
messianic

Servant of the Lord.
If the Baptism

The answer

him to the office and work of the

of the Servant Jesus, and since

the "Suffering"

question of how Baptism and Vicarious
hang together?

Servant, one has to raise the

Death interrelate.

How do both events

is that the Servant Jesus, the Sinless One, was

baptized with John's baptism for the same reason that he died:
caused the iniquity
filling

of us all to fallon

the role of the Suffering

sinners standing under judgment,
well as in going to the Cross.
Jesus is baptized
his death.
ministry,

(Is. 53:6).

"The Lord has

Jesus was fulhimself with

nay. by taking their place in Baptism,

as

In this sense Baptism and Death are connected.

The Baptism points forward

His Baptism

is a foreshadowing

of

to the end, to the climax of Jesust

As later he would bear the sin of the world to the

Cross, so he, the vicarious
29
anc e ,

Him."

Servant both by numbering

in view of his death.

the Cross.

the

28

is the "ordination"

the Servant is essentially

Servant;

Servant, bears them to the baptism

In the words of J. A. T. Robinson"

the hands of John is "the beginning
which could only be completed

Jesus' acceptance

of that baptism

of repentof baptism at

of vicarious

suffering

in the cross.,,30

28"The fact that in Is. 42:1 the Father's choice and approval, the
Son's servant status, as well as the bestowal of the Spirit, are all united
in one great messianic prophecy demonstrates the interrelation and interdependence of all details of our Lord's Baptism."
Bouman, The Baptism of
Christ," p. 12, n.8.
29Richardson,

An Introduction

to the Theology

of the New Testament,

p. 180.
30J. A. T. Robinson, "The One Baptism as a Category of New Testament
Soteriology~" The Scottish Journal of Theology 6 (1953):261.
The connection
between Baptism and Death is in a sense confirmed by Jesus' use of the word
~
in the sense of "to suffer," "to die for the people" (See
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A further

point one must dwell on in this connection

which the vicarious
narratives.

character

of Jesus' Baptism

This is indicated

is described

in Jesus' own allusion

3: 15, and in the heavenly voice,

which basically

the people.,,3l

declares,

"Thou art baptised

occurs in the Snyoptic Gospels.
place after that of the people
in 3:5 and 3:13, indicates
Baptism
1:9.

of Jesus.

32

Both verses

lO¥fYOl
),

f

vere

in which the Baptism

(Luke 3:21).

Matthew,

.-

in using t:ot"t

that the baptism of the people is followed

In Mark this is indicated

by the parallelism

by the

in exactly the same way, but they exhibit

In 1: 9 one single representative

»',

("then")

of 1:5 and

In 1:5 all of the people come forth to be baptized

r~t~~.
tV

by the context

for the sins of

Luke suggests that the Baptism of Jesus took

are constructed

a deep contrast.

For thou art he

that he must suffer representatively

It is also suggested

in the Gospel

to Isaiah 53 in Matt.

not for thine own sins but for those of the whole people.
whom Isaiah prophesied,

is the way in

by John:

is introduced:

K4Cl

"\
~\I(

l Y~Lt\

1O(t

(otJ

Mark 10:38 and Luke 12:50). According to Fuller, The Mission and Achievement
of Jesus, p. 61, "in speaking of his death as a 'baptism' Jesus therefore
means the fulfilment of his Baptism by John when he entered upon the vocation
of the Servant."

Reid

3l0scar Cullmann, Baptism in the New Testament,
(London: SCM Press Ltd, 1961), p. 18.

trans. by J. K. S.

32The to'Ct.. in 3: 13 "points out that the baptism of Jesus is, however
imprecisely, chronologically removed from the preceding public scenes surrounding John."
Jack Dean Kingsbury, Matthew: Structure, Christology, Kingdom (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1975), p. 13.
33
Lane, The Gospel According to Mark, pp. 54-55.
It should be noted
that the concluding phrase of verse 5, "confessing their sins," has no parallel in verse 9.
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The Gospel according
of the Baptism.

to St. John does not actually

The evangelist,

who, as A. E. Harvey suggests,

write his Gospel as lIa presentation
extended
witness

'tria1",,34

presents

to the proposition

the testimony

~OtJ,

is presented

In the first stage of his testimony
"Among you stands One whom you do not know.
In the second stage, which is marked

"

29), John points directly
stage

seems to

of John, "the first and greatest
The Baptist's

testi-

in John 1: 15,19-37.
(verses 19-28), John witnesses~
It is He who comes after me
by the passage

of a day (verse

to Jesus, "This is He" (verse 30).

(verses 35-37), John renews his witness,

cepted.

the event

of the claims of Jesus in the form of an

that Jesus is the Christ.,,35
I

mony~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~

report

In the third

and his evidence

is ac-

36
In the second stage of his testimony

makes reference

to Jesus'

Baptism.

lies in the past; he presupposes

it.

(John 1:29-34),

He does not recount

the Baptist

the event.

John gives his testimony

The event

after the

event, so that his words are "what might be called the oldest conunentary on
the event of Jesus' baptism. ,,37
John the Baptist
descending

testif Le s , "I have beheld

as a dove out of heaven, and He remained

I

(t~e~Q(J('it)

r

upon Him."

the Spirit
(John 1:32).

34A. E. Harvey, Jesus on Trial: A Study in the Fourth Gospel
(Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1977), p. 17.
35Ibid.,

p. 32.

36 Ib id .,

P•

24.

37Oscar Cu Ll.mann , The Christo10gy of the New Testament, Rev. ed .•
trans. by Shirley C. Guthrie and Charles A. M. Hall (Philadelphia: The Westminster Pre ss , 1963), p. 67. "This passage Ls , so to speak, the first commentary upon the synoptic account . . ." Cu Llmann , Baptism in the New
Testament, p. 20.
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Thus both
the

Jesus

Spirit

story

(see

also

descending

as merely

the

Synoptics)

as a dove.
record

and John the

"John removes

of a private

the

experience

Baptist

The Baptist
And again,
is

possibility
without

while
the

also

in

makes reference

the

Synoptic

to

account

Son of God, in John

this

the voice

himself,
John's

"This
witness

certainly

after

after

Temptation,

the

world!"

the

heavenly

assertion

(John

the

is

the

is

crowned by his

Baptism

Son (or

and in

"Behold,

the

phrase

the view

Servant

signifi-

the

of the

)

witnessing
I

\

in Jesus'
account

the Lamb of God, who takes

34).

that

0 'cJ'\l\tt{coS)

proclamation,

light

(verse

declares

is made by the

(1: 34).

0

~iOf

that

of God."

presences

of the

Synoptics

away the

if

accepted

\

the

sin

of the

as

original,

I

Ko4)<olJ
con,
Baptism

is

to be understood

along

the

lines

of the

Songs.
').\

the DBS text

and the

antiquity.
or III

It

is

.

I

0 i.KJ\~~rQ.t

The reading

(John 1:34),

twenty-sixth

read

by p 5vid

to VII century)

.
66 75
a t t e.st.a t t.on , p'

'i\:)c

(III

in

this

Gospel,

century)

Ambrose (IV).
ABC

which has

though

Nestle-Aland

K L P WX
(

with

the

1:29,36).

()

and the

ever,

objective

voice

Chosen One ,

The reading

(II

saw

of taking

from heaven

C

Baptist

firm

physically

38

cance."

Jesus

the

rejected

edition,39
~

*

'0

c I
(,)(.o~

Il

e 11 -t' fl

(IV)

is
Itala

as the
of very

great

the

28 33 Byz Lect.

, I

0 UlD}

as one of the main theological

38C. K. Barrett,
The Gospel According to St.
Commentary and Notes on the Greek Text (London:

by

(V) Old Syriac

has unmistakably
f13

text

John: An Introduction
SPCK, 1955), p. 148.

39The editors
of the DBS text,
however, indicate
by the letter
B
that there is some degree of doubt whether the text or the apparatus
contains
the superior
reading.

best
How-
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concepts~

iKXtKtbt

while

stand the change of

)

is not used elsewhere,

\

I

( I

fK,,~.-(rOS into o~ot

be every reason f or scribes to alter
)

but it is difficult

it is much easier to under-

than the reverse.

l\

40

There would

t'"l:\."

I

£.)(I\~t<tOSbef ore tOo V'EOO

\

to

I

£KI\£Ktot could have been derived if

to see how

. . 1 .41
was orlglna
,

\

I

Since (~AfKt:O}

is taken as original~42

related

to the heavenly voice,

pending

on the acceptance

Baptist

is consequently

Considering
Hebrew

that

)

a viewpoint

or rej ec tion of
bringing

\

and since John 1:34 is

that gains or loses strength de-

1.\1< X 'tK.[OS' the testimony of the

out the significance

I

t.~A£~rO) is the usual translation

of the heavenly voice.
in the Septuagint

for the

.

"l..•..
T\..3..
..,. ("chosen")., by which the Servant of the Lord is designated

Is. 42:1, the connection

between

in

the heavenly voice and Is. 42:1 is no doubt

strengthened.
The Baptist's

testimony

climaxes with the assertion,

III

l)

(.~~0

'0iOJ
\

This sentence is uttered

•.•

'CDU

after

Jesus' Baptism in a context where the Baptist refers to that event.
The epithet
the connection
suggests,
40

Will.

(,) iA,r-"Of,

0

between

....e"EOO ~

to"

which reflects

Isaiah 53, strengthens

the Baptism and the Servant Songs.

Fort as Cullmann

it might well be that the Baptist draws a conclusion

Barrett,

The Gospel According

from the

to St. John, p. 149.

4~eon Morris, The Gospel According to John (Grand Rapids, Michigan:
B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1977), p. 154, n.S2.
42

.
c)
\
I.
The r eadLng 0 ce~I\~)( 'Cot as adopted by the New English Bible, and
also Leon Morris seems to favor it. "It seems to me, however, that we
should probably read 'God's Chosen One'."
Morris, The Gospel According to
John, p , 154.
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heavenly voice, which introduces
is

')o

!\ 'COe),. e '"

dfiYO

tOt)

C

()

)1

olL(WY

It is very difficult

the Servant Jesus, and declares

r1

.1

'('

I

?r>4f{('dY

to determine

,.

that Jesus

43

/

~"J(O(/<Od.

exactly what the expression

Lamb of God," a rather curious description

of a man, means.

does not appear as having been used by anyone before John,

"The

The expression
so that very like-

ly it was coined by him.
Though interpreters
Old Testament

background,

Many suggestions
with reference

agreed that the expression

they are not unanimous

have been made.

to:

on what this background

The phrase has been variously

and the evening

sacrifice

in the Temple

lamb" of Jer. 11:19; d) the scapegoat;

of the apocalypses;

has an
is.

explained

a) the Passover Lamb; b) the Tanri.d , that is, the lamb

offered at the morning
c) the "gentle

are generally

f) the God-provided

"lamb that is led to the slaughter"

(Ex. 29:38-46);

e) the triumphant

Lamb

lamb of God of Gen. 22:8; g) the

(Is. 53: 7); and h) the Servant of the

Lord.
None of these suggestions
least exhausts
gestions

the meaning

memories

c:)
0

it is quite possible
\

"lJ.o

a/dO} (ou'to

of all of them.44

satisfying.

of the image to the exclusion

c, d, and e hardly playa

are concerned,
phrase

is completely

'so

part here.

None of them at

of the rest.

Sug-

As far as the remaining

that all of them are reflected

that it would be a composite

ones

in the

picture,

It is a habit of John to use expressions

evoking
which

43

Cullmann, Baptism in the New Testament, p. 21. Even if it is conceded that there is no connection between this utterance and the heavenly
voice, it is nevertheless clear that John is here referring to Jesus' sacrificial death.
In calling the Savior
'CQt)
he is very likely
referring to the Suffering Servant.
I

0 ~)dOS

eeoo

44In the Old Testament the majority of passages containing the term
"lamb" refer to sacrifice of one kind or another.
This warrants the conclusion that "The Lamb of God" is sacrificial.
John has in mind the offering
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may be taken in more ways than one, evidently

with a view to including

all

the possible meanings. 45
Mindful

of this, one has to examine

in the statement

way Isaiah 53 is

«I~"ct TOO

<)

reflected

in what possible

\

0

•••

,

K04,uou.
I

The thesis forwarded
"probably

an Aramaic

underlies

the Greek

,,s ~
s\

. s47 t hat
J er em i.a

by C.

2 ~I

~l .•••.~

C),

0 G(rYos

.....

TJ.~
,

.f

,!

~

~

tOO

~

\7f-oo

,

the original reference

to Jesus as the servant of God,,48 must be rejected.
can denote

both "lamb" and "servant."

that the present
Moreover,

passage was translated

supporters

equivalent

"':;J.~:. 50
Jeremias

from an Aramaic

of this view fail to show that

to the Hebrew

ral Aramaic

directly

equivalent

-r .:1~
•• - "t" •

thus being

~:112

The Aramaic

Yet, there is no evidence

~ ~

~l?was

,

to suggest
document.
regarded

49

as

In fact, as Barrett points out, the natu-

of the Hebrew

"\ ~~

(servant) is not ~;

'f1t but

Thus, "though it does not lack attractiveness the theory of

does not really

seem as though it will explain

the facts.,,5l

of Christ as a sacrifice.
Since it awakes memories of more sacrifices than
one~ John intends by the expression to express his conviction that in Jesus
Christ there is fulfilled all that is foreshadowed in all the sacrifices
referred to in the Old Testament.
45L eon M or r a,s
. , The Apostolic
46
Clarendon

ment,

Preaching

C. F. Burney, The Aramaic Origin
Press, 1922), pp. 104-108.

47Joachim Jeremias,
1979 ed., 1:338-40.

"amnos,"

of the Cross, p. 129.

of the Fourth Gospel

Theological

Dictionary

of the New Testa-

48 Ibid., 339.
49

Barrett,

The Gospel According

to St. John, p. 147.

50Ibid•
5L
.
~orrls,

The Apostolic

Preaching

(Oxford:

of the Cross, p. 135.
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This does not mean, however,

)A
I
I1,VOS unmistakably

thereby precluded.
C)I

53:7, and

0

the totality

\

"C1"

O\lfWY

C'.

"

durol

(MT: ~

O<,rdrn~J1fOMW(
I

\\"')

r..
translated

by

WJ

0

a(f,HP(H).

I

Ko4iHJt:-.

I

of Is. 53: 12, "He Himself
~
l(Q«.

0"'-:'1""\

-1J.",!- in this case is

52
that in Isaiah the lamb is not presented

vant of the Lord.

is used as an illustration

of the Servant.

a context which is wholly concerned
The reference

Of great importance

Yet~ the Isaianic

with the vicarious

as suffer-

of the humility

lamb is mentioned

sacrifice

of the Ser-

is the fact that the lamb in Isaiah, used meta-

of the Servant, is linked with the taking away of sin.

Isaiah 53, are reflected

of atonement

outside

Thus; both

for all men, which

in John 1:29,36.

The Baptist is given the unique prophetic

insight, wholly unparal-

leled in pre-Christian

Judaism

is to be the Suffering

Servant of the Isaianic prophecies.

that Jesus, whom he baptized,

in

to the Lamb could evoke the image of the

the lamb and the idea of an achievement
characterize

of Is.

In fact, the lamb of Is. 53:7 is being sheared, not sacrificed.

and the submissiveness

phorically

")

The anarthrous

The "lamb that is led to slaughter"

Servant.

)/~
«wroJ

\

clAY"';

0"'3.1.
-){.-vTl1\~n~;
Septuagint:
•
: ••
,.

/

It may be argued
ing for sin.

the

to Isaiah 53 is

~f<c:{rHO(v' tOU Kt'~,t<Oc), an expression which denotes

...,. "'1"

c

recalls

of sins, looks like a free citation

bore the sins of many"

) \

that any reference

the Old Testament,

is the Chosen One of God ( ~

that the Messiah
He bears witness

~t(~~Kr6J

as well as the Lamb of God who takes away the sin of the world.

'{O~

Ow>,

His witness

52Joachim Jeremias, The Eucharistic Words of Jesus (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1966), p , 181, ru L,
"Der 'Kosmos' aber ist der Johanneische
Begriff, der treff end dem Begriff der 'Vielen' in der Prophetie entspricht."
Hans Walter Wolff, Jesaga 53 im Urchristentum, dritte verbesserte Auf La ge
(Berlin: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt,
1952), p. 82.
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strengthens

the view that the Baptism is actually

the "ordination"

of the

Servant Jesus.

The Ministry
The whole ministry

of the Servant

of Jesus~ his teaching,

cross~ is a standing denial of the messianic
Jewish people in those days.
warrior Messiah.
in view

the notion of a conquering,

the Jewish plan of salvation

political

the

beliefs and hopes held by the

Jesus rejects

He challenges

(not national,

ual salvation

53

his deeds~ and finally

in both the end

freedom from the Roman oppressor,

but spirit-

for the whole world) and the means by which it is expected

that the end will be attained

(not leading the war against

overcoming

the power of Satan by means

victorious

resurrection).

rity and weakness,

His messianic

suffering

and death.

the Romans,

of his humble suffering,
mission

death, and

is to be achieved

He is the obedient

but

in obscu-

suffering

Servant

of the Lord.
The affirmation

of the fulfillment

the lines of the Servant prophecies
the current

beliefs

and messianic

the Gospel narrative:
30), The Answer
The Preaching

mission along

of Isaiah, and the consequent

denial of

hopes is brought out at several points in

The Temptation,

to the Baptist

of the messianic

The Preaching

at Nazareth

(Matt. 11:2-6; Luke 7:18-23),

(Luke 4:16-

The Miracles,

of the Gospel.

The Temptation
The Temptation
just before

Ministry

of Jesus occurs immediately

the beginning

of his public ministry

after the Baptism and
(Matt. 4:1-11; Mark 1:12,13;

53T[homas] W[alter Manson, The Servant-Messiah: A Study of the Public
of Jesus (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker Book House, 1977), p. 50.
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underscores

Luke 4: 1-13).

its significance,

important

act that the Temptation

Baptism.

ratives are bound together in an organic way.

the Baptism.

to link this
/

Len.

is closely connected with the

phrase or verse in the Temptation

Synoptics

In Matthew

rk the intimate connection

(4:1).

\

established

by

in troduc tory phrase

Koil

In all

narrative

ic Gospels

is designed

this is indicated by the

between the two events is
)

I

w90S

("and at onc e ;" 1:12).

Ti' ' ')
e point using the words ~~r+4-~~~~~r-~~~

Luke makes the

wilderness

Particularly

(4: 1).

say that Jesus is led up by the Spirit into the

(Matt. 4:1; Mark 1:12; Luke 4:1).

He goes not by chance.

The

same Spirit who

at his Baptism leads him to this encounter

with Satan.

to God and in fulfillment

He

The Tempta tion

of his acceptance

of his mission.

of the Servant-vocation.

The

e

o

t I
UlO

Baptism
The Bapti
Jesus:

a) he is

he is the
Suffering
ments.

brings out three attributes

Servant.

The Temptation

It raises the question:
tas

Is Jesu

of the person of

of God~ the second Person of the Holy Trinity; b)
is to carry out his mission

the messianic
Servant?

narrative

narrative

presupposes

Will the Messiah,

laid upon him by God, namely,
willing

to accept

along the lines of the
these three ele-

the Son of God~ fulfill

the task of the Suffering

the role of the Suffering

Servant?

54Archiba d M. Hunter, The Hork and Words of Jesus, rev., ed ,,
(Philadelphia: Th Westminster Press, 1973), p. 44.
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doubt that the temptations
in character.
the beginning

55

striking
ministry.

of

a Messiah

it never

a Messiah

tempta tions
Messiah

like Jesus.

the Suffering

such an idea, because

"In reference

or assault

to the Messiah

there

by Satan. ,,56 There could be no

of the traditional

to be disobedient

could be

should be tempted at

Judaism never conceived

temptation

is not a

that the Messiah

of Jesus are messianic

pattern.

to Godt

Only a suffering

to renounce

the path of

Se
in Jesus' battle with the tempter in the wilderness

is obedience/diso

edience

to the Father.57

The devil attempts

to deflect

He tries. to induce Jesus to renounce

Jesus from

upon him in his Baptism, and therewith

task which
der his mission

The point is whether

i

the

to ren-

Jesus will be disobedient

to his Father by

to take the centre of the stage and in using his

divine power apar

fulfillment
lies which consist

reveals

himself

messianic

obedient.

Manson, The Servant-Messiah,
is clear and unmi takable."
56Alfred
(Grand Rapids, Mi
p , 292.

in quotations

from Scripture

edient to God's will in Scripture.

task~ a d he remains
55

of his specific commission

He rejects

p. 50:"

as the Son.
Jesus

He is aware of his
the temptation

. . the messianic

and so

reference

Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah, 2 vols.
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1979), vol. 1,

57"The id
of obedience is dominant in the whole account."
Harold
Riesenfeld, "The essianic Character of the Temptation in the Wilderness,"
The Gospel Tradit·on (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1970), p . 75.
I

""
r I If£..lfd.{,,,u0J,
Seesemann," 'iTt.lf"",
lfH ..fQ(W, iTCC-Lf"'Jw
£toOier. .ftJW " Theological Dictionary of tile New Testament, 6:34.

58 Heiv-ric

~lH.lrO(I1"[Dl'

I
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proves to be the

rue Son of God, as well as his faithfulness

of the Servant.

esus vindicates

the declaration

to the mission

of the voice from heaven,

"This is my belov d Son, with whom I am well pleased. ,,59 He remains
to God, indicatin
Especiall
fronted

that the Messiah

is the faithful

in the temptation

with the

to worship

expectations

the devil,6l

0f

to become a warrior Messiah,

earthly power and

Satan is prepared

immediately.

that the Christ will reign as anointed

out struggle and
however,

Immediate

~~:t~V~

(Matt. 4: 0),

a Messiah

to give the kingdom and dominion

and dominion

And so, in rejecting
Jesus accepts

King withGod,

until after the suff ering and

the temptation,

the design

suffer and die t.o- enter into his glory

H e lS
.

seeking

power and glory is his proposal.

will not give the kingdom

death of the Mess·ah.

He is tempted

h lS
i
.
62
contemporarles.

faced with the te

He

60

Jesus is con-

of his contemporaries.

ca 11·lng to th ose

to adjust his ide

Son and Servant.

loyal

saying,

"V
l1fo(¥E,

of God that the Messiah

should

(Luke 24:26),

Jesus Preaches at Nazareth
(Luke 4: 16-30)
Following
report Jesus'
Luke's

the narrative

ret rn to Galilee,

summary in 4:14-15,

of the Temptation,

Matthew,

Mark, and Luke

and give a short summary of Jesus' activity.

however,

contains

no indication

of the content

59Walter
chneider and Colin Brown, "Tempt, Test, Approve," The New
International Dic ionar of New Testament Theolo y, 3 vols., ed., by Colin
Brown (Grand Rapi s, Michigan: Zondervan Publishing House, 1979), 3:807.
60Hill,

T

61The thi
62

Marshal

of Matthew,
in the Matthean

p. 102.

order,

second in the Lukan order.

The Gospel of Luke, p. 168.
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of Jesus' message,

as do Hatt. 4:17, and Hark 1:14-15.

This is supplied

in

Luke by the first part of the scene in Nazareth.
According

to Luke, upon his return
to Nazareth,

Spirit,

Isaiah was handed

in the power of the

the town where he had been brought up.

ered the synagogue,

and stood up to read.

to him, he unrolled

the scroll, and found

On

The book of
(not by chance)

where it was written:

the place

With

exceptions,

word, including

Luke 4:18-19

follows the Septuagint

i s word order and its variations

~e() fot
I

use of

to Galilee

L

first exception.

from the Hebrew text.

Ko(.~i<lC(l of the Septuagint

i

The other two variations

ations

and the insertion

The

in 4:19 is the

from the Septuagint

They are the omission

~~~~~~~~~~~~~---

word for

)I

are also vari-

of uMIl(.~9,(t

\

"lOut

</uV-

of a phrase from Is. 58:6

63
significant

that Jesus omits the second half of Is. 61:2,

"and the day of

of our God."

Jesus makes the r

to "the favorable

salvation,

the c1 max of the quotation.

free grace of God.

God's vengeance
finished

it back to the s
63

Ending at the middle

year of the Lord,"

He also stresses

the time of

that he offers

the

will come on all who refuse his grace.

the reading,

agogueattendant,

of a sentence,

Jesus rolled up the scroll, handed

and sat down, taking the posture

of a

Robert
. Tannehill, "The Hission of Jesus According to Luke IV
16-30," Jesus in azareth, ed., by Walther Eltester (Berlin: Walter de
Gruyter, 1972), p . 65-66.
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teacher.

The eyes of all in the synagogue were fixed upon him.
(

U

to say,

Scripture has been fulfilled"),
fulfillment

fies himself with
Baptism

In this particular

("this
is the

case, he associates

in Is. 61:1-2.

He has been anointed

He identi-

by the Spirit at his

(Luke 3:22), and now the Spirit is upon him.
Jesus' emp oyment of Scripture

described

as a

in this and many other instances

er type of interpretation,

a "this is that" f
reth.

.; VP.A
(I
~~G(..o...;or4q_

of the Servant depicted

he Servant.

W¥

Jesus makes clear that his ministry

of the Old Testament.

himself with the m'ssion

..1', ~

'rreu\,ewr"l

g ca t egor Lca Ll.y,

In

..

And he began

He himself

in which he treats Scripture in

"I am he," says Jesus in the synagogue at Nazain the fulfillment

of Scripture.

"He is not merely another

Hord; he is the fulfillment

expounder

is

of that Hord.,,65

says Jesus quite emphatically.
This very day, as
~
I stand before yo , the Scriptures have come to fulfillment, and the last
days prophecied

b

works are being

Isaiah have begun.

The good news are preached,

The Messianic

Days, the Favorab

Year of the Lord

the same meaning,

ve arrived.

and mighty

Age, the Era of Salvation~

the Last

(Is. 6l:2)~ phrases which carry about

The Favorable

Year of the Lord is no longer

64Richard
. Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis in the Apostolic Period
(Grand Ra pf.d s, Mic igan: Hm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1975), p. 70. The
term "pesher" mea s "solution" or "interpretation."
The biblical exegesis
in the Qumran texts is usually referred to as pesher interpretation.
The
covenanters endea ured, not so much to elucidate the Biblical text, but to
determine its app ication to current and contemporary events.
"In contradistinction to ra binic exegesis which spoke of "that has relevance to this,'
the Dead Sea conv anters treated Scripture in a 'this is that' fashion."
Ibid., p. 43.
65Halter
Commentary, New T

and Martin H. Franzmann,
p. 63.

Concordia

Self-Study
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promise;

it has ar ived, today.

of the Lord is beginning.
(see Is. 49:8-13)

In Jesus' person and proclamation

the year

The time of salvation and of the divine presence

is nothing

but the manifestation

of God's only begotten

Son in the flesh.
The resul
people of Nazaret
tion of his whole

of Jesus' progranunatic sermon was his rejection

This rej ection is, at least to some extent, an illustrainistry as the Servant.

Jesus at Nazareth

right at the beginning

episode announces

the pattern

of rejection

e 1 sew h ere, to th e G entl'1es. 66

Luke places the rej ec tion of

of the Galilean ministry.

Sununing u
points:

The rejection

of Jesus' work and message

at Nazareth

Ls , therefore,

the Isaianic prop

ushers

throughout

in the Messianic

the rejection

Luke's gospel. ,,67

he application

Jesus' self-ident'fication

by his own people indicates

to

that

Songs; c) Jesus

of Isaiah 61 to his own mission

with the Suffering

three

Age in fulfillment

is c rried out along the lines of the Servant

is the Servant.

"the

of Jesus and is to be under-

Jesus' sermon in the synagogue at Nazareth makes

a) his m nifestation

his ministry

This

by Jesus' own people and his going

title under which Luke places the whole ministry
stood as a sununar

by the

establishes

Servant.

66In refe ring to the widow of Zarephath and to Naaman the Syrian
(Luke 4:25-27), J sus makes plain that God's grace can and will be bestowed
on Gentiles if Is ael will not accept it.
67Tannehi

1, The Mission

of Jesus, p. 68.
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Jesus' Answer to John the Baptist
(Matt. 11:2-6; Luke 7:18-23)
When John the Baptist was in prison at the Machaerus
disciples
moning

reported

two of his

to him about the activity
isciples,

the Messiah.
)

"Are you

It is derived

I

sense (see Matt. 3:11; Mark

I-"'---',.......,A-"'~=.:.-"'-'I- was both used and understood
dogma of Judaism

the Messiah

coming inaugurates

with the question whether

to the question directly
refers to his own actions

by the Jews of

is the coming One

the time of salvation. ,,70

ponse to the Baptist is characteristic
times when he was confronted

from

69

1

in a Messianic

that time.

Lah shilp. 71
MeSSla

then, sum-

-=O~1~~~~~t_l~K~u~e_l_O_U.
The Baptist

~~~~~-+

himself uses the

He does not respo

.Io hn ,

his

), or do we look f or someone else?"
signifies

1:7; John 1:27).

68

sent them to Jesus with the question,

the Expected One

Ps. 118:26 and Ps.

of Jesus.

Fortress,

of what he did many
he was the Messiah.

with an open declaration
and message

of his

as fulfillment

of

68Matthew, who places the account after the sending of the Twelve,
reports that John heard of the works (L~
of the Christ.
Luke says
that they reporte
"about all these things' (1f~t 1I~1tW( roUnuV),
referring
to all the activi y of Jesus, but particularly to the miracles of the preceding chapters, i.e., the healing of a Centurion's servant" the raising of the
widow's son at Na I , etc.

f~~)

()
69A c~or d i1
to Hill, the phrase 0
was employed in t e synagogue services in a
Matthew, p. 197.

70
Testament,
71

Johanne
2:670.

That Je
the "Messianic se
ref erence to Isai

Schneider,

"Erchomai,"

I

,)1

¥i£0j,(/ctJ0t e"
ssianic

Theological

I

O~O}t~tt. KOf<OU

sense, Y.iheGospel of

Dictionary

of the New

s does not openly declare his Messiahship (see below on
et") corroborates the view, already indicated in his
35 and 61, that he is indeed the Servant of the Lord.
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the Old Testament
goes back into th

prophecies

of the end-time.

Old Testament

brings out that h ils miracles

prophecies

a
\I
(o(.bA'-TrttE
I

the proclamation
ment prophecy.
implications

f the gospel
I

/

His answer to John's disciples

of Isaiah 29, 35, 42, and 61, and
)/1

(i«f.!€.,

Matt. 11:4; Luke 7:22) and

I

('Jl ~~otJf,r€', Matt. 11:4) fulf ill Old Testa-

short, Jesus is saying that the person who recognizes
prophecies

of t

and of their fulfillment

the

will know that he

is the coming One.
Matthew

1 :4~5 (parallel Luke 7:22), "The blind receive

the lame walk,

lepers are cleansed

raised up, and

poor have the gospel preached

tion in

In the synagogue
s his programmatic

gram as
in terms of

61.

again along

sermon.

of the quota-

Jesus announces

He describes

his pro-

the Messianic

Era

in his ministry,

of Isaiah 61.

35:5-6;

61:1.

is couched

He does not quote.

promised

by the prophet.

in the language

of Is.

He even goes beyond the prophecy,
of dead, works of grace even

"His ministry

surpasses

the

.
,,72
r.on ,

prophetic
In

to the Old Testament

Isaianic propheci
his miracles

application

at Nazareth

lepers and the raising

as e idences or

Robert
Gospel with S
1967), p. 80.

prophecies~

s, Jesus leaves no possible

~/~~l~ of

dicted by Isaiah.
72

to them," is Jesus' summary

Here now he points to its fulfillment

to the Baptist
29:18-19;

and the deaf hear, and the dead are

His words are the practical

of his own

sight and

in this case the

doubt that he himself regarded

the dawning of the day of the Lord

Thus the significance

of Jesus'

orton Gundry, The Use of the Old Testament in St. Matthew's
1 Reference to the Messianic Ho e (Leiden: E. J. Brill,
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miracles

lies in t e fact that they are the miracles

indicating

Age has dawned.

that t

73

His miracles

of the Messiah

of the Messiah.

of the New Age, signs
are the acts

as these had been fore-

told by the proph
The refer
of the Christ

to the Isaianic

~-r~~~~~-H~~~.

God's Servant

prophecies

indicate also that the d.eeds

l~tOV, Matt. 11:2) are in reality

God had promised

the acts of

for the last days.

The Miracles and the Servant
(Matt. 8: 17)
In

to the report

ter 8 (the
healing

of the healing

of a leper, the healing

of many people

of a centurion's

in chap-

servant,

the

of Peter'

One might
prophecy

say that in a sense the

of the Suffering

Servant to the whole

healing
quotation

The Septuagint,

w

is quite different

spiritualized

from the Septuagint

translation

of "sins"

which

(~J.tc(eI

I

'Cll(,L

) for

ceiving

the

esses"

(

·1 J ..•.
"7n),
f.

is interpretative

at this point, per-

T 1":

of sin behind the metaphor

of sickness,

73A1an Ric
Press Ltd, 1952),

The Hirac1e-Stories

74 Sir Edw
(London: Faber an

Hoskyns and Noel Davey, The Riddle
Faber Limited, 1964), p. 125.

for sin is the

of the Gospels

(London: SCM

of the New Testament
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root cause of dis

Matthew,

almost wholly

from the Septuagint~76

ind

\

text literally,

r ading

to<S

') II

It.'"

«~C7€y'£'lG(!

The Evang list applies
the great protrai

presenting

a rendering

of the Hebrew

translates

the Masoretic

'Y\,~W"

Is. 53:4 to Jesus' physical

of the Suffering, Dying,. and Victorious

healings.
Messiah

From

he quotes

77

one line, which,

he reads only as a part of the whole.

has the whole per

mind, and not just that verse which is actually

quoted.

the application

In view

of 53:4 to Jesus' healing ministry

implies the appli ation of the whole pericope
identified

with t e Servant.

his passion and r surrection,

He assumes

from Is

ous death.
many,

53:4.

That passage

Matthew's

root cause of sickness and disease.

ings were illustr

his redemptive

The

vicari-

is to suff er and to die f or the sin of the

Jesus was ultimately

78

in interpreting

speaks of the Servant-Messiah's

with sickness and

away sin.

Jesus is

but also in his healing ministry.

mission

the sin

(Isaiah 53) to Jesus.

the role of the Servant not only in

so, there is no difficulty
quotation

Matthew

dealing

work,. visible

In dealing

with sin.
pledges

His heal-

of his taking

ealings, as well as his death, were part of Jesus

I

Servant-

mission.
The canpa sion exercised
miracles

and the healing virtue

were beg nnings of his passion,
75

Westminster
76

Barnaba
Press
Gundry,

which he underwent

Lindars,. New Testament Apologetic
1961), p. 86.
The Old Testament

expended

in St. Matthew's

Gundry,

The Old Testament

in St. Matthew's

in order to bear

(Philadelphia:

The

Gospel~ p. 111.

77R. C. H. Lenski, Interpretation of St. Matthew's
Ohio: Lutheran Bo k Concern, 1932), p. 326.
78

in Jesus'

Gospel

Gospel,

(Columbus,

p. 230.
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of sin.

away the whole
Cross.

In his de

The healings

Jesus'

s of healing

deeds of mercy were steps

the ministry-unto-death

so to speak~ an anticipation

repr

toward the

has already
of the final

begun.

work which

79

Jesus accomplished through his death.
Jesus'
of serving,

mi istry

and death are,

his mi acles,

power, never to a sert

himself,

ganic whole.

many could work a

inistry

but only in service

His life

for Jesus uses his

to o t her s , and his ransom-

Only he who would die for

of healing men fran d.isease.

Jesus'

Servant-missi

his work in terms

the sin of the

The healings

was not a predica

miracles

are works of grace.

rested

service.
0f

And in t.h i s , too,

h"1S contemporar1es.
"
81

e of the Jewish political

The Preaching
"And Jesu
gogues, and procl

iming the

atthew,

he understood.

Jesus did not correspond
The exercise

to

of compassion

Messiah.

Galilee,

teaching

in their

os el of the kingdom, and healing

79
Cullman ,. The Christology

of

of the Gospel

was going about in all

and every kind of sickness

80L ens k"1,

They are part

Jesus did not seek power or authority;

Lah
t he hoped f or Mes 1a

disease

connected.

de

Surrnningu
his

intimately

which are nothing but service,

ing d.eat h are an

on his atoning

thus,

among the people"

syna-

every kind of

(Matt. 4:23;

see 9:35).

of the NewTestament, p. 69.

326-27.

81"Er (Ma thaus) stellt
wieder ein Schriftwort neben die Ereignisse,
weil das Verhalte
Jesu gegen die befestigte
messianische Dogmatj-kvfrstiE]ss.
Mit seinem heilen en Wirken geschah das , was Jesus das t~rrf.('YOIJ"€.Q..U'CO"
nannte.
Er nalun ich derer an, die Hilfe bedur f en, tat, was die jetzt sich
an ihn herandrang nde Not verlangte,
mit Verzicht auf aile in die Zukunft
ubergreifenden un nach Grossem strebenden Plane.
Zu dem, was der Mensch
fur sich als Gluc und Grosse begehrt und was er vom Christus verlangt,
war
dies ein schroffe
Gegensatz.
Eben deshald zitiert
Mat. dasjenige prophetische Wort . . ." A. Schlatter ,Der EVangelist Matthaus,. p. 283.
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This

sentence

Jesus'

su

"I was sent

clamation

4:43

ministry~

and the

for

this

emphasis

purpose,"

lies

says

upon the
Jesus

pro-

in Luke

(see Mark
sermon at

In his
himself

the word s of Is.

reach

the

gas

significant
vengeance

el

that
of our

to

the

61: 1 to

the

Nazareth,

')

poor

Jesus

effect

that

\1

omits

the

ad,"

certainly

second

refers

to

God has anointed

him to

1\

lttW~Ol}

(~tj\.~<4(~c;(l

esus

pointedly

half

of Is.

to underscore

the

It

) (Luke 4:18),

61:2,

"and the

gracious

is

day of

nature

of his

ministry.
In Jesus'
ing

of the

gospel

response
to the

to the
poor as

Baptist

(Matt.

the messianic

11:5; Luke 7:22),

fulf illment

of the

the

preach-

Scripture
\

is

the

climax

Hnllr.,;

vv« \

ell, ••.

~i

of
I

of the

into

and the

tes

gospel'

Galilee.

words,

the

Mark narr
ing

is

indicated

by the

emphatic

of 1('CuJXO(

position

word order.
the

beginning

"And after

pre ching

kingdom a

as

at

ministry,

John had. been taken

the gas

God is

of Jesus'

el

hand;

stressing

into

custody,

of God, and saying,
repent

and believe

the preachJesus

'The time
in the

is

came

fulfilled,

gospel"

(Mark

1:14,15).
In Isaiah

ftc(VVt~L10AGll

the verb

J

---rr

of the good news

hat

God was fulfilling

about

Is.

40:9;

advent
the

to act
of the

peace

therefore
vation.

(see
sal

ation

52:7-10;

of God, with

of God

nd with

the

caning

to the

ich vocabulary

is

used

to express

the

declaration

I

his

60:6;
his

promises,

61:1).

It

was acting,
is

connected

mer c y , with remission

of his

righteousness.

of the Old Testament

or was
with

of sins,

"It

expectation

belongs
of sal-

,,82
82

Hoskyns and Davey,

The Riddle

of the

New Testament,

p.

86.

the
with

108
The New

tament use of

(the kingdo

the Evangelists
the expression
mation.83
proclaiming

is based upon the use of the

sus announced his arrival,

word in Isa iah.
vation

~t~L)'OfiG(t

the coming of the promised

of Cod }, as the fulfillment

of Isaianic prophecy.

sal-

And

cl arly point out that it was Jesus himself who first used
"t

He ado

preach the gospel"
conception

(E~~U'i.~LJ£, t9cH
of preaching

) of his own procla-

the gospel in the sense of

the ar ival of the day of salvation from Isaiah.
preaching.

As a part of his

His whole life was proclamation

ervant-mission,

of the gospel.

he was entrusted with a prophetic

function.

He

news of salvation.

reed he does not

eak, and a dimly burning wick he does not ext Lngu Lsh ;" he

worked in God's p

of merciful

publicans

He described

11:29)~ and there

In keeping with Is. 42:3, '~ bruised

redemptive

love and was the friend of

himself as gentle and humble

the description

(Matt.

of the Servant in Is. 42:2-3, and

Is. 53:1_3.84
This cond
popular

of the Servant-Messiah
of the Messiah.

liberation

and effect the destruction

Jesus certainly

the

He was supposed to procure political
of Israel's enemies,. publicans and

sinners included.

Jesus, however, came preaching

ing with the Serv

t prophecies

suggestion

contradicted

of Isaiah.

the gospel~ fully in keep-

And one may even venture

that "'t was because of Jesus' adoption

the

of the Isaianic interpre-

tation of the Mes ianic office in terms of the Servant of the Lord that the

83See Mar

1:15, 8:35; 10:29; 13:10; 14:9

84The Lnv ilt a t Lon "cane to me"
of Is. 55: 1-3.

(Matt. 11: 28) recalls

the invitation

109
l

I \

came a terminus

word~
Testament

and the

technicus

hurch became a preaching

The Unbelief
John conc

so

of the People

and hid himself from them.

saiah the prophet might be fulfilled,

who has believed

r report?

revealed?' "

l2:36b-38).

,

report

of the exaltation
humiliation.

ing with belief a d unbelief

(

of the Servant

(12:36b-50),

of his passion,

..
f au 1te d f or atomlstlc

word concerning
degradation,

t e Suffering

and

.

exegesls.

from the manif estation

86

of the Isaianic conHe has the whole

The word spoken by the prophet

Isaiah is the

Servant of the Lord who goes through

eath to exaltation

from

on the cross.

The Evang list quotes Is. 53:1 wholly conscious

of Isaiah 53 in mind.

(52:13-15) and the

and which is the transition

of his glory in t e many signs to his glorification

context

the bridge between

In John it occurs in a section deal-

Jesus' public m i.n i stry to the beginning

He cannot

which he spoke , 'Lord,

0

1(01.(,

In Isaiah 53 this verse constitutes
pro lamation

in him;

exactly to the text of the
.

text.

But though he

And to whom has the arm of the Lord been

The quota ion from Is. 53:1 corresponds

following

saying, "These

ny signs before them, yet they were not believing

that the word of

the preceding

of the New

Church. ,,85

of Jesus' public ministry,

, and he departed

things Jesus
had performed

des his report

in the vocabulary

suffering,

and glory, bearing the sins of many

(Is.

52: 13-53: 12).

85Richard

on, An Introduction

p. 26.
saja 53, p. 83.

to the Theology

of the New Testament,

110
This poin

is made clear by John 12:41, where the evangelist

points

..•
out that Isaiah s
glory

(J 6 JG{.),

(LGCU't'GL)

these things

because

rr.c.Ut «.

he spoke of him.

he saw his (Jesus')

("these things")

refers

to

both Is. 6:10 (qu ted in John 12:40) and Is. 53:1 (quoted in John 12:38).
Isaiah spoke both prophecies
It is eas
6:10 because

he s

to him when he "s

because

to understand

(Is. 53: 1) because

as the passion
and glory.
the unbelief

After all, that revelation

the temple"

(Is. 6:1).

s that

of Jesus

d~jo<..

J 0 jo<. ,

his passion,

filled.

was met with unbelief,

ceive him"

(John

Gospels,

namely,

until the closing
Messiahship

of the

as well

crucifixion

that is, he saw his rej ection,
(Isaiah 53).
prophecy

was ful-

just as Isaiah had spoken when he

came to his own, and those who were his own did not re:11).

secret" denotes

Secret"

a distinctive

hat Jesus explicitly

conceals

period of his ministry.

are s lenced

Luke 4:41; Matt.

John equates

among men, Isaiah's

The "Messianic
"Messiani

the resurrection

and his exaltation

flesh and appeared

"e

how can John say

What does he mean when he

for Saint John means

When the Word bec

saw his glory.

with the

he saw Jesus' glory?

(see John 12:23; 13:31).

of t e people,

However,

d I:> J J.,?

he saw Jesus'

Thus, Isaiah saw Jesus'

The Serv

was given

of the Servant and of the unbelief

poke Is. 53:1 because

The fact

spoke Is.

the Lord sitting on a throne~ lofty and exalted,

that Isaiah spoke of the suffering

says that Isaiah

of Jesus.

how John can say that the prophet

the glory of Jesus.

train of His robe filling

people

J~jo(..

he saw the

Mark 3:12).

of the Synoptic

his messianic

The demons,

(Mark 1: 25, parallel

2:16, parallel

feature

character

who recognize

Jesus'

Luke 4: 35; Mark 1:34, parallel
Silence is also commanded

111
after miracles

(Ma t. 8:4, parallel Mark 1:44, Luke 5:14; Mark 5:43

parallel

y

Luke 8: 56; Mark 7:

Mark 8:26; Matt. 9:30).

secrecy

parallel Mark 8:307 Luke 9:21; Matt. 17:9, parallel

(Matt. 16:

Mark 9:9).
7:18-23).

Jesus
Jesus

a

The disciples

veiled answer

are bound to

(Matt. 11:2-6; Luke

"thdraws from the crowd in order to remain hidden

(Mark

7:24; 9:30).
The phras

"Messianic

secret" was coined. and entered the vocabulary

of New Testament

eo1ogy at the beginning

William Wrede in

01 published

lien:

Zugleich

e"

nized correctly

love and righteousness
the Jesus portrayed

t

s of being the Son of God.

criticism

tegories

87

"Messianic

secret.

nized as such by

claimed

Messiahship.

fact that the hist

tradition

ment~ according

the church invented

George
Wm. B.

nor was recog-

Only the resurrection

about Jesus was non-messianic,

Messiahship.

Michigan:

as the incarnation

Yet the church was embarrassed

dicted their fait

87

since historical

to be Messiah

during his life.

created belief in

secret as reflecte

who was

I

"s disciples

to

However,

recog-

left but to invent the theory of the

Jesus neither

In

(an ethical prophet),

to deal with such a phenomenon

no alternative

of Jesus who saw

in Mark is a divine Messiah

fully self-conscio

of God,

in den Evange-

des Markusevangelitims.

to the old liberal interpreters

him as a mere teac

century, when

his book Das Messiasgeheimnis

zum Ver s tandrrt.s

Wrede, in

of the twentieth

In order to relieve

in Markts Gospel, namely,

by the

and contra-

this embarrass-

the idea of the Messianic
that Jesus was Messiah

don Ladd, The New Testament and Criticism
rdmans Publishing Co., 1978), p. 143.

but his

(Grand Rapids,

112
disciples

did not Iknow it

which he did

not disclose

In Wrede's
pe 1 s are

ht.st.dr
i
istcrlca,

not

seer et

and read

the

into

traditicn.

messianic

traditicn.,,89

false

because

quite

square

silence,.
where

the

"If

passages

entry

eory

is

the

the

Jerusa

to

the

7: 36-37)~

militates

em, have a clear
cr owds.

condemned to death

dilemma,

created

tradition

despite

so that

the

as a messianic

it

(see

is

by a nona hidden

it

is
does not

to
every-

publicity

90

John 6:14-15),.
connotation

pretender,

went out

these

theory

undeniable

argument

commanded was not

then

Wrede's

words,

injunctions

actions

secret

theory."

messianic

Furthermore,.

the

Gos-

church

into

Moreover,

news of Jesus'

thousand

In other

The most devastating

that,

against

in the

believing

was a Markan theory,

the five

secret

by some Bultmannians,

ad absurdum of that

that
of

church's

Gospels.

how the

secrecy

by the

non-Messianic

observation

secret

the reductio

feedirg

created

supported

of the

records

43-45;

pcint

the

still

evidence

was his

.
. 1 •88
an d ed ltorla

device
the

to

upon wrong presuppositions.

the MeEsianic

are

into

but also
ally

t

the

It

the resurrection.

solve

though

evans elist

Another
such as

"a literary
to

from them.

the many injunctions

Mark changes

(Mark 1: 25- 8,

kept.

is

s based

with

after

it

b'ut lnterpretatlve .

t l ecr y ,

it

vkede's

1

tradition

messianic

Wrede's

until

he kept

understanding,

the Messianic

against

because

not
that

as the

is

that

Jesus'

events
triumphal

only

to Jesus,

Jesus

was actu-

titulus

on the

cross

(John 19: 19) clear ly indicates.

Secret

88Vincent Taylor,
"Unsolved New Testament Problems:
in Mark," 'lhe Expository
Times 59 (1947-48):147.
89Ladd,

90J.
(1970): 100.

Tee New Testament

and Criticism,

D. G. Dunn, "The Messianic

Secret

p.

The Messianic

157.

in Mark,"

Tynda1e Bulletin

21
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theory is to be rejected,
coined,

"Hessiani

ring to those el

secret," has proved a useful

theological

and suggestive

ents of secrecy in the Gospels.

are an integral p rt of the history

itself.

the term which he

These elements,

secret is the sec

Jesus himself.

namely, that

secret" is taken up in an altered

to silence in the Gospels?

ciated with such

sense, the phrase

secret?

How to explain Jesus'

and those Hessianic

view; b) his mission was that of the Suffering

and his way was t

the Cross.

are grounded

of Hessiahship

in t

The

In short, the injunctions
as Jesus conceived

could be misunderstood
Jesu,
did n

though being the Messiah
conform

titles as soServant,
to secrecy

it.

in a nationalistic

period.

messianic

sense in

conception

Therefore

ssociate him with the current messianic

savior-

a) Jesus

promised in the Qld Testament

to the nationalistic

dur [ng the intertestamental

term which would
political

in mind,

The answer is twofold:

wished to avoid t e wrong view of Hessiahship

had. developed

The

is paper.

numerous commands

prophecies,

reporting.

With this qualification

How, then, to account for the Hessianic

those days.

however,

They are not the product of the

ref Le tion of the early church, but historical

is also used in

way of ref er-

which

he avoided any

expectation

of a

This is the first part of the answer to the question

of the Hessianic
The secon
anointed

part of the answer is that Jesus knew that, as "the

of the L

those projected

along lines other than

f r the royal figure of popular expectations.

was that of the S ffering
injunction

destiny was to be fulfilled

Servant.

His mission

In this sense. the explanation

to sil nce after Peter's confession

at Caesarea

Philippi

for the

114
(Mat t.

8:30; Luke 9:21) is provided

16: 20;

/l'i:.l tOY

first passion

J.,6'l

in the immediately

following

tOO ~v'B(u'J1TOtl 1To~~ l\q{et:( v'

(Matt.

16:21; Mark 8:31; Luke 9:22).
The Messi nic secret is, therefore,
center

is the nec ssity of the passion

.
provi d e sa 1vatlon
in obedience

in the

silence are the

sus was fulfilling

injunctions

for

to

the Servant prophecies.
of Jesus' healings

Mark 3: 7-12, Luke 6: 17-19).

the view that the understanding

ing secret," name y, that Jesus commands
is corre t and provides

of the

to the divine plan of salvation.

the burden of the narrative

the sea (Matt. 12 15-21, parallel

Servant,

Jesus' repeated

to

of the passion

("must") of Jesus' words accounts

his fidelity

This is p ecisely

confirms

df.l

enon in the Gospels.

In other words,

The necessity

God laid down in the Servant prophecies

and expressed

the secrecy phen

Its nerve-

in the plan of God, God's intention

.
91
t hr oug h a suff'erlng SaVlor.

to t

Old Testament

a "suff ering secret."

of the Messianic

by

This pericope

secret as a "suffer-

silence because he is the Suffering

the key to all the injunctions

to silence in

the Gospels.
Matthew
first Gospel.

1 :18-21 is a quotation
It is a quotation

lows the Hebrew t

following
••• I

v.J O'i

hope") instead

of a mixed character.

I

cttl)

-1)"

",O(OU

the Septuagint

lie
) \ ..
f "1 £j\TTlOlH/v

of "the coastlands

he reads ~l

Lane, ~~

__~

\

"

\:IA,)
t

fol-

of the last line
l.

I

oY0X-d.t.L
,

(Septua-

("in his name the Gentiles

will wait expectantly

(Masoretic text).
91

The Evangelist

all the way through, with the exception

(verse 21),
gint:

from Is. 42:1-4, found only in the

~~t~o~M~a~r~k,
p. 299.

for his law"

will

ll5
The contex

of this passage

with a
plot

This results

to

licity.

ltitude

A great
Among

divine

Son of God.

from several

the c owd are demoniacs,

and the

Jesus

strictly

with

regions

follows

and the demons

orders

of a man

the Pharisees,

to the sea in order

who

to avoid

pub-.

him, and he heals

address

both the healed

adds a long citation

Jesus' withdrawal

nd his refusal

acknowledged

essianic

(the

the Suffering

Ser

healed

the role

secret)

the Isaianic

mission

of

Jesus as the

people

(Matthew)

of publicity
his narrative
was fulfilling

and
and

quote

th

and in commanding

Being

that Jesus'

to secrecy

of Isaiah.

Jesus

was ful-

healing

Servant

(Matt. 8:17).

many

cause

ministry

people.

Here in

His avoidance

the Evangelist
that in this,

His withdrawal

was the

to pause

in

t oo , Jesus.

and the Messianic

of Is. 42: 2, "He will not quar-

I

Servant

and appreciated

That is the reaso

why Jesus

people

him known.

not to mak

(~o(y'C.(6.)~

Is. 42: 1-4 to indicate

the Suffering

can be proclaimed

popularity

of

Servant.

is at work healing

prophecy

to be openly

In despising

(Matt. 12: 5,16) are the fulfillment

rel, nor cry out.

his Messiahship

He interprets

and character

of the Suffering

injunction

Isaiah 42.

in terms of the mission

indicated

ant-Jesus

12 the

from

not to make him known

already
fulfillment

to allow

nt of the Lord.

those who had bee

secret

on the Sabbath

k), not to make him known.
Matthew,

chapter

in a dispute

He, then, withdraws

them.

filling

is the healing

of God, Jesus'

only within

silences

dignity

the framework

of the Son of God.
of the Cross.

the cries of the demons,

and warns

the
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The Son of Man
The title
times in the Gosp
John).

92

In ever

being his favorit

<

••• ,

<\

1\ I

("the Son of Man") occur s 81

0
1:0U II(Vti(WrrOU
I~~~~~~~~~

Ul0S"

(about 69 times in the Synoptics, and 12 times in
instance in the Gospels
self-designation.

it is used by Jesus of himself,

As a matter of fact, it is the only

title he freely u

He uses it always in the third person.

the full consciou

that he is "the Son of Man," yet never directly

"I am the Son of

He speaks in
says,

n. " 93

The title is never used by others to address or to acclaim Jesus. 94
"The Son of Man," as far as can be ascertained,
anic designation

or Jesus in the early Church.

of other titles.

Would the form critics,

application

ir criteria

of

dissimilarity,

is not an issue a

It was replaced

therefore,

of authenticity,

nd inspiration
all.

by a host

be consistent

in the

in this case the criterion of

y would never come to the conclusion

the title as a de ignation of himself.
in the authority

never became a current messi-

that Jesus did not use

As for those who accept and believe

of the Scriptures,

this has never been and

The Scriptures are clear on this that Jesus~ and

only he, used the title of himself .
"The Son
way he describes
pretation
92

f Man" is, so to speak, Jesus' official
imself in the light of his mission.

title.

Therefore,

of this title, one of the most important messianic

It is the
the inter-

designations

It occu s only once elsewhere, Acts 7:56.

93L ens k'a, Ma tthew, 330.
94John 12:34 is not a real exception, for here the crowds are not
addressing Jesus.
In fact, they fail to preceive that Jesus is the Son of
Man.

in
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the Gospels"
concerning

is of great importance

and contested

f Man" is, as Cullmann

indicates,

of the New Testament

pro

neither

part, to the fact

it.

of Jesus' teaching

his pe son and mission.

"The Son

to explain

for the understanding

ters to listen to the witness

This is due, in
ever pause

of the title, or the reason why Jesus used

this results

Above

scholarship.95

Jesus himself nor the Evangelists

meaning

in det

one of the most discussed

from the unwillingness

of the New Testament.

of the interpre-

The assumption

that only

the Jews, and not Jesus, could be original also plays a part in the strenuous
efforts

to discov r the background

of this title, or, to be more precise,

the

answer to the que tion of whence did Jesus derive this title.
to the question

The true
is, from Dan. 7: 1 -14.

of whence did Jesus derive this title

"I kept looking in the night visions,"

says Daniel,

"and b eho.Ld , with the clouds of heaven one like a Son of man coming
,

K~l

>1'

t<10U

) \,.
££H rWi

\1'

v£.f~V'

,.
~~~OO~~~~~~~~~4-~~~~~~~~~~~~O~.),
Days

before Him.
1 the peoples,

a kingdom,
serve Him.

His

minion

and he came up to the Ancient

And to Him was given dominion,

nations,

is an everlasting

of

glory and

and men of every language might
dominion

which will not be

destroyed."
The expre sion "son of man" occurs also in the book of Ezekiel as
the particular

na e by which God addresses

are of the opinio
95
96

Cullman,

the prophet.

that Jesus' use of the expression

The Christology

Some interpreters96

is to be understood

of the New Testament,

in

p. 152.

E.g., J. Y. Campbell, "Son of Man," A Theological Word Book of the
Bible. ed. by Ala Richardson (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1950), p. 231.
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the light of its frequent use in Ezekiel.
but the taking ov
fails to explain

of a title, and is very much unlikely.
he eschatological

Here the Son of

of Enoch

of the

(46:3-5; 48:2-4;

designates

Furthermore,

a pre-existent

other interpreters

62:7-9; 69:27-29;

deliver

and to reign over a kingdom of glory.

the wicked of the earth, to

of the Similitudes

Son if Man is

stated that there is no evidence

a man was familia

with this writing.

There is
Man" was in use a
According

a clear evidence,

extra-Biblical

to suggest that Jesus as

at least, that "the Son of

a synonym for "Messiah" when Jesus began to use it of hima Cranf ield, however,

it seems extremely probably

the basis of Dan. 7:13, it was fairly commonly used as a messianic
In support to his thesis he adduces

The crowds to wh

interpretation

of Dan. 7:13 in

"the Son of Man" is identical with "Messiah."
~

e \~

,.

,

e

I

Jesus is talking take --=.0_· _V~lO:""'j+--· '(_O"-O=--....::.I/._'1'"'-"'-~a s ref err ing
this identification

that is, die.

title.97

Ii erature.

In John 1 :34, however,

particularly

that, on

the use of "Son of Man" in the Simili-

tudes of Enoch~ a d the consistent messianic
later Rabbinic

As

of Enoch upon Jesus is con-

cerned, it must b

d.eLf ,

to earth to

itle, and it appears that it was derived from Daniel.

far as any possib e influence

go

71:14-17).

figure who descends

judgment

here a messianic

to destroy

t Lt Le ,

sit upon the
the right

it

Son of Man in the Gospels.

for the background
to the Similitude

This, however, would be nothing

raises difficulties

in their minds,

Jesus had said that the Son of Man must be lifted up ,
y could not reconcile

this with their understanding

97C. E. B. Cranfield, The Gospel According
Cambridge Univers"ty Press. 1979), p. 273.

to Saint Mark

of

(Cambridge:.

119
ought the Messiah

Scripture.

They

of death.

So the

"tlj'

mean Messiah

could be only one

nswer,

Thu,

..

s t t i.ons ,

besides

\

utot

,.)

f'I

when you say Son of Man?"
98

I

•

too ~'iI1(wlTOO;

an the sense

To Jesus there

To the crowd the answer was "no," for in

pointing

to the identification

was utterly

Son of Man-Hessiah,

that the work of Jesus, though truly the fulfillment

was inconsistent

with current Jewish messianic

of

presuppo-

99
In Jewish thinking

of exaltation,
an amazing

an

claim.

East coul

pre-existent

heav

in the days of Jesus,

to describe
According

about the most pr tentious
ancient

(
0

But Jesus speaks

"the dying Son of Man is the Hessiah"

John 12:34 emphas'zes
the Old Testament,

oVtot

~~!P'

"Yes."

the pr

paradoxical.

l'

I)

LnquLr e ,

ofy "Do you reall

their view

wou Ld live for ever.

possibly

as the Son of Man, as Jesus did, was

to Ethelbert

Stauffer,

"'Son of Han' is just

piece of self-description
have used!"lOO

that any man in the

It was "a messianic

title for a

who comes to earth with the glorious

God. ,,101 The tit e presupposes
2:27,28),

oneself

"the Son of Man" was a title

divine rank, involves

authority

Kingdom

of

(Mark 2: 10;

and imp ies triumph and parousia.

Nowhere
St. John.

e se is this more evident

Here

than in the Gospel according

to

is made plain that the Son of Man is the Son of God, that

98

"It was as Son of Han that the Messiah was most present to his
thought."
Willia
Manson, Jesus the Hessiah (London: Hodder and Stoughton
Limited, 1952), p. 115.
99

Barrett,

The Gospel According

to St. John, p. 357.

100Ethelb rt Stauffer, New Testament Theology,
(New York: The Ma illan Company, 1955), p. 108.
101
Hichigan:

trans. by John Harsh

George Eldon Ladd, A Theology of the New Testament
B. erdmans Publishing Company, 1974), p. 149.

Will.

(Grand Rapids,

120
he was with

God i

3:l3;

heaven
At this
title

heaven,

"the

New Testament

expressed

an,"

of which does not

and the
go the usual

the hum nity

second

explanation

of Jesus,

just

of "the

back to

the Churc.h Fathers.

tial

element

in this

explanation,

take

into

the messianic

overtones
and it

glory

which the

itle

use of

the

y Jesus

full

justice

title

historical

Jesus

as being

a guaran

Jesus
men.

who, accord

103

totally

This vie
m.istaken,

the understanding
There are

k"ee~noo

implies,
(Matt.

instea

entury

liberal

nterpreted
ee of

the

particularly

is

error.

Son of Man" was that

also

true

title,

to explain

This view,

title

engaged

in terms

his
is

that

it

it

divinity.

an essendoes not

the

authority

the

eschatological

t her ef or e ,

and

does not

do

They regarded

reasons

adopted

it

a man among

formulators,

of what is

several

the

of the historical

of its

Son of Man" in Judaism.
why Jesus

for

to be no more than

presuppositions
light

quest

8: 5.

unpretentiousness

was and wanted

in the

in the

of Ps.

of "the

of Messiah

in complete

to the

evidence.

the complete

betrays

justice

While there

of the

scholars

the

ng to them,

it

fails

16:27).

to t e New Testament

The 19th

into

of the

as "Son of God" expressed

explanation

account

do full

one which lies

This

of t

and ascended

must be mad.e to two explanations

the first

evi

Not long

102

from heaven,

6:62).

ref erence

P

Son of

descended

and is

nowadays known about

the

term

(

C \

'"

~O~O~l~04t~~~~O~O
_

as self-designation:
()

,,)

~

I

i(~t~«t

102"The S n of Man" is 0 t~ toO OO~c;(1()U
sion which has th
same meaning as b
Colpe~"
(
0" ) (G ~1{'Oc.J ," Theological
ictlonary
8:470.

~oyot ~~ kyiu:o

New Testament

Theology,

p.

108.

(3: 13), an expres(1:14).
Carsten
of the New Testament,

121
By the us
existence

of this title Jesus laid claim to heavenly
Jesus' use of it implies incarnation.

with Go

compare Mark 10:4 , where the

~\e'i.-( implies

dignity

and pre-

(John 3:13; 6:62;

incarnation,

especially

in the

light of John 1:1 .)
Jesus preferred
regard himself

"the Son of Man" to ''Messiah,''not because he did not

as fulfilling

Lord's anointed,l

the Old Testament

4 but because

worldly connotati

"Messiah"

prophecies

concerning

bore a political,

the

national,

this-

in the popular mind, and was open to misconception.

Son of Man," on t e other hand, was a rare term and one without

"The

nationalistic

associations.
In Daniel's
latter's dominion
an everlasting

stands out.

of the Son of Man the universality

finality,

and ultra-national

The title, therefore,

l05Willia

in
had

range and transcendence

to none of the earlier forms of the Messianic

104"That
the under lying pr
temptation in the
and it is implici
nature of Messiah
Jesus' acceptance
that speak to you
associate himself
the point of with
upon him (see Joh
be the fulfilment
he was in some se
The Christology 0
pp. 70-71.

of the

The Son of Man rules all people, nations,

Ki gdom, and judges all the world.

"an inclusiveness,
belonging

description

idea. ,,105 In

esus understood his ministry in terms of Messiahship is
supposition in the narrative concerning the baptism, the
wilderness, the transfiguration, and the triumphal entry;
in his controversy with the Pharisees regarding the
hip (Matt. 22:41-46).
In John 4:26 there is the account of
of the title in the statement to the Samaritan woman, "I
m he." Despite the fact that he absolutely refused to
with the contemporary idea of a political Messiah, even to
awing from his followers when they attempted to foist it
6:15), Jesus could none the less hardly have claimed to
of Old Testament prophecy without at least implying that
se the Messiah of Israel's hope." Richard N. Longenecker,
Earl Jewish Christianity (London: SCM Press Ltd, 1970),

Manson, The Servant-Messiah,

p , 102.

122
choosing

this

and lifted it
all men.

his Messiahship

all narrow Jewish conceptions--he

and his Kingship,

was the Redeemer

of

,,106
Man" was a way of alluding

"The
ship.

, "Jesus denationalized

to and yet veiling

his Messiah-

No term was more fitted both to conceal, yet at the same time to reveal

to those who had

rs to hear, the Son of Man's real identity.

Man" is, thus, re ated to the Messianic
"The Son
he could fill thi
designation

to de

secret.

Man" was chosen by Jesus because by his words and deeds
term with its proper Biblical meaning.
Messiah who suffers according

d Messiahshi

.

"Messiah" as a wa
in the statement,
reinterpretation's,

underwent

"the Son of Man must suffer."
no doubt, the fulfillment
be the Messiah

Messiah. had been

by the conception

ing, d ea t h,

entual triumph.

of the Son of Man

The Scriptural

expressed

basis of this

of the role of the Suffering

of sacrifice.

ip which were not compatible

prophecy of

the current notion of

only in so far as the idea of the

forms of Messiahs

id Jesus reinterpret

,

a radical reinterpretation,

Servant.

Not only

In using this title

that it means.

lAoS too· kt'e(d>TOlJ

Messiah

is

"The Son of Man" on the Ii s of Jesus means

exactly what he t aches his disciples
In Jesus' use of .~

He used this self-

to the Scriptures~

put to death, bur 'ed, and rises again on the third day.
Jesus reinteryret

"The Son of

with the conception

Messiahship~

dying and exalted

He rejected all

but he also combined

the

Servant of the Lord with that

who will come again on the clouds of heaven

106R. C.
Lenski, The Interpretation
Ohio: Lutheran Bo k Concern, 1934),. p. 69.

of suffer-

(Matt. 26: 64;

of St. Mark's Gospel

(Columbus,
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Jesus poured

Mark 14:62; Luke

true, then it is certainly

If this

agreement

ther and state,
is a title which
Servant.

of the Suffering

Servant

107

n concept.

into the Son of

the content

permissible

with Dodd and Richardson

y

he New Testament

writers regarded

to go a step fur-

that "the Son of Man"

as interchangeable

with

108
Jesus him elf, however,

not abandon

"the

throughout.

And

on of Man" in favor of "Servant."

t so well,

"It is as if a familiar

into a minor key, suggestive
ote of the original

royal and kingly
The Son

He does

He uses "the Son of Man"

et, he uses it with a richer and deeper meaning.

Taylor expresses
transposed

does not use the title "Servant."

0

Man passages

As Vincent

air were developed

of pain and tragedy,

and

in which the

phrase is not lost~ but transformed."

109

in the Gospels fall into three categories:

a) the Son of Man on earth serving; b) the Son of Man in suffering and death;
c) the Son of Man in eschatological

glory.

The origi ality of Jesus' use of the Son of Man title lies in the way
in which the pres nt lowly person, who has not where to lay his head
8:20; Luke 9:58), and who is about to be rejected
death

(Mark 8:31)

is nevertheless

(Matt.

and to suffer a shameful

the same person, the same Son of Man who

will be seen sitt ng at the right hand of God and coming with the clouds of
heaven

(Mark 14:6).
107Ladd,.
108C•

The notions

Theolo

of humility

and majesty

of the New Testament,

are unmistakably

p. 157.

H.

odd, According to the Scriptures: The Sub-Structure of New
Testament Theolog
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1953), p. 92, n. 1.
Richardson, An In roduc tion to the Theology of the New Testament ,.p. 135.
109 .
Vlncen
1962), p , 37.

Taylor,

The Names of Jesus

(London: Macmillan

& Co. Ltd,
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united in Jesus'

se of the phrase

"the Son of Man."

glory through humiliation

Man enters on his

In fact, the Son of
and self-sacrifice.

will reach his tr e glory, the glory of the Son of Man, by suffering.
must suffer, be r jected,
crucem ad lucem,

die, and be exalted.

ust as the Suffering

Son of Man, whose mission

is essentially

of the despised

of Isaiah.
and rej ected

to suffer, who was not recognized

his contemporarie

, but who nevertheless

striking combinat

on of suffering and glory is spelled out already

prophecy,

"Behold

"the Son of Man"
The Son

in a unique way i
Gospels

is vindicated.

my Servant shall prosper"

Man goes through suffering
the Gospel according

cally distinguish
ca1 idea, "to 1if
"to glorify")

is

John uses

13:31).

the

in the

In the Gospe1s~

This is brought

out

While in the Synoptic

of the Son of Man are chrono1ogi-

One word

into one single paradoxi(either "to lift up" or

sed to express both suffering and glorification.
c.

o

c;\

Vl.~

1\)

"tOO

the title is used in connection
12:23,34;

to glory.

d, in John both are concentrated
up" and "to glorify."

by

Servant of Isaiah 53.

to St. John.

the suffe ing and the glorification

The contrast,

(Is. 52:13).

s the name given to the victorious
0

He

The Son of Man goes per

Servant in the prophecy

Isaiah 53 is, therefore,. the prototype

He

I

ouerWIfOU

twelve times.

with Jesus' passion

Death is, thus, a central feature

In six instances

(3:14; 6:53; 8:28;
of "the Son of Man" in

John.
Three tim s in John Jesus speaks of the Son of Man as being lifted
,

up

I

(\),\,01.0,

fied

3:14

(~OJil~'

involved
death.

8:28; 12:32,34),

12:23; 13:31).

It is hard not to perceive

in the u e of verbs like
Paradoxic

and twice he refers to his being glori-

U,\,OW
(I

'rw
and dio'f~
~

the paradox

to connote Jesus'

1 though it may be, the fact that both verbs are used

125
indicates

a) Jesus sees the complex

two thi

resurrection

of his victory

in t

event which is his death and

over death and his ascension;

b) Jesus understa

his life as the fulfillment

of the Servant prophecies,

for he describes

exaltation,

the glorification

terms of the Serv

of the Lord

(Is. 52:13).

of the Son of Man, in

The destiny

of the Son of Man

of the Servant.

is the

I

The verb

Ou), which is always used of the Son of Man in John

-F--"f-':;"":";:"'"

(3:14; 8:28; 12:3 ,34), has intentially

lif ting up in

C

~.

I

,,)

1\

I

i;(t(I1(wrrOO

d

to the Synoptic£L

1\

rov
\

(Matt. 16:21; Mark 8:31; Luke 9:22), and

is being used.

as it is the case already

denoting

exaltati n is being used.

referred

to is th
"The

to glory."

point Jesus' word

death.

10

13:31) is analogo

raising

.I

of Jesus.

r, New Testament

U'P.0~,

(I

(

of exaltation. III

ele-

At this

are in perfect agreement.
the death of Jesus

(12:23;

One single verb describes

both

The death of Jesus is at the same

Theology,

p. 130.

e

1

(I

is by way of

on the cross is really a majestic

to describe

~.

what is being

that the exaltation

and the Isaianic prophecy

s to the use of

lies on the

(Isaiah 53), a verb

however,

Death is the presupposition

the death and the resurrection

110Stauff

in the prophecy

This indicates

gnominious

Since the emphasis

In reality,

The speci 1 use of ~

III

,c\

"COV 0(0" tOe)

of glo y, an aspect which the Jews in John 12 failed to perceive.

Yet only one verb

vation

e'"1"4l

U~W

of death, parallel

71'o~~~ 1Td9{lV

~~~~~~~~~~~~~L-~~~~

the cross.

A ,,(
L.l~L

(exaltation) .
oth a prophecy

exaltation,

in all the passages

It denotes both the lifting up on the cross and the

in which it occur

a prophecy

a double meaning

Georg
ertram,"
Uq'0W1 LJrr~cUlVOW,
Theological Dicti nar of the New Testament, 8:6ld.

CI

"

V\lJw/"oL, U<t'l<'CO~
I

,"
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he cross

time his glory.
connection betwee
"The

doJo<.

derive

The Son
sponds exactly

0

is the entry into glory.

the suffering

and the glorification

Man is exalted

of the Lord is to be exalted
It is not unlikely

and glorified

and glorified

that

¥

dpiJSw

pose the

and death of the Servant,

and glor fied

of 53:7-8

exceedingly"

occur here.
for

(1\

Is.

in his death.

presuppose

52: 13 (the exaltation)

(

to the

vt~'d
J

of the Servant.

comExa1-

in referring

to his death

Jesus uses a word denoting his glorification.

He describes

the beginning in

the light

presupposing humiliation.

of its
Summingu

likely

nd.

He refers

In John, too,

The Servant is

The same applies

tUW~
I" ~
6)'
u1~I~ErO(L
1<4 \( ~q(~u1~tr"(.

humiliation.

and

this verse reads,

(the humiliation).

bines both the be inning and the end of the destiny
tation

I

Both verbs presup-

Son of the Man.
Moreover, 0 1f<At~,}J.OV

The Servant

of the verbs ~

In the Septuagint

both

and

53.

c

the very selection
52:13.

This corre-

through his passion and death.

As

d in the light

in his death.

of the Servant in Isaiah

nf1uenced by Is.

"exalted

of the Son of Man.

from his death. ,,112

to the description

is to be understo

There is a strong causal

to exaltation

The strange use of ~(I

to be trac d back to Is.

~Il
and ~

~J

tiJl

in John is very

52:13.

The Passion Prophecies
Caesarea

hi1ippi

and Peter's

16:13-20; Mark 8: 7-30; Luke 9:18-21;

112Gerhar
ment, 2: 249.

Kittel,

confession

of Jesus'

Messiahship

John 6:.67-71) are the great

,,~OJ~" Theological

Dictionary

(Matt.

turning

of the NewTesta-

127
point in the mini try of Jesus.
(~,

From that moment

Matt. 1 :21; Mark 8:31) to teach

ciples that the S

onwards Jesus began

(dl~4'K£.Lv',

Man must suffer and diey

but that afterwards

come in the glory of his Father with the holy angels
Caesarea
be divided

into a

Mark 8:31) his dishe would

(Matt. 16:27).

hilippi being the turning point, the passion prophecies may
those before Caesarea

Philippi; and b) those after Caesarea

Philippi.

Prophecies

Before Caesarea

Philippi

Matthew

This saying

only in Matthew and Luke, and has exactly the same

ing in both Gospe s.

It may be taken as a passion prophecy,

"The Son of Man h s nowhere
ing way of saying

to lay his head," is a figurative

What link
of Man," destined
glory and Kingdom'

and more strik-

"The Son of Man must suffer much and be rejected. ,,113

Jesus speaks in a general way of the path of suffering
Son of Man, but h

for to say,

to be followed

by the

does not furnish any specific details.
the saying to Isaiah 53 is the striking contrast,
to have universal,

eternal, indestructible

"the Son

"dominion and

(Dan. 7:14), goes the way of the Servant, having nowhere

to lay his head.

Matthew

9:l5b

Cpa a11e1 Mark 2:20; Luke 5:35)
I

btl

g'tD(.V

~lfO(

e"

)

«IT

)

)"

c:

~O'CWy' 0 'II)

This saying, which has almost the same wording

l13Fuller

The Mission

and Achievement

of Jesus, p. 105.

in the

128
three
It

the

shows that

Jesus

represent

Servant

earliest

early

aware

was very

should
ing

Jesus'

accounts"

0

since

days, in

for

beginning

Jesus

I

I

ctn~l~~D

refers

t h e agent

be a violent

death
t

or agen

This

the

one act

Bridegroom

may co tain

Septuagint

wordin

involved

las

sufferin

l14Th e re
implications.
In
commonly compared
with the bridegro
ll5L ens k il
l16Martin

public

mission

in Mark.

Galilean

as that

ministry

(~trcttgij),

one.

The aorist

ministry,

at

of the

This
Suffer-

Baptism.

Jesus

suggests

that

(ciuO<Celt_,

passive

away , and in a sinister

Ls , the

that

his

of

way hides

a reminiscence

of Is.

year

N

Q(l f..'[o( L

53: 8,

ea Philippi

of Isaiah

After
onward,

on earth,

and death.

Jesus

This

away (0(.T(Q{("tl)
53, f or it

)'
~
o<tr
0 r

Caesarea
that

is,

taught
l17

teaching

~

)

taking

recalls

of the
the

116

Philippi
beginning
his

probably

disciples

that

in

the

late

Messiahship

was made up particularly

of

~-~~.t?

erence to the bridegroom
( (;, VOfl
has Messianic
the Old Testament the time of the M~s iah's
presence
was
to a wedding (see Is. 62: 5).
Jesus indentifies
himself
m and indicates
that the Messianic
age has dawned.
Luke,

p.

201.

H. Franzmann,

IIA Ransom for

Many: Satisfactio

~C~o~n~c~o~r~d~i~a~T~h~e~o~l~o~g~c~a~l~M~o~n~t~h~l~
25 (July 1954):499.
n. 283.
l17Mark h

recorded

swing of the

away"

of taking

Prophecies

summer of his

death

. o 1ve d . 115
s arrv

same expression,

From Caesa

full

saw his

of his

"Ls taken
approaching

the

to his

....
mlSSlon 114. lnvo 1ve d d eat. h
h·lS meSSlanlC

t hat

problem,

the

reference

Wolff,

Jesaja

Vicaria,1I
53,

p.

68,

s the verb d(d~4K'fLY,
both in the first
prophecy (8:31)
and in the second (9: 31).
Matthew (16: 21) has the verb ~dt(V(})H , "to show"
in the sense of 11o indicate
something verbally,. 11and, therefore,
lito teach,
to explain
or dem nstrate.1I
According to Schlier.
the sense of "to disclosell
or lito pr ophec y"
ay possibly
be present
also in Matt. 16:21.
Heinrich
l,.11 Theological
Dictionaryof
the New'Testament,
2: 26-27.
Schlier,
'.'di.{ Y
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the three major p ophecies
the mountain

of

t

of the passion;

e Transfiguration,

Jesus' self-descr·ption

the conversation

on the way down

the cup and the baptism

sayings, and

as the Good Shepherd who lays down his life for the

sheep.

The first passion pro hec
Mark 8:31; Luke 9:22)

(Matt. 16:21;

\ O{ot''COVrJ.'(
,\ ,..) e
/ -co«
K~ t tfoM~ n rJ. BftV'

I

u) 1(00

(Mark,

I(r;(l

~

tf

fWv

/ 'C •.•

correspondence

between

this prophecy

and the Servant Songs

Son of Man are what they are, not although

is that both the
but because

the had to

they had to suffer.

Suffering

is an essential

element of
correspondence
ing, rejection,

suffer-

d ath. rehabilitation.

Moreover,

][0\\ ~

J.,ceilv'

of the destiny of the Suffering
resurrection

is the same plot in both prophecies:

afte

which is presente

118Fuller

and

Servant. lIS

three days matches
as a triumph

The Mission

~rrO,K(4(."81-W are generalized
Also Jesus' reference

summaries
to his

with the final triumph of the Servant,

over death itself

and Achievement

(Is. 52:13; 53:10-12).

of Jesus, p. 56.

130
The resurrection
that applies

ole

to his

Jesus ''must'' be (see John 20: 9) with the same necessity
·
..
119
suff ering,. f or It was wrt.t t en .

Another connection
prophecies

is established

necessary,"

"one niu s t ."

between the passion prophecies

by the use of the impersonal verb-f orm

As used in Greek literature
some undefined

sort.

Since it

context.

J '"

times). 120

\')

I

H rn'

and <U.O'(

the necessity

is

the originator

of

of the

are used with surprising

but rather

to fulfill

"it

denotes a compulsion of

mainly in the Gospels,. and especially

It dOEs not mean blind fatalism,.

imposed necessity,

d tl ,

and has to be determined on the basis

In the Ne, Testament, ~
(102 till es),

J l'L

in general,

is an impersonal verb-form,

the compulsion is not apparent,

frequency

and the Servant

in Luke (44

denotes a divinely

what was laid down in the Scrip-

,
W) yLy(~l{'i'~l
(Mark 9:12;
(

tures.

It c orr esponds to

see also Matt.
Jesus
under the will
19:5).
suffering

\

C

I

26:54; Luke 9:31) and Ko(tO\. '(0 Wet4.;ttVOY
see

his whole life

and activity,.

of God comprehended in this

This will

of God he unconditionally

and dea h, but also
Jesus'

\

14:21,49;

Luke 18:31;

(Luke 22:22).

his passion and resurrection,

d~L

(see Luke 2:49; 4:43;

follows,

and it

13:33;

leads him to

to glory.

d es th is not the tragic

failure

His death and rest rrec tion are necessary

of a prophet,

saving acts

a catastrophe.

of God and essential

119
)
~~
.Jesus
s raised up (t\t~CI!\ Vd.l. passive voice).
The agent of the
passive here is G(d (passivum div~n m ), who also in the prophecy of Isaiah
effects the Servari t ' s rehabilitation
("I will allot him a portion, the many,"
Is. 53:12).
Yet,
in
Mark
9:31,
as
well
as in Luke 18:33, the active voice
)...
)
I
is used (Mark, :;A" 4t"11 v'<I(t; Luke, Q("i~'C!\<t'tl~O. "Both are true: the Son of Man
was raised up, ane the Son of God arose, for the opera ad extra sunt
iudivi.sa aut commna ." Lenski, Matthew, p . 617.
l20Erich Tf.edt.ke and Hans-Georg Link,
Dictionary of NewTestament Theology, 2:665.

"d£.1,"

The NewInternational
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parts of his messi nic mission.
in Jesus'

(Jd)

"The necessity

heroic d termination,

nor in the opposition

of suffering

lies, not

of his enemies,

a blind fate, but in the will of God, known to faith and expressed

nor in

in the

.
,,121
Scr t.p tur es .
If

Jtl

r

ers to God's will as revealed
··
Th e most a bVlOUS

ment

course of Jesus'

only
the suffering

pose of God expressed

in the

what Old Testa-

. h 53 .122
lS I sala

Here God not

life, but also makes plain that he wills

(53: 6b, 10).

of

in Scripture,

Jesus' death,

therefore,

orgina ted

(see also Jesus'

in the Scriptures.

prayer

The conversation
the mountain of t
tion (Mark 9:l2b;
As
mountain

d Jesus, Peter, James, and John were coming down from the

of the T ansfiguration,

Jesus charged

the disciples

not to relate

, until he, the Son of Man, should rise from the dead.
what rising from the dead might mean,

After
asked

g~ "Hhy is it that the scribes

fir st?"

say that Elijah must come

"Elijah does first come and restore

,

\

And then he

fot

)

_V{:...!...~~L'---.!L=-\-_y~f.,+y If T Q( l

\

they

\

tlTl toV

c\

OlQV

("and yet how is it written

all things."
"')

roo

fl'

(,1

(J.~I7(W1((JV lV~

of the Son of Man

fer many things and be treated with contempt?")

l2lHill,
l220ther
Zech. 13:7.

he Gospel
ossible

of Matthew,

passages

p. 263.

include Psalm 22; Ps. 118: 10, 13, 18,22;

132
In this s

of Jesus,

'e

I
\\\
¥¥{d.ltroH,
]OM9\
IT1- ~_'

the expressions

Jesus' word with Isaiah 53.
The perfe t

~y(~[~t

is constantly

used in the New Testament

for

Scripture ref eren

in the sense of, "it has been written

and now stands

thus as written,

can never be changed."

followed

direct

quotation.

it is almost
Testament

This~ however,

passage

is not the case here.

to give a clearcut

impo

Jesus had in mind.

refer to a specif c passage,

The use

0

and final answer as to the Old

It is not unlikely

that Jesus did not

in the Old Testament,

lTo1~, I~erl-and· txoodt{18ft-,

to the suffer-

for example,

however,

indicate

that

to Isaiah 53.

summarizes

what Jesus said in Mark 8: 31.

a very

Moreover,

way it sums up the manifold

of the

of this,

Isaiah 53 (see Luke 24:26).

primarily

Jesus

by a

On account

but rather to all the references

ing and the rejec ion of the Messiah
Psalm 22; Ps. 118:22;

It is usually

the Servant, which are so strikingly

Is. 53:2-4.

experience

manifold

in

pictures

heaped upon in

sufferlng

in fulfill-

ment to the
The

"considered

the

is a further allusion

Isaiah 53.

as a reference
Any influence

is to be ruled
departs

as nothing,"

widely

cover s

to

to Is. 53:3,

of the Septuagint,

however,

on the basis of the fact that at this point the Septuagint
m the Masoretic

-------------------+-l23'E ouJ '!iw is

text, rendering,

~tt~4e, KQ(1

ObK

a post-classical Greek word and occurs 13 times in
the New Testament.
James I. Packer, "Abolish, Nullify, Rej ect," The New
International Dic ionar of New Testament Theolog , 1: 74.
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1'Al"lv{t.
~.

Q'V\

Jesu

reproducing

124

have

per rendering

l£~~~~~~~~~, which

indicates

that

the passi

t5ooJff~ is a pro-

the Son of Man,·
prophecy

no~~Jf~etl-~and ~

yi~(Q{ll{4L'

of Mark 9:l2b with Isaiah 53, and confirm the

view that Jesus h mself, as well as the inspired Evangelists,
aware that the So
in atoning

Symmachus and

of

Sunnning u
connect

the language of the Hebrew text

be added that at Is. 53:3 Aquila,

of Isaiah 53.
Theodotion

directly

of Man was the Suffering

were concretely

Servant of God, destined

to die

sacrif ce for the world.

The second assio pro hec
(Matt.
17:22; Mark 9:30- 2; Luke 9:43b-45)
The secon
differs from the
specifically~

major passion prophecy

125

is shorter than the first.

irst in that no reference

is made to suffering

and in not speaking of the divinely

Yet, as in the fi st prophecy,

or rejection

imposed necessity

CdlL).

also here the Son of Man is the subject.

The eleme t which is new, and in a sense takes the place of the
is the indication

It

that the Son of Man "is going to be delivered

and Luke; -'-'-'9-::..:...c,-,,-,p~"-., "is to be delivered,"

J~l ,

into the

Mark).

wide range of uses and occurs in a great
variety

transmitting

thing to sanebody
124

Fuller,

giving one's lif e, delivering

The Mission and Achievement

a tradition,

entrusting

a person into another

of Jesus, p. 56.

some-

l34
person's
lar

hands

sense

words.

for

in whic

to betraying

the verb

being

meaning

the
e passages

of his

reflects
128

ology.

it

~~JlJ~P.l

use

as the

idea

that

is

fact

that

it

"sums up the

Jesus'

stor

l26Cranfi

ld,

in

the

the

passion
in

fact

passion

sufferings

is

namely,

is

a

the

New Testament
itself.

law and in martyr-

that

used

that

a reference
of the

other

This

it

is

(1Lif~J:4~l)
without

term

subj ec t.
the

before

the

natural

trial.

conceal

is

,,127

term used

due to the

present,

up by God.

it

to bring

occurs

and to

a technical

of a general

as well

and death.

suffering

legal

to make

"as

particu-

by additional

means"

~~Jt~wPt

likely

in

However,

to indicate

is

very

Its

word to use

ered

the

New Testament.

in which

to Jesus'

This

Generally

is made clear

f or judgment

a prisoner

of

Most of
refer

used

cont ex t ,

in a legal

to deliver

basic

is

someone.

126
Occurring

court,

punishment,

force

The Gospel According

to

the

Jesus

is

passive,
being
the

of "it

necessary"

is

real

1kr<llJtdWf('

point

of view

Saint

Mark,

pp.

seem

deliv-

to God as

129

prophecies.
from the

in

any addition

in

and
short,

of the

62, and 306.

t4W#l

l27"The

u e of 1T"d.~d~
as a technical
term in police
and law-court
jargon for 'deliv
r up as a prisoner'
is attested
in papyri and inscriptions."
Cranfield,
The Go pel According
to Saint Mark, pp. 61-62.
Moulton and Milligan quote a passa e from The Flinders
Petrie
Papyri III.28(e)
verso
(b)4
\
o(wt
£0<1 0 IJ
, "but he was handed over to
(III/B.C.)
lfi f I>
Paos the gaoler."
James Hope Moulton and George Milligan,
The Vocabulary
of
the New Testament Illustrated
from the Papyri and Other Non-Literary
Sources
(Grand Rap Id s , Mi higan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing
Co., 1980), p. 483.
l28Hartmu
Beck, "1fo(R~d{JttJ){{," The New International
New Testament The log,
2:367.
l29Marsha

1,

The Gospel

of Luke,

p.

394.

Dictionary

of

135
necessity
because

of the a oning death of the Servant.

it was God's plan of salvation"

redemptive

will provides

Jesus was 'delivered up'

(see Is. 53:6b,10).130

the key to understanding

God's

Jesus' passion.
with

In
Septuagint.

Is.

Verse 6 reads

~~~--~~r-~~r-~~~----'

once in verse

6,

and verse

in verse

12,

12.

The third passion prophec
(Matt.
20:17-19; Mark 10:32-34; Luke 18:
31-34 )
third prophecy
seemingly near
the situation,
The
details

are

Jesus to death.

on the road somewhere

He was on his way to Jerusalem,

in Perea and

and, fully master

of

death and resurrection.
the passion

is the most precise

as far as

All the Synoptics refer to the Gentiles

as putting

the form of death is specified for the first time.
(Matt. 20:19), says Jesus.
es the destiny

(Luke

of the Son of Man to Old Testament

eports Jesus saying,

"

t..

\

K<AL

,.

ll'l

W Oni) ,{OO «V'Vi
~~++~~~~~~r-~~~~--~--~~~~~-;~~-are written
This notion

prophets

\

(jl

tt(.A£~ \7~~~rc(l
I
wrroo

I

TTctl/CQ{

prophecy

r~
\

("and all things which

about the Son of Man will be accomplished").

iptural fulfillment

is peculiar

, New Testament Apologetic,

to Luke at this point, and

p. 80.

136
obviously
argued,

lITks th's passion

prophecy with Isaiah 53, though~ it may be

not exclu ively, for passages

like Psalm 22 are certainly

in mind,

too.
I

Besides

t

ref erence to the prophets

in Luke, the

spit on") are paralleled

("to

wordS;MQc1n'row

in Is. 50: 6,. the

..

,

1\

10 Q€

This verse
g and spitting as the tokens of contempt

speaks of

be exposed.

righteous

to which the

Jesus, taking the twelve aside, makes

DIllinthfitthi~ i ~oin~ to bQ fuIfill~d in hi~ Q1DQ~i~nQ§ in ]Qvu~nl~rn.
The cu and the b
sayings
(Matt. 20:22; par llel Mark 10:38;
see also Matt. 26:39; Mark 14:36;
Luke 22:42; John 8:11; Luke 12:50)
Right aft r the third passion prophecy
Luke 18: 31-34). J sus was approached

(Matt. 20:17-19; Mark 10:32-34;

by James and John.

They requested

of

him a special

e in his kingly rule; they wished to sit at the side of his

royal throne.

us replied,

for.

saying, "You do not know what you are asking

Are you

baptized

to be
(Matt.

with the

20:22; Mark 10:38.
participate

In other words, "You do not know that in requesting

in my glory you ask at the same time to share my painful destiny,

, d ilspensa b1 e
an In

on d iltlon

0f

'
,
,,131
my g Lor
orlIf lcatlon.

Jesus' qu stion called for a negative
answered,

"we are

(dov~tc.iBIl).

reply.

Yet the disciples

Then Jesus said to them, "The cup that

I

I drink

to

(as a par
131
Lane,

of the unique messianic

he Gospel According

mission

of the Son of Han) you

to Mark, p, 379.

137
shall

drink

(that

siona1 sufferings,
my sake and which
with the baptism
left,

this

pared"

is not

·s, you shall
32

which my followers

·th which I am baptized.
ine to give;

Jesus'

Matt.

if

it

but as Thou wilt"

reply

but it

But to sit

in Jesus'

is possible,

let

to that

story

giv

leI.

has given me, shall

Jesus

this

cup pass from me; yet not

I not drink

However, it

on different

If"ot-,e

t

the sheath;

it?"

Since Luke omits

might appear as the Lukan parallel

Matthew and Mark.

I

ings,

has been pre-

in Luke 12: 50, "But I have a baptism to

sons of Zebedee, this

e word

or on my

in the Garden of

is accomplished!"

uttered
In using

prayer

18:11, "Put the sword into

undergo, and how
of th

on my right

(Matt. 26: 39; Mark 14: 36; Luke 22: 42), and in

The word f-+....:..;.'-'<-~...:...;.:~ recurs

the request

be baptized

20:23).

to S·

the cup which the

the confes-

have to be ready to endure for

is for those for whomit

ce to the cup recurs

Gethsemane, "MyFather,
as I will,

will

ay indeed include martyrdom); and you shall

(Mark 10:39-40;
The refer

have a share in those sufferings,

is not an actual

para1-

occasions.

o( metaphorically

1y had in mind the metaphorical

of his approaching

suffer-

use of "cup" in the Old

Testament.
The main
both

eleven times)

In the latter

sen

coming
49:12;

the Old Testament is
and metaphorically

the cup is in many instances
of the Lord (Ps. 75:8;

51:7; Lam.

in hand of the ho1

:21-22;

Ezek. 23:31-34;

and righteous

Is.

-oi").
---

It

(some twenty times).

presented
51:17-23;

as being in or

Jer.

25:15-18;

Hab. 2:16; Zech. 12:2).

God of the covenant is the cup of

l32L ens kd1, Matthew, p. 766.

is used

The cup

138
. d

JU

gment.

133

Its contents

is the judicial wrath of God, and handing

means to bring under wrathful
It is, thErefore,
.
134
sorrow or su ff er ir: g.
Testament

judgment.

only partially

true that the cup is a metaphor

for

One must go a step further ,. stating that in the Old

the mete phorical

ment of human sin.135

the cup

use of "cup" refers predominantly

to God's punish-

The cup stands for "the wrath of God's judgment upon

human sin and r ebs llion. ,,136
The cup wlich Jesus must drink is the cup of his death and passion.
Yet this cu p ,
suffering.
fronted,

f r on

His

ClP

ment merited

but by the judgment

sin.

Jesus is con-

of God.

The cup which

he suffering which he, the Servant, bears as divine judg-

by me n in place of men.

The sorr ox
"My Father,

is not merely physical

is the cup of God's wrath against

not by a cruel destiny,

he must drink is

and anguish

if it is possible,

must be connected
15:34),

which he shrinks in Gethsemane,

in Gethsemane,

which give rise to the request,

let this cup pass from me ;."which,

with the cry of dereliction

is the ho ror of the sinless

separated from thE Father.

(Matt. 27:46; Mark

Son of God and Servant at being utterly

It is "the horror of the One who lives by God at

being cast from H m, at the judgment
133

on the cross

in turn,

I

which delivers

'

up the Holy One to the

I

I

I

I

Leonha d Goppelt, "lIl"tA,),ilO}lO\,1To4(~,1r(n:o",iioLo~,1Tot..,e(0y,
~J.T""'ntvw, l{OtL1W,' Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 6: 150.
I

134As Ala
York: St. Martin'

Hugh M'Neile (The Gospel According
Press, 1965J, p. 287) holds.

l35C. E ..
Cranfield, "The Cup Metaphor
The Expository Tilles 59 (1947-48):137-38.

to St. Hat t hewj New

in Mark 14:36 and Parallels,"

l36Lane,
he Gospel According to Mark, p , 380. The wrath of God is
the reaction of t e altogether holy and loving God to sin. Cranfield, The
Gospel According
0 Saint Mark, p. 433 .
r

.

"

139
power of sin (Matt. 26:45; parallel
Luther

Mark 14:41; see Luke 22:53).

137

As

says , "No cne ever feared death so much as this Man.,,138
As far as the use of

cerned,
Biblical

/~~[nVt( in

Mark 10: 38 and Luke 12: 50 is con-

ftQ('n:LJ~49«. l

some light may be sh~d on it by the use of
Greek.

Iarticularly

used metaphorical

in popular

Greek

or overwhelmed
I

ties, as the passe ge in Josephus,. Bell.

calamity

appears

I

with calami-

\

1\

Also in Scripture

in such passages

was

T~v' 170/1''( ("he

~fftt~n'

4,137,

. h' mlsery " )13 9 ln
. d'lcates.
overw h e 1me d th e c ty Wlt
of water as a sym olaf

fic(trdJi.4 eo«.

the verb

y in the sense of being flooded

in extra-

the idea

as Ps. 42:7;

69: 2,15. 140
In Mark Lt : 38 the image of baptism

(M1Trl~t4Bo((
f

)

i

parallel

(A~ur

1~}J.d.) and being

r

to that of the cup.

baptized

J

Therefore,

in the light of

Il,

the use of

Aoafn f k> in extra-Biblical
J

Greek of calamaties

I

one, and particulcrly
137

in agreement
I

I

overwhelming

I

with the use Of~,
I

some-

J

I

I

the words
I

Goppel , "if\"w"fio",«~, liO<JL.f, lTO'[OV, '/foroj, 1fOl~ftOV
Theological Dic tic nary of the New Testament, 6: 153.

,

\

i(rA .. ."

138

"Sed e t propter nos factum, Das der man so hoch betrubt ut nullus
homo, et nullus se hoch fur den tad gefurcht . . " D. Martin Luthers Werke,
Kritische Gesamtatsgabe
(Weimar: Hermann Bohlaus Nachfolger, 1910), 37:326.
139

Walter Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and
Other Early Chris ian Literature, trans. adapted, rev. and augmented by
William F. Arndt, F. Wilbur Gingrich and Frederick W. Danker (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1979), p. 132.
"The metaphor of plunging into
the water of deat was common in the ancient Orient."
Ethelbert Stauffer,
Jesus and his Sto IY. trans. by Richard and Clara Winston (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1960) n. ccrresponding to p . 171, 1.24.
l40Vincen
Taylor, Jesus and His Sacrifice: A Study of the PassionSayings in the Go pels (London: Macmillan and Co., Limited, 1951), p. 97.
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I?J ~

I

«(( tftu. and
"1

"the burden of human sin and the judgment

J.L::.l~~p..:..>'-'-

of God upon it.,,14
sible

way are

here is,

vant prophecies?

of course,

the fact
Isaiah

rTl'

her.

which the Father

h

that

10

that

C

therefore,

is made plain

ment for

He elects
f ell

of all

)11

I

(

qtaUlKfy'/£Ol

However, as far

7T07:~('OV

to fallon

that

originated

And this

upon him (Is.

(Matt. 26: 39; Mark
in the purpose of God.
the cup sayings with

and intends

the Servant for
53: 5).

him, and was pleased

("the cup

In the Garden of

connects

God wills

the cup

I

lTd(!~e

0

but as Thou wilt"

will.

the Servant before

to the Ser-

upon him, that

given me"). says he in John 18: 11.

The cup of

iniquity

the cup is laid

I

His death,

53,

allusion.

God's hand is behind the

11'Or,rlOV 0

"not as I will,

Isaiah

no verbal

related

53.

ly indicates
is

7fOlqf'O(

and

I

as ideas are conce
immediately recall

~[rtQ;L(d.

suffering.

the suffering
The chastise-

The Lord caused the
to crush him (Is.

53: 6,10).142

The Good
life for

ho lays down his
(John 10: 11,15-17)

In

Jesus declares,

c.

o
I

(

1:00"(0

,.

t 0

d, The Gospel According to Saint Mark, p. 338.

no. 30,

pleased" of verse 10, as indicated
notion of God's wrath.

above, chapter

II,

of

)

E,

ration, which clearly points out that Jesus' death is an
""""
h"lS meSSlanlC

"
mlSSlon, 143" lS bot h a paSSlon
prop h ecy an d

the interpretatio

of the significance

merely an event i

history,

of his death.

Jesus' death is not

though it is indeed a historical
act of Jesus.

also a deliberate

event; it is

The Good Shepherd lays down his

life
element expressed
to the

Also the willingness

(verse 18) reflec

Saying is recorded
n both accounts,

(\

vtO}

0
\

~l

As the
announced

but als

death.

e

I

goes back

with which he lays down

d Shepherd Discourse
interpreted

Saying

in Matthew

C.

the same

~

the Servant Songs (Is. 50:6; 53: 12).

The Ransom

j..

20:.28 and Mark 10:45, using

,.)

I

LOU 0\ t6(Wl{00

~OOv'~l L

\

V

0

,),.

I{

)
'1\9
00 K ~

\'

o(UroV AOt

01{

>'

iJ..'In

in John 10 indicates, Jesus not only

his passion.

He explained

the meaning

of his

Saying is also both a passion prophecy and Jesus' own

interpretation of
l43Ladd,

mulae are concern
I;
('
\
UlO~
Ktl\ ..
or caus 1. The
what precedes.

o

by the preposition

is mission.

of the New Testament,

p.

187.

far a\ the introductory for~
<
KtXa.;
Mark,
be taken either as comparative
used to connect the saying with

uta

K~t y~{

142
of fact, it is striking

As a matt

that, according

only on a few occ

Jesus speak of the meaning

doubt,

the rea1iz

death was an essential

mission

is found

his ministry.

sages include no

of the passion.

-+---""-"-

completely

gospel tradition

to the Gospels,
145

of his death.

element

No

in his messianic

However, most of the passion pasAs Ladd rightly

recast

observes,

"if the

in terms of early Christian

faith as form cri icism suppo se s; we would expect to find a far more explicit
theological

inter retation

Context
emphasizing

read into the passion

- Jesus had three times foretold

the

of the inescapable

sayings. ,,146
his passion

and death,

will of God.

In reply to

the request

and John he had spoken of the cup and baptism

suffering.

in this close and tense atmosphere,

argument

that gre

principle

mines

as the climax of the

in the kingdom of God is measured

which a plies to the Son of Man who inaugurates

as to its members,

"the ransom

of his

by service, a
the kingdom

as well

saying flashes forth and lightning like illu-

the Passion road of the Son of Man. ,,147
The ranso

the incident

saying occurs in Matthew

of t e request

saying either.

another

Luke, who omits

of the sons of Zebedee, does not have the ransom

1 Tim. 2:6 reads like a paraphrase

to be the Greek v rsion of the more
Gospels.

and Mark only.

Semitic ransom

of this saying.

It seems

saying in the above

148

145In the Synoptic Gospels, one instance is the ransom
the words of the institution of the Lord's Supper.
146Ladd,
147

Theology

Franzm

148Th"

lS

under considerati

a

of the New Testament,

Ransom for Many:

saying, and

p. 186.

Satisfactio

V'Lca.r
La.."

of course, only to the content

p,

498.

of both passages

143

.

Gospels:
1 Timothy:

~or ovor
o..¥Ct.

/ 7T'oAA~v.
O't/

1f«VCW't'.

The close t thought parallel

¥W-(

~~~~~~~~~~~~
it was spoken

in Luke is 22: 27,

while Jesus and his disciples

Critical

cholars,

of the ransom saying.

They have argued
in Luke 22:27, the

and that the form given in Hatthew

In Luke 22:27, thus goes the argument,
but without

.'
s a re d'emptlve or atonlng

Some sugg st on linguistic

Jesus functions

the suggestion

of unbelieving

151

This, however,

Jesus himself cLe rly taught the atoning

l49Cranfi
150Willia

is

It is evident

ity of the ransom saying can be denied only on the ground

do matic presuppositions

these presupposit

that his

grounds that the Lucan form seems to be

and in fact does not touch the heart of the matter.

that the authenti

of

slgnl'f'
lcance. 150

later in style th n the form in Mark and Matthew.
debatable,

at the

of that in Luke, made under the influence

as the Servant of God in his humility,
'h
se lf -a bnegatlon

("

tJ;!LdV

Supper.

parallel,

and Mark is a "do matic recast"
49

7

were reclining

form of the ransom saying is preserved

simple and non-so eriological

Pauline theology.

J')
I
<U, fV }tt4tf

however, have used this saying as one of their

to deny the authenticity

that the original

) \
?:ItA>

(" I am among you as the one who serves."), even though

table before he i stituted the Lord's

arguments

/

ons are rejected,

by those who cannot accept that
significance

the saying stands as authentic

ld, The Gospel According
Manson,

of his death.

Once
by itself.

to Saint Mark, p. 343.

The Servant-Messiah,

p , 131.

151Friedr ch Biich seL, "lytron," Th'eological D.i:c
tionary of the New
Testament Theolog , 4:341.

144
However,

if there should be any need for further arguments~

would certainly
a different
ransom
Wl"th

b

this:

occas on.

Luke 22:27 is an independent

the decisive

one

saying, profferred

on

Thus, "one cannot prove from Lk. 22:24-27 that the

saying was a later addition

to an original

saying which dealt only

" Lst;ry. ,,15
m rm,s
The conte t of the ransom saying has to do with the essence of all

that Jesus is and signifies for men.
compressed

is not t

surrender.

This

(dl~t(OV1fu-, dOQVQ((

)

as fulfilled

~\

I\f)~v

- This phrase spells out the

of the Son of Man Jesus.

of

places the entire statement

Jesus' messianic

The word

JqAe~v

e and full obedience
minister"

153

act of self-

by Jesus' death on Calvary.

the incarnation

of the Servant,"

indicate that the

a lifelong sacrifice but to one definitive

. ..

Servant.

of this highly

saying is significant.

The Greek aorist tenses
allusion

Each of the components

a generalized

The use

in the context

hints at Jesus' voluntary

of
self-

of Jesus' going into death.

is equivalent

to "fulfilling

the mission

summary of the destiny of the Suffering

least, it is an echo of the

'\.;f~

of Is. 42: 1 and

52:l3.

Jesus

sins of mankind.

accord,

obedience

to God.

He gives his life of his own

His death is not a mere succumbing

l52Ibid., p. 342.
l53Fuller

The Mission and Achievement

of Jesus, p. 56.

to

145
the hostility

of

I lay it down on

'~O'J":'
~
Hence

self.

he Jewish leaders.
y own initia tive"

"No one takes my life away from me, but
(John 10:18).

s the life,. not as a state of the self, but as the self it,.

\)

auroo is
~--~--~+---~~~----~
(100

"

dOoYf4l (~U{6V

to be taken as the equivalent

give oneself,

II

in this context, means

1.l0lJVfAl

life") clearly

Isaiah 53, partic larly verses

OW~

iu}~d

(1 ~~

A b etter ren d'erln
sion

10-12.

("he makes his soul(life)

wou ld b'e lmpossl'ble. 155

"ilJ:7tv
----~~~--~~~----~~~

53: 12.

Thus,

The phrase is literally

in Isaiah 53, whi h indicate

voluntary

p of life is essential.156

L\0r~v'ransom

Until recently

saying, we e a Paulinism.

distinctly

that Matthew

onl
and

at Matt.

two expressions

chapter of Isaiah, to which the idea of a

some contended

that this word, and the whole

Yet, so far from being Pauline,

20:28 and Mark 10:45.

rk brilliantly

in Is.

of death, and, in a

non-Pa line, for it is entirely absent from Paul.

New Testament

to

The phrase also echoes the expres-

the Servant's acceptance

hole fifty-third

giving

equivalent

a guilt offering"),. Is. 53:10.

echoes quite clearly

broad sense, the

to die.

reflects

("he poured out his soul to death")

~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

of

summarized

Moreover,

h~{(Ov' is

It occurs in the
it is not true

in a word the theology

of Paul,

l54B··
uc h se
l55wolff, Jesaja 53, p. 62. Here there is no trace of any influence
by the LXX. Jesu' words preserved by the Evangelist are based on the
Hebredw text. The LXX has apparently misunderstood the Hebrew, rendering,
),
""
\
C
I
\
fO.V
Wt£:."If
l
c( no{
K'C 1\..
This leaves no room f or the critical
view that the ran om saying is a piece of Gemeindetheologie,
cast on Hellenistic soil under
he influence of the LXX.

Tyndale

l56R. T.
Bulletin

rance, liThe Servant of the Lord in the Teaching
9 (1968):34-35.

of Jesus."
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in order to attri ute it to Jesus.
monumental
theology

redemp

On the contrary,

ive saying of Jesus which

of the N w Testament.

the ransom

shaped and informed

Paul was certainly

acquainted

saying is a
the whole

with it, and

1 Tim. 2:6 sounds like an echo of it.
Adolf Dei smann tried to explain
redemption

~Jt\oYby

of sla es in the first century A.D.

heard the Greek w rd ~,

"ransom,"

resorting

He states,

"when anybody

in the first century,

it was natural

f or h im to th'iIn k

f th e purc h ase-money

as Lenski rightly

observes,

for the thought,

ut goes back, first of all, to the Old Testament

"the true exegesis

158

conception

of thi

particular

Isaiah 53, the pecularities

'ransom' ."

selves, and the p rallels
In order
one must start ou
With the
plural

from secular

xception

Septuagint

--

!)'7\.

c...•......•.••_, _07_"

for its

saying explain

in

them-

159

concept might underlie

~6~(OYin

of Prov. 6:35; 13: 8,

the Septuagint.

X6t~ov is

always used in the

It has three Hebrew equivalents,

'i1~.,.~
'"~:.

__

life drop out.

the use of

trans ate a different

does not search pagan sources

of the ransom

o learn what Old Testament
examining

saves. ,,157 However,

And by ref erence to the Old Testament,

the Septuagint.

the plural)

f or manumlttlng
"1

to the sacral

namely,

Only at Is. 45: 13 does ~\.~~"A" (used in

word,

which in six instances

-r\.1) ~

("price").

is the original

(Ex. 2 :30; 30:12; Num. 35:31,32;

\

I

of I\Ot(OV

in the

Provo 6:35; 13:8), means "cover,"

157Adolf
eissmann, Light from the Ancient East, trans. by Lionel R.
M. Strachan (Gran Rapids, Michigan: Baker Book House, 1978), p. 327.
158L ens k'l
l59Ferdin
World Publishing

Mark, p. 294.
nd Hahn, The Titles of Jesus in Christology
ompany, 1969), p. 57.

(New York: The
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and always denote
fact

an equivalent,

both _-+=-...!"?.:..:_3_'

that

in the Hebrew text

denote a ransom f r a human life

l ~':!)

~Ot.eO~in

underlie

\ot(o\'
by

\~t:(OV

suffering

that

the Old Testament

perfectly

Moreover, the same idea of substitution,

of

for purposes of deliverance

1. :1'::;

both

is part

of the

view that·

~Ot{O\'

in the ran-

163
D ''¥I'· ••••••
~,
and

of

adequate rendering

of

Fuller's

true

expressions

tha

1Jryov

which Isaiah

l60Buchse ,

reproduces

conclusion

.

OW ~
or

that

the sin of the people.
a translation

or

AO"C(O\',

and

,,164

"T •

Isaiah

the work of the Servant as one of substitution,
and dea

is never represented
are

translation
"is

a W~

the use of

Jesus nor the Evangelists

This warrants Jeremias'

conceded that
is still

in the Septuagint

53: 10 underlies

that

It must a so be taken into consideration
presents

the

y

This view is adopted by

of Is.

counted as an equivalent

162

som saying is

T

Yet, neither

which characterizes

meaning of

that

T

It is true

eptuagint.

something which i

OW~

the

in the Septuagint.

redemption,

AO!rOV

the ransom saying.

in the ra som saying.

dependent on the

and

Thus

.

is pro able that

A6t'fO~

for human life.

seems to indicate

Otto procksch.16l
It

160

a substitute

53 as a whole

in that

in his

Thus , even if

of the single

word

in a compact and clear

it

OW~
or

is

-r ,

it

way the manifold

uses for the atoning and saving power of the

"~t,.((O",,,

p,

329.

l61Ibid. ,
l62See th

O~~

definition
of
given by Brown, Driver and Bri&gq, c
supra, chapter II,. p. 2.4, "the messianic servant offers himself as an O~ ~
in compensation f
the sins of the people, interposing for them as their
substitute. "
163
Walter

immerli and Joachim Jeremias,

164
Fuller,

The Mission and Achievement of Jesus,. p. 57.

"pais theou,"

p. 712.
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165

sufferings

and de th of the Servant of God.

linguistic

echo w re es t abLLshed,

hwv

is a perfect
JA

/1'1((

I

-

\
),.\1
J'"O<.h',L '(!fLJ\'0~V
o(otOU

summaryof the central
T is preposition,

the idea of subst tution.

In other words" "even if no

theme of Isaiah

f or instance,

the commonestmeaning of

of,"

"in the place of. ,,167
)

In the

else,

Its most commonmeaning, both inside

is "instead

of' . ,,168

53.,,166

perhaps more than anything

of the NewTestam nt,
"by far

IWtroV

ansom saying,

and not so much" n behalf

of."

theref ore,
169

~..'tr:.

out

and outside
In the papyri,

I

0( \I( l

t

brings

is the simple 'instead

certainly

means "instead

The ransom is provided "instead

"in the place of" the many, and not merely "in behalf

of,"

"for

of,"

of" or

the benefit"

of the many.

1fO\\Wv' repeatedly
beneficiaries
contrasted

word echoes

mentio ed in the Hebrew text
of

not wi h "all"

is used in this

of Isaiah

53 as a designation

0"'":.:;1 J.

but with "one" (see Rom. 5:15,19),

so that

sacrifice.

In the ransom saying,
i elusive

O"'~)., "the many," a word which is

In Semitic usage

he Servant's

ally means "all."

without

This final

sense.

1fO~~L;)v',which

translates

The Servant Jesus gives his life

for

the

is of ten
it virtu-

Q"'::;t.. J,
for all

limitatio

l65Rudolf Otto, The Kingdom of God and the Son of Man, trans. from
the revised Germa edition by Floyd V. Filson and Bertram Lee-Woolf (London:
Lutterworth Press
1951). p . 252. Wolff, Jesaja 53,. p. 62: " ...
dass hier
und zwar der vom
ein Wort einer ga zen Aussagenreihe in Jes. 53 entspricht,
Stellvertretungsk
rygma." Ibid.,
p. 71: "[Jesus] umfasst ...
in ganz weniLe
der
Aussagen
der
Prophetie,.
.
.
."
gen Worten die Fu
l66R. T.

rance,

"The Servant of the Lord," p. 36.

l67Morris

The Apostolic

Preaching of the Cross,

l68Moulto

and Milligan,

The Vocabulary of the NewTestament,

p. 35.
p. 46.

169
Contra Bauer-Arndt-Gingrich-Danker,
p. 73, ~"tl.
3., who indicate
b taken in the sense of "in behalf of:""f
lS to
or" someone.

)
I.
t h at ;(Vt<.
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sense

The inclu
is

confirmed

and by the
t..

by t
reprod

lf~'(twV.
Thus,

saying
nate
his

is

sins

that

of

sage

no

to be served,

language

bal

parallels,

denoting

"the

"all,"

Son of Man,"

6('1rtAu

in 1 Tim. 2: 6 as

the

1,12).

171

th re

so that

171"
for."
Wolff, Jes
legend die Tatsac
Joachim Jeremias,
l72Hahn,
not be shown clea
Isaiah
53 underli

is

esus

170
Franzm nn,

life

instead
for

between

of life

o. W.~ \ or

r~

still
is

and to give

serve,

in the

of their

points

stead

lives,

of the

atoning

53:10-12);

a."r.(;
the

indicating

saying

and Isaiah

of contact:

summarizing

an essential

"A Ransom for

Son of God, was incarto

the ransom

And even if

plainly

ransom

for

themselves.

(Is.

preposition

Thus , behind

of I a Lah 53.

meaning of the

sacrifice

by way of summary~ the
giving

natural

paradoxically,

atone

connection

t on; d)

53:

his

not

reproducing

either

the

title

pre-existent

eternal

and atoning

giving

) the

service;

D~.J)."J (Is.

in the

53" the

but,

costly,

who could

re,

of substitu

nied,172

nt.ar y,

as the

these

CAUt(o¥),

of Isaiah

Son of Man, the

of those

concerned,

implied

word of Christ

th

whole w rId),

As far

cept

of this

he light

as a vol

many (the
the

in

(~\e£y)
life

claim

in the ransom saying,

17

I

\

UlH,,\

e universal
ction

rro\~wv

of

c)

the

a)

53 is
the

con-

ransom

the whole Isaianic

mes-

1fO~~Qv', which

echoes

and e)

words of the ransom

saying

one is

see the ver-

unwilling

parallel
that

to

which cannot
it

Many: Satisfactio

is

his

be de-

mission

Vicaria,"

lies

p.

to

509.

aIle Elemente der Aussagen von Mark 10:45 liegen
in Jes.
ja 53, p . 63.
"Fur die Exegese von Mk. 10,45 ist grunde, dass der Wortlaut sich an Jes.
53,10-12 anschliesst."
"Das Losegeld fur Viele,"
Judaica 3 (1947-48): 262.

53

or instance,
argues that a connection
in verbal usage canly, but he agrees that in respect
of content
the thought of
s the ransom saying.
The Titles
of Jesus,
p. 57.
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fulfill

f the Suffering

the role

fillment

of Isaia

173

Servant.

And because his death in ful-

53 is willed by God, v oIunt.ar y , undeserved,

it atones for

others, for the m

The Lord's
)
£<;nv

Matt. 26: 8:
\

£ l

Supper
\

1:0

~

r;vt

I

o{ytcl..)<O()

J
e'j~~}
ai«

\

"Co

)

"O\~WV ~
Mark

~r
(

\

1fO~\WV .
••

I

rOV[O

Luke 22: 1 ,20:

)

\

£~"[.lV (0

,.

"COO'(O

Jesus als

explained

the necessity

words of institut on of the Lord's

Supper.

of his death when he spoke the
That he interpreted

terms of the fulf llment of the Suffering-Servant
brought

out by th

prophecy

words he used on that occasion,

which occurs in t e four accounts
)

1 Cor. 11:25);

c

and d) the phrase

lftCL

("covenant"),_

Mark 14:24; Luke 22:20;

I

("shed"), which occurs in the Synoptics;
(

I

(Matt.)/ UiT~(

\\

(Mark, Luke)

TiO}'AUJV ("for many").

the words of institution

is hin ed at in the use of

l73"The c
tween Mark 10:45
by Jesus to the r
of the Lord," p.
the task of the e
men t , p , 65.

dL<:Ae11{1l

a) the ~

I

~l(XI.JWOf'i.:I/(J"

The conne tion between
prophecies

(Matt. 26:28:

of Isaiah is

particularly

~ortVOV ("given") of the bread saying in Luke 22: 19; b)

his death in

dlOOJA.l'lOV
,

and the Servant

in Luke 22: 19.

The body of

ulative effect of these parallels in word and thought beIsaiah 53 is sufficient to demand a deliberate allusion
of the Servant as his own." R. T. France, "The Servant
"It is as if Jesus said,' The Son of Man came to fulf il
Yahweh. '" Cu Llmann , The Christology of the New Testa-

is given for you."
is given either by the Servant Jesus

suggests

D'" ~].)

or

(Is. 53:6).

established
Al

about the sheddin

four accounts

by the use of ~

state that Jesus used this word in talking

of his blood, in talking about his ±mminent death.

The refer nce to the covenant
the covenant

seems to contain a direct allusion

cere ony at Sinai (Ex. 24: 1-8), especially

of the covenant"

n verse 8.

ises to establish

a new covenant

. 31:31.

It also evokes Jer. 31:31-33,

Servant is also bing

fulfilled

where God prom-

with his people in the last days.

Furthermore,
is true.

the suggestion

the

Since all the promises

passage

The

that the role of the

"yes" in Jesus Ch ist (2 Cor. 1:20)~ it is an overstatement
iu s t one Old Testament

to

the phrase "the blood

in Luke 22:20 and 1 Cor. 11:25 recalls

~lJ.e1 1'('1- echoes

(Is. 53:10,

174

The
("covenant").

The passive

have their

to say that

to the disadvantage

of the

rest.
The Serva t is twice referred
Is. 42:6 and 49:8 175
the new covenant's
174

Marsha

l75U

is

of the Servant is
tion of the Serva
53. However, in
vant prophecies b
with the Servant
to a single all
self the whole m'

According

to as "a covenant

to Cullmann,

to the people"

in

the idea of the inauguration

one of the two main elements

of

of the work which the

1, The Gospel of Luke7 p. 803.
rue that in Isaiah 40-66 the vicarious suffering and death
not explicitly mentioned in connection with the presentat as a
'''-:t:::jl. The covenant is not mentioned in Isaiah
iew of the unity of Isaiah, not to mention that the Serlong together, the Servant of Isaiah 42 and 49 is identical
resented in Isaiah 53. Jesus combined Isaiah 42 and 53 inbracing programme for his own mission.
He took upon himsion of the Servant, and thus combined Isaiah 42 and 53.

:n

152
Servant of the
Actually

it is

must accomplish,
process,

..
the ot h er bee Img V1car10US

in which the former is possible

suff'ermg . 176

only through the

latter.
To inaugu ate a covenant
9:9;

17:7;

covenant

Deut.

:13;

is the prerogative

and so forth).

of God alone

In Is. 42:6 and 49:8,

God makes a

He actually gives the Servant to make his covenant

with his

.
h -n "'\..-:\.::z.L .
177
T h e Servant 1S t e "'\.• ; a.n person.

with the
therefore,
covenant,

in the whole Old Testament

the on

God, is related

establi

his vicarious

people and

and death of the

Servant for a covenant

his de th as the inauguration

indicates

death, Jesus mark
gift toward man."
Messiah,

is acting.

79

the new covenant

l77Cullma
178

Gerhar
3 (1936):185-86.
179

a human act, but an act in and
of his

himself as the Servant-

by fulfilling

He dies in fulfillment

thereby he inaugu ates the covenant,

Oscar
Sons,

Jesus quite

"In using the term covenant

Furthermore,. he presents

vant in his vicar ous death.

Scribner's

that is, in

his dying as God's grace toward man, his deed f or man, his

who inau urates

176

of the new covenant,

that his death is not merely

through which God himself

of the

death for their redemption.

In ref err ng to his blood as the blood of the covenant,
describing

This is,

where the notion of a

to the suffering

God gives the Suffering

clearly

(see Gen.

fulfilling

the role of the Ser-

to Isaiah 53, and

Is. 42: 6 and 49: 8,

ullmann, The State in the New Testament
956), p. 39.
n, The Christology
Kittel,

of the New Testament,

(New York: Charles

p. 65.

"Jesu Worte iiber sein Sterben," Deutsche

Franzm nn, Concordia

Self-Study

Bible, New Testament,

Theologie

p. 39.
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Jesus'

words of interpretation

Servant Songs is further

in the

This word brings
rendering

to mind Is.

poured out")

of

indicated

in that

by the use of the

53:12, and looks like

prophecy.

("to shed bLood"}, understood
is analogous or parallel

sense of putting
e" (Is.

of his death

Moreover, the
here in the general

to phrases like

53:12) and "to give one's

soul"

the

"to pour

(Matt. 20:28; Mark

10:45b).180
Finally,

esus'

interpretation

ment of the Serva t prophecies
C

of his death in terms of the fulfill-

is clearly

established

by the use of the phrase

\

OlTi

This phrase is found in all

of institution
variations
26:28,

(Mtt.

as to

and wording.

Mark 14:24 says "for many," Matt.

of many," and 1 Cor. 11:24 and Luke 22:19,20 have "for you."

c

The prepo ition
substitutionary

lJ..VtL

a

f

'J

U1'{'E

("for,

in behalf

of"),

(Matt. 20:28; Mark 10:45),

word for the vica

Lous death of the Servant.

no).\Wvestablish

s the allusion

Its

though not so clear ly
is a very appropriate

use in connection

" ("many") to whomthe blood of Jesus will

to the

0 4'].

ficiaries

of the

with the

1TO~AL;,v

but not all"),

bu

("many") who, in Isaiah

ervant's

saving mission.

f the ransom saying,. this
rather,

be of service

53, are mentioned as the bene-

As in Isaiah

53, and in agreement

1fOh~~v is not exclusive

in the Semitic manner of speech" inclusive

to ta Lf.t.y, c onsLstj.ng of many"; compare Is.

ar

with

to the Servant theme.

....:.!....!<-.!..:..!=r....:...

point

of the words

26, Mark 14, Luke 22, 1 Cor. 11), although with some

osition

"on behalf

four accounts

42:4,

"the earth,"

("many,
("the

and 49:6,

180
Bertol
Klappert, "Lord's Supper," The NewInternational
of NewTestam nt Theolog , 2:525.

"the

Diction-

154
nations"}.

Thus,

DA~(;;V

~~~~~~~~~~~r-~~~~-e peoples

will be shed for

of the world."

is to be rendered,

181
Co

Both in c
in language,
reference

tent, namely"

that

representation

the inclusive
182

to Isai

usage

of

as indicated

'[OAA~", ~

One may even venture

53.

,

and

by ~,

1fO~~Wv

the suggestion

is a

that, if it
C

53, Jesus would not have used the expression

were not for Isai
\\ "

183

lfOMWVs

strange and unexpected

for i

in a clear allusi n to Isaiah 53.
can be verified

i

that "without

"which

phrase.

\

orr~\

Yet Jesus did use it

That it is indeed an allusion
Isaiah 53 the eucharistic

to Isaiah 53

words remain

incom-

prehensible.,,184
In the light of Isaiah 53, Jesus' way to the Cross is

Summing u
the fulfillment

0

the mission

vicarious

0

the Servant, which atones f or the sins of the "many,"

death

peoples

of the Suffering

of the wo ld, which ushers

and which effects

the new covenant

in the beginning

, are the climactic

from the space

Evangelists

l81J oac h i

Jesus

Jeremias,

Narratives

devote

which complete

and crown Jesus'

events in the Gospels.

This is obvious

to the Passion narratives,

The Eucharistic

and

Words of Jesus~ p. 229.

183

Gustaf Dalman, Jesus-Jeshua, trans. by Paul P. Levertoff
York: The Macmill n Company, 1929), p . 171-72.
er em a s,

"

l85J

er em a s,

"

New Testament
The Eucharistic

the

of the final salvation,

l82J oac hi1 Jeremias, New Testament Theology: The Proclamation
(New York:
harles Scribner's Sons, 1971), p. 291.

l84J

is the

185

The Passi n, Ile a t h , and Resurrection,
ministr

His death

with God.

The Passion

messianic

Servant.

Theology,

p. 291.

Words of Jesus, p. 231.

of

(New

155
especially
Gospels

as one looks at the structure

have ofte

been described

of St. John.

Because of this~ the

as passion narratives

with extended

intro-

.
186
duc t tons .
It is int resting

how little of the Servant prophecies

found in the Pass on narratives.

There is one instance

self quotes Is. 5 :12 (Luke 22:37).
US10ns.
f·r.nd a 11'

Besides

is to be

in which Jesus him-

this quotation,

one can only

18

The Servant Jesus Applies Is. 53:12
to Himself (Luke 22:37)

J

tooro tb

OL

,...

)

V-tOU
)

After the
institution
flected
recorded

llusion to the Isaianic

of th

Lord's

Supper, this is the first time Isaiah 53 is re-

in the Pa sion narratives.
only by

uke.

Servant Songs in the words of the

It is a quotation

from Is. 53:12,

This is the only express citation

the sayings of Je us recorded

from Isaiah 53 in

in the Gospels.

The conte t of this saying of Jesus is the conversation
Room before leavi g after the institution
the initiative
anything

(L ke 22:35), asking

when he

(Luke 10).

186M

the disciples

ent them out on mission

They

of the Lord's

nswered,. "No, nothing."

without

Supper.

whether

in the Upper
Jesus takes

they had lacked

purse, wallet,

or sandals

Then Jesus goes on, "But

•

art1n Kahler, The So-Called Historical Jesus and the Historic,
Biblical Christ,
rans. ed. and with an Introduction by Carl E. Braaten
(Philadelphia: Fo tress Press~ 1964), p. 80J n. 11. This is especially true
of John's Gospel.

l87Th

e

.

nificance of this phenomenon will be brought out later on.
At this point the aim is to list and comment on the quotation of Isaiah 53
and the several a lusions to the Servant prophecies in the Passion narratives.
Sl
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,.

has a purse take
sell

Nowthe situation

u'lf ).

now

't

along,

likewise

also a bag, and let

his robe and buy one" (Luke 22: 36).

ready for hardshi

and self-sacrifice.

because he, the M

also faces

hung between crim

they will

Jesus faces

the w rst,

this

ment to what stan s written
you, that

this

wh

with transgressor
disciples

fail

f or that

, "It

the worst.

"As messengers of the One who

be treated

accordingly. ,,188 However, if

in Is.

must be fulfilled
which refers

in fulfill-

53:12.

"For I tell

in me, 'And he was numbered

to me has its

fulfillment."

The

saying,. "Lord , look, here are two swords."

53:12,

of t e Septuagint,

\

\)

conversation).
l\_

I

lI{J.llH.:CJ...oI..'I9fCvJV
\)

which reads,

II{tAL

£M?~

f..V

from t e Septuagint

in the use of ,,«f(~

I

does not fo1-

rOlt g."gtu'L} <i.t\Oyl~el-'
,,)

I

It differs

to be

They must be ready for the worst

is enough" (name Ly , of this

The quota ion of Is.
low the text

summonsthe disciples

in the Old Testament,

to understand,

Jesus rebukes th

Jesus

him who

him who has no sword

does not happen by chance , but rather

is written
';

"Nowlet

is different.

I

) \

'""

)

instead

of <e.'1, and in the

I

omission of the a ticle.

This brings

the quotation

closer

to the Masoretic

text.
Jesus quo es Is.
transgressors,

as a prophecy of his death.

prophecy was dest
introduces

53:12, which associates

ned to be fulfilled

the qu tation,

0

188Lens k'1
l89R. T.

He leaves

in him.

no doubt that

The formula with which he

formulae ever uttered

the eve of his death applies

Is.

by Jesus."

53:12 to himself

Luke, pp. 671-72.
rance,

the

"
Looro
~~~-r4r-+~~~+-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

is "one of the st ongest fulfillment
That the Savior

the Servant of the Lord with

"The Servant of the Lord," p , 31.

189

157
indicates

that h

saw his death in the light of that chapter,

vicarious

bearin

of the sins of all mankind.

Morna D.
verse warrants
her opinion,

ooker raised
t e conclusion

thi

the question whether

the quotation

that Jesus had the whole chapter

question must be answered

namely~ as the

in the negative.

in mind.

In

References

to

a single Old Tes ament verse do not imply that the whole passage
. d .190
mln

Thus,

ccording

to her, despite

in the whole fifty-third

is in

the fact that he quoted Is. 53: 12,

Jesus did not be ieve that he was fulfilling
vant as depicted

of one

the redemptive

chapter

role of the Ser-

of Isaiah.

His death was

.
.
19
not v i.c ar aous ,
However,
on the method

s Dr. Hooker herself

of using

In other words,

Scripture which was adopted

he question

quote Old Testam nt texts?"
quote having in
According

indicates,192

"Do they incur in atomistic

and sometimes

Hooker

191Ibid.,

ingnoring

way.

or do they

a single

it may employ a
the context. 193

to C. H. Dodd, the inspired New Testament
in a purely atomistic

writers

is taken?"

to Doeve, Jewish exegesis may sometimes mention

use the Old Test ment
190

exegesis

ind the whole context from which a verse

single word it h ppens to need, while totally

hinges

by the speaker and author.

is, "how do Jesus and the New Testament

word in order to recall a whole context,

According

this whole matter

writers do not

They quote having in mind

Jesus and the Servant, p. 187.
p. 86.

192Ibid.
193J. W.
(Assen, Netherla

oeve, Jewish Hermeneutics in the Synoptic Gospels and Acts
ds: Koninklijke Van Gorcum & Compo N. V., 1954), p. 134.
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not just those ve

which are actually

quoted but the whole passage

itself.

In Dodd's own wor
We have seen
often quoted
as a pointer
temporary Jew
ture. The re
reflect upon

eason to suppose that they (viz. the New Testament writers)
single phrase or sentence not merely for its own sake, but
o a who12 context-a practice by no means uncommon among consh teachers, as they are reported in the rabbinic literader is invited to study the context as a whole, and to
he "plot" there unf olded.

In studying t eir quotations, it will .
be worth while always to turn
up the contex
in the Old Testament and ask how far it is being kept in
view.194
Dodd's
and Ethelbert

th sis is supported

by Reginald

Sta ffer, among others.

. . • ancient
quotations fr
knowledgeable
even when the
later words t

identifying

The fact
accusations

in mind.

Stauffer writes~

that Jesus refers

194nodd,
195Fuller

of his death,

Servant.

Servant Jesus is Silent Before his Judges
(Matt. 26:63, parallel Mark 14:61;
Matt. 27:12,14, parallel Mark
15:5; John 19:9; Luke 23:9)
hat, when on trial, Jesus did refuse

is wi nessed by all four Evangelists.

two such incident

to Is. 53:12 having

He quotes Isaiah 53 as a prophecy

himse f with the Suffering

Th

Barnabas Lindars,196

Jewish writers were accustomed to cite such texts (viz .
the Old Testament) only by the initial words, .leaving the
reader to fill in the entire text for himself.
They did so
actual emphasis fell not upon the initial words, but upon
at would not be cited.197

Thus, the e can be no question
the whole context

Fuller,195

to answer certain

Matthew

and Mark record

Luke and John one each.

he Old Testament

in the New, pp. 20, and 8.

The Mission and Achievement

of Jesus~ p. 73.

196Lindar

, New Testament Apologetic,

p. 92.

1975tauff

r, Jesus and his Story, p. 136.
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An examin
pattern:

an interesting

John

Luke

Mark

Trial before

he Sanhedrin
l4:6l-To false
witnesses

26: 63-To false
witnesses

No reply

No reply
26: 64-To Caiaphas

l4:62-To

22: 70-To priests

Caiaphas

Reply

Reply

Reply
II.

accounts reveals

198

Matthew
I.

tion of the various

Trial before Pilate

27:l2-To accusations by Jews

19:9-To accusations by Jews

15: 5-To accusations by Jews

No reply

No reply

No reply
III.

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

18: 33-8-To
Pilate

23:3-To Pilate

l5:2-To Pilate

27: II-To Pilate

Trial befor

Herod
23: 9-To Herod
No reply

In refusi
train of the Serv
by unbelief

answer certain accusations,

Jesus follows

"He did not open his mouth"

(Is. 53:7).

he manifested

and h

the suffering

Ser ant of God."

199

the exalted,. sublime

He fulfills

Is. 53:7.

in the
"Surrounded

silence of

And though one
,

might

expect the
198
199

angelist

to proceed

quoting

Hooker

and the Servant,

Lane,

el According

Is. 53: 7,

p. 88.

to Mark, p. 551.

K~l

)

tf.

I
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£6u.J i{<{

tl
t'o /'-(.·0'
~
\j

(Matt.

J

\I\.

()

Septuagint
c.J'\T'

6: 63), or

Jesus'

"

This clearly

silence

however,

0

Is. 53:7 is ther , despite
Especially

the c mulative

overall witness

f

verba

He fulfil
element,

is not directly

indicates

recollection

it is unmistakable

the fact that any explicit
evidence,

the Gospels

rvo ~

"v?--

'"

(Mark

that the Evangelists

of the original

de facto,

indication,

events.

that the allusion
indication

(and the whole New Testament)

s the Scriptures

t e explicit

ol.tr'i:~ClI"t1~_

that is, the conclusion

the Servant, war ants the view that Jesus'
53:7.

Jl')

OUt;!(V

11""

solely in order to agree with Isaiah 53.

They are writing a genuine and accurate
On the

)1

<H. .i~~OIJ} OU~H<.

0

l5:5)~ this is n t the case.
are not reportin

j~
after having reporte d ~ c0 <JL

J

to

is missing.

drawn from the
that Jesus is

silence is the fulfillment

of Is.

in what he does, though the de

"here Is. 53: 7 is being fulfilled,"

tated.

The Servant Jesus is Subjected
to Ill-Treatment
(Matt. 26:67,
par. Mark 14:65; see Luke 22:
63-65; Matt. 27:29,30; Mark 15:
19; John 19:3)
The deri ing of Jesus recalls
26:67 and that p ophecy clearly

In
Jesus' own
upon.

Is. 50:6, as a comparison

with Matt.

indicates:

was literally

fulfilled

Is. 50:6, as well as

Luke 18:32) about being beaten and spit

161

The Servant Jesus Intercedes for the
Transgressors
(Luke 23:34a)

There is
second edition
to indicate

I

,lf~l1:~,

(0

extual doubt about this prayer of Jesus on the cross.
gives the text within

of

that

he words enclosed have dubious

text, however,

edition
edition, retain

textual validity.

t e passage within double brackets.

t

place instead of

the reading

The editors retained
apparatus

The third

Nestle-Aland

This is meant

to indi-

is not to be considered

the passage

only because

The

square brackets,

as well as the twenty-sixth

judgment,
of the original

"[(

part

in its traditional

of its incontestable

age, its

"The log ion, " says Metzger ,."though probably
part of the origi al Gospel of Luke, bears self -evident

not a

tokens of its domin-

ical origin. ,,200
The
1)
Cement
syr

pal

, Western

included by Alexandrian
. aur vg
wt.trie sse s (Db Lt
Byzantine

arm geo

vid

Alexandrian
. a,d

rean witnesses

lt

attestation
distribution
Fathers;

the

sive prayer

e witnesses

(~*,c

syr c) " C aesarean

Cyril),

L 33 copbo

(fl f13 565 700

(Al:llT syrP Byz).

B 1241 cop

(e

witnesses

It is omitted by

sa bo
, ), Western witnesses
and one Byzantine

of the text as original

witness

(W).

by the geographical

as well as by the great majority

language; and the likeliness

*
CD

of the Church

that Jesus spoke this Impr es.-

lead to the conclusion

that Luke 23:34a is

original.
200

Bruce
. Metzger ,A Textual COrimlentary art the Greek New Testament
(London: United B ble Societies, 1975), p. 180.
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is a genuine part of Luke, how to account

Since the
excision of

rd of Jesus by later copyists?

that it can

"
d as a d e lOb
""
201 th"lS d oes not
y b e exp 1alne
1 erate eXClslon,

seem impossible.20

It is quite possible

those who think

that the omission

in the days of the copyists.

anti-Judaic

Despite

for the

Another

is the result of

possibility

is that

the copyists

ed that the events of A.D. 66-70 had shown that a prayer

of Jesus had

en answered.

The signif"cance
that it is the fu
the transgressors."

of this first word of Jesus uttered

illment of Is. 53:12, "and (the Servant)
He interceded

for Caiaphas,

on the cross is
interceded

the Sanhedrin,

for

Pilate, and

his executioners.
This pray

also offers an implicit

Instead of confes

his own sins, uttering

expiate all my si

which a condemned

Jesus prays for t

who are bringing

interpretation

of Jesus' death.

the expiatory vow, "may my death

man had to say before his execution,
him to his death.

atoning virtue of his death not to himself,

Jesus applies

the

as was the custom, but to his

"
203
execu t loner s.
201
~etzge
, for instance, says that the absence of these words from
such early and di erse witnesses is most impressive and can scarcely be explained as a deli erate excision by copyists.
P. 180.
202

Marsha

1, The Gospel of Luke, p. 868.

203Joachi
Jeremias, The Central Message
York: Charles Scr bner's Sons, 1965), p. 48.

of the New Testament

(New
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The Servant Jesus is Crucified
Between Robbers (Matt. 27:
38,44; Mark 15:27;
Luke 23:33)
robbers

"And they

t the Evangelists.

on his

with him, one on his right and one
And so Jesus was certainly

numbered

with the transgre
do not make it explicit

that Is. 53:12 is being fu1-

filled.

of the Gospel according

to Mark, however,

the significance

crucifixion

\

)

scene as the fu1fl11ment

perceived

of Is. 53:12 and

\

add ed, K,Al ~1f1\

'I

II

I

9 , hig 0 gO

I.

n

..
204
aut h ent t.c t.t y,

The Servant Jesus is with a Rich
Man in His Death (Matt.
27:57-61; Mark 15:42-47;
John 19:39
"And when it was evening,
Joseph,

there came a rich man from Arimathea,

who himse f had also become a disciple

Pilate and asked

or the body of Jesus."

came also, who ha
204K L P

t

1195 1216 1230 1
itaur ,c vg syrP,
ms
EuseRian Canons
d
it , syrS copsa,
Besides its absen
and Western types
have been omitted
it is easily exp1

of Jesus.

This man went to

(Matt. 27:57-61)

first come to him by night;

bringing

named

"And Nicodemus

a mixture

of myrrh

1f 0112 0250 f1 f1328 33 565 700 892 1009 1010 bOll 1079
1 1242 1253 1344 1365 1546 1646 2148 2174 BYZ.~l ,211
pa copbo
goth arm eth geo Ps-HippolytusVl
Origen
Viffiiliusv~d include verse 28.
~ ABC
D X 'V Lec t
o ss fayvl
Eusebian Canonstxt Arnmonius omit verse 28.
e from the earliest and best witnesses of the Alexandrian
of text, it is hard to explain why the sentence should
if it was originally part of the text. On the other hand,
ined as an addition derived from Luke 22:37.

n:~s
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and a Loe s, about a hundred pounds weight,,205 (John 19: 39).
the body and laid l t in Joseph's

own new

t cmb ,

And so they took

in fulfillment

of Is. 53:9,

"His grave was ass Lg ned with wicked men, yet he was with a rich man in his
death. "

The Resurrection of the Servant
Jesus and Isaiah 53

lucem.

In Isaiah

3 the Servant is a vic torious figure, going per cnicem ad

Is. 53:10

2 in particular

Servant after his

eath.

0

or

I

if is

and. curious
to

is never quoted a
this does not alt
ment of the proph
Again,

the fulfil

of the

is passage

in terms of the resurrection

to death.

f ac t , however,

is that "the New Testament

to support the resurrec tion of Jesus."

"
a resurrectlon

descrip-

~l

i t~

U

so that it could be interpreted

of the Servant who has poured out himself

never appeals

a triumphant vindication

It is true that there is no circumstantial

H?
death is implied,

predicts

206

Ln vtth e New Testament. 207
proo f -text ln

the fact that Jesus' resurrection
the rehabilitation

It
Yet,

is indeed the fulfill-

of the Servant in Is. 53:10,11.

ent falls into the de facto ca t egor y , in which, despite

the fact that

not brought

filled by its

lived out.

out verbally

(de v erbo ), a prophecy

is ful-

205Nicod

s brought spices for the burial, as it was the custom in
those days.
Yet, he amount of spices he brought is unusual, and shows that
Nicodemus must hav been a man of some wealth.
Thus, John's reference to
Nicodemus also br I gs out the fulfillment of Is. 53:9.
206

George
Rapids~ Michigan:

ldon Ladd, I Believe in the Resurrection of Jesus
. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1976), p. 67.

207 R1C
" har d son, A n Intro d uction
p. 190.

to th e Theology

(Grand

of the New Testament,

165

The Risen Servant explains Isaiah 53
on the Way to Emmaus
(Luke 24: 25-27)
On the da

Jesus' resurrection
going from Jerusalem

another disciple

Jesus himself app

to a village

Cleopas and

named Emmaus.

each other about what had happened

they were converso

nize him.

(Sunday afternoon)~

ached, and began traveling with them.

While

in Jerusalem~

They did not recog-

When J sus asked them what they were talking about, they told him

about the crucifi

the angels' message

and the fact that

disciples

Then Jesu

to the women that Jesus was alive,

had found the tomb empty.

began to chide them gently for being so obtuse and slow of
I

)

\

heart in not be Ii

ing in all ( Itl~",(i\)'tlV Hll

in the promises

a triumphant

0

,..

lio<.~lV

, that is~ believing

as well as of a suffering and dying Messiah)

that the prophets

had spoken

(verse 25).

slow of heart,

Y would have known that not only the victory,. but also the

sufferings and de th of the Messiah

(~)

ough his Old Testament

claimed by God

\

)1

L

(0

not necessary

If they had not been so foolish and

had been clearly proprophets.

Jesus asked them, "Was it

~

t<JtL

, that is~ was it not in accordance

with God's

plan) for the Chr st to suffer these things and to enter into his glory?"
(verse 26).

In

it was necessary

0

her words, "Is it not clearly taught in the Scriptures
or the Servant-Messiah

to go per crucem ad lucem

that

(the plot

of Isaiah 53)?"
And begin ing with Moses
the prophets
concerning

(

himse

53 (see also Psa

1f 'Itw\f

"(WI! 'Ii, 0

(the Pentateuch,

see Gen. 3:15) and with all

,.

rlA.J'/ ),

in all the Scriptures

Jesus explained
(verse 27).

to them the things

On the basis of Isaiah

s 16,22,69) Jesus showed them that, according

to God.'s plan

166
laid down in the 0 d Testament,
incompa tib1e with

the Messiah's

sufferings

is glory an d kingship.
(see verse 32)y

With
Jesus himself who

s teaching

but still unaware

them, the two disciples

the Old Testament.

parable expositio

Word, that accord'

Isaiah 53, it had been necessary
into his glory.

Isaiah 53 by the

himself,

to his incom-

And thus they learned that every-

to the Savior was in agreement

suffer and to ent

that it was

listened

thing that had ha

had been fu1fi11e

and death were not

Through

with the prophetic
for the Messiah

such a momentous

they were fully assured

exposition

to
of

that the prophecy

in the life of Jesus Christ.

Summary
Jesus Chr st is the Servant of the Lord.

This is spelled out at

several points in the Gospels.
His Bapti

is the ordination

of the Servant Jesus~ as the whole

event and in part cu1ar Jesus' words in Matt. 3:15,
(.

reflects

""#,,ot
)

\

Is. 42:1
"1\"

'COO vrfO()

and the Baptist's
John 1: 29,,36)

Jesus' wh 1e ministry
Servant prophecie

testimony

is carried

but rather

suffering.

throughout

I

his

(

John 1:34; ~

out along the lines of the Suffering

(Is. 52: 13) through military

The Servant Jesus fulfills

power

those prophecies

the n tion of a warrior Messiah at the Temptation

In the s
vant, and

\

The Servant of the Isaianic prophecies is.not a polit:Lcal
he does not "prosper"

and rejects

)

<c..1{I\l.\("(o},

clearly indicate.

figure inasmuch a
throug

(0

the heavenly voice which

and also

istry.
agogue at Nazareth Jesus identifies
s the fulfillment

exercises compass'on

himself with the Ser-

of Isaiah 61 in his person and work.

healing many people and thus he fulfills

Is. 53:4

He
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(Mat t.

8: 17) .

Servant-mission

(

with rejection

of the

. 42:3)~

he preaches

unbelief

(Luke 4:28-29;

istry

Jesus'
the

ulfillment

as the

Gospels.

The Sav'or's

drawals,.

are

"Messianic

the

secret'

is
orite

Ll.Lum
Lned by the
In fact,

"the

Servant-Messi

Isaiah

Isaiah

53:

several

suffe

verbal

an

The ranso
the meaning of hi
namely,

the conce

(h0te°,/ ),

His proclamation

is met

of the

elements

to

Servant

silence,

prophecies
of secrecy

as well

prophecies

a "suffering

(Matt.

c

c ,

the

Suffering-Servant

interchangeable

explains
in the

as his

with-

12:15-21).

The

secret."

0 UlO}

contains

Servant

with

o/f)

....)

'(au (Ay -

J
(wrrou

is

conception.

"Servant."

By the use

of

i(OLJ

h-Son of Man goes per crucem ad lucem in fulfillment

the

n prophecies

saying

same plot

of

t of service,

the

"f or"

which characterizes

Moreover,

points
giving

of contact
of life,

( ~V-ct,),

and the

),

participle

t\.(XVVVo'pt.VoV

/

TI~l

\

Jesus'

\\

"

.•.•

1101lf\w'I)
death

refer
is

prophecies.

Isaiah

explains
53"

word "ransom"

"many"

of the Lord's

I

Servant

with

the

institution

many" (UiT~\

display

in which Jesus

of the
the

they

to the Old Testament

20: 20; Mark 10: 45),

several

and make pLa Ln that
Servant.

(Matt.

dea t h , has

Co

"for

allusions

po sition

the

and exaltation.

essential

"covenant"
phrase

present

Lng, death,

In the

ing

it

of his

53.
The passi

cies

that

Son of Man" is
J

the

but

and as a part

John l2:36b-38).

self-designation,

nsight

Gospel.

injunctions

of the

nothing

the

namely~ those

repeated

ulfillment

prophecies

fulfillment

secret,"

so-called

Isianic

(TfoA~WV) .

Supper,

the

("shed"),

term
and the

7

back to the

the vicarious

Servant

death

prophe-

of the

Suffer-
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In the Pss ion Narratives there is one instance in which Jesus himself quotes Is. 53.12 (Luke 22:37).

As for the rest, the narratives contain

only allusions to

he Servant Songs.

directly indicate

(de verbo evidence)" the fulfillment is nevertheless

brought out by th

simple and straightforward narration of the facts (de

facto evidence).

At this point, even though it is not

CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSION

The purpo e of this study has been a) to assert
the Suffering

Se

ant of the Lord, who in his person and ministry

the Lsa.lan.Ic
Serva t prophecies;
vant prophecies

that Jesus Christ

p rmeate

fulfills

and b) to show both that the Suffering

the Gospels,

is

Ser-

and that the Servant of the Lord can be

recently.
The proph cy-fulfillment
follow demonstrat

table and the concluding

that the purpose

statements

that

of this study has been accomplished.

Prophecy

Fulfillment

Is. 42:1

Matt. 3:17; Mark 1:11; Luke 3:22 - Jesus'
Baptism
Matt. 12: 16-21; the "Messianic secret;" Jesus'
whole ministry
The preaching of the Gospel
Jesus faces opposition and suffering
Matt. 26:28; Mark 14:24; Luke 22:20 - The Lord's
Supper
Jesus' ministry
Jesus' prophetic mission
Jesus is not Israel's Savior only
Jesus
the despised One, the One abhorred by the
nation.
Princes shall bow down before him
The Lord's Supper
Matt. 26:42 - Jesus is not disobedient
Matt. 26:67; 27:30; Mark 10:34; John 19:1 - Jesus
is ill-treated
John 3:14; 12:23 - The Son of Man is lifted up
and glorified
John 12:38 - Jesus meets unbelief
Mark 9: 12 - The Son of Man is "treated with c,ontempt"

42:1-4
42:3
42:4
42:6
42:7
Is. 49:1,2,5
49:6
49:7
49: 8
Is. 50: 4-5
50:6
Is. 52: l3
53:1
53:3

y
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Matt. 8:17 - Miracles
Matt. 27:12-14; Mark 14:49,61; Mark 15:5; Luke
23:9; John 19:9 - Jesus is silent
John 1:29,36 - The Lamb of God
Matt. 27:57; John 19:39
With a rich man in his
death
Matt. 20:28; Mark 10:45 - The ransom saying
Matt. 3:15 - The Righteous One fulfills all
righteousness
Matt. 26:28 - Jesus' blood is poured out for many
for forgiveness of sins; Matt. 27:38; Mark 15:27
- He is crucified with robbers; Luke 22:37 Jesus applies Isaiah 53 to himself; Luke 23:34
- Jesus intercedes for the transgressors; John
10:11,18 - The good shepherd lays down his life
for the sheep; he does it on his own initiative
Luke 4:21 - The Servant Jesus preaches at Nazareth
and announces the fulfillment of the Servant
prophecies in his person and ministry.

Is. 53:4

53:7

53: 9
53: 10-12
53: 11
53: 12

Is. 61:1-2

results

A careful

study of the above passages

in these

oncluding

1.

statements:

The S rvant prophecies

cause prophecy

are not history written

it elf is in no proper sense history.

oracles of events that were subsequently
of their fulfillm
written

beforehan

"

Especially

evangel

Golgotha,

and was illuminated

("Sit at m
2.

Messiah

So fa

beneath

brightenss

of the Old

the cross upon

of the full sheb

right hand," Ps. 110:1).,,1
as is known, there had been no conflation
Servant in pre-Christian

text from that pe iod is available
speak

Yet, in the light

Isaiah 53, this golden passional

by the heavenly

be-

almost look like "history

st, "looks as if it had been written

and the S ffering

prophecies,

beforehand,

They are rather divine

to come to pass.

nt in Jesus, these prophecies

Testament

limini

of prophecy and fulfillment

of the atoning

which,

Judaism.

in accordance

of the Davidic
No unambiguous

with the Servant

suffering and death of the Messiah.

lFranz De itzsch, Biblical Commentary
trans. James Mart'n (Grand Rapids~ Michigan:
Company~ 1976), p 303.

on the Prophecies of Isaiah,
B. Eerdmans Publishing

Will.
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3.

In Ne Testament times,

the c onf ession

0 A~t~Lb} alT£e~ 'ff'\(

("the Messiah die

," 1 Cor. 15:3) was something altogether

shocking for

ewish people.

tations.

"Messia"

patible,

yes,

Suffering
that

the

and "salvation

con radictory

and esp cially

God had fors

It contradicted

new and even

the popular Messianic expec-

through atoning

sacrifice"

were incom-

concept s , as the Targum of Jonathan makes plain.

death on "the tree"

ken the Messiah, that

(Deut. 21: 23) could only mean

he was no longer "the anointed

of the

Lord. "
4.

Whys ould the Messiah-Son of Man suff er according

and die the most
cies make clear

hameful death known to the Romanworld?

ecause of the transgressions

saying and. in the words of the institution
references

to Isa ah 53, Jesus

ing death for "th
atone for all
5.

Isaia

like

consideration,
words.

"It

teaches

many" (for all

men).

of "the many."

of the Lord's

that

(Is.

53:4).

He

In the ransa;n

Supper, by means of

his death is the vicarious

The One who is without

aton-

sin has to

tho e who are guilty.

the only passage
Prophecies

The Servant pr'ophe.-

t at he does not die because of his own sin

suff ers and dies

to God's will

53 is not the only prophecy fulfilled
ehind Jesus'

Palm
al o.

predictions

and interpretation

22, Psalm 118, Zech. 9:9;
However, Isaiah

by Jesus,

neither

of his death.

Zech. 13:7 must be taken into

53 is the dominant passage behind Jesus'

is th s passage which gives a remarkable unity

to all

his utter-

ances about his d ath. ,,2
6.

Much f the material

only in the light

in the Gospels can be proper ly und.ers t ood

of the Servant prophecies.

Only viewed as the fulf illment

2Reginald H. Fuller, The Mission and Achievement of Jesus
SCMPress Ltd. 19 4), p. 78. n. 1.

(London:
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of the Servant pr
of the ministry

hecies do "the various

elements

of Jesus take on a coherent

in the Gospels'

portrayal

pattern and find a sufficient

rationale. ,,3

7.
mission

Accor

consists

vicarious

to the Gospels,
f voluntary,

undeserved,

Servant Jesus'

patient,

obedient,

saving

God-willed,

suff eri
fulfills

8.
oc1aims

Servant-prophet

o

the Suffering

the threefold

office of the Servant:

the gospel of the kingdom

of God; the Servant-priest

v

ma

ers

death, and rules

ictoriously

at the right hand of God.

No

itica1~ military,

Servant in the

prophecies.

9.

out his Messianic

the

this-worldly

function

Jesus rejects

is ascribed

any suggestion

task in terms of a warfare against

to the

of carrying

temporal powers,

such as

the Roman Empire.
10.

The

lot "through

suffering for 'the many'

filled in the per on and work of Jesus Christ.
indicates,

the ev nts centering

stood in the 1igh
standpoint.
be understood

Jesu'
in

that he who died
of death and Sata
come "the strong

to glory"

As the structure

on the Servant can in principle

is fu1of Isaiah 53

only be under-

of their end, that is, observed from an eschatological
ministry,

particularly

his miracles

he light of his resurrection.

and his death, must

Thus, it is quite natural

n the cross for the sin of the world and overcame
in his resurrection
()

an" (0

the power

should have dealt with sin and over-

I

\G~O(o} ,

Matt. 12:29; Mark 3:27; Luke 11:21,22)

3Richard
. Longenecker, The Christology
(London: SCM Pres Ltd. 1970), p. 107.

of Early Jewish Christianity
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in his healing min stry.

By the same token, in the light of the resurrection,

the death upon the cross is Jesus' glorification
11.

David'c Messiah

vant, and Son

n (see Dan. 7:13-14)

Jesus Christ.
glimpses

(see 2 Sam. 7:12-17;

As

(John 12:23).
Is. 11:1-5),

Suffering

are blended in the person and work of

ilton S. Terry puts it, "each prophet knew or caught

of the Me sianic future only in part, and he prophesied

(1 Cor. XIII, 9);

t when the Christ himself appeared,

prophecies,

1 these fragmentary

then

Ser-

in part

and. fulf illed the

parts were seen to form a glorious

4

harmony. "

12.

"The Son of Man" and "Servant"

the three ca t egor i es of Son-of-Man-sayings,

are in a sense synonymous.

Of

name Ly , a) the Son of Man on

earth serving; b) the Son of Man in suffering and death; c) the Son of Man in
eschatological

the latter

gl

ground of Dan.
here.

(c) is to be understood

The exaltation

Yet, to un erstand properly

must realize
Man title

13.
leading.
answered

the first two categories

6:64; Mark 14:62).

Thus, t e

1(oI.l)

G'tOll

question

nstances

the Gospels,

ervant-conception

the

It constitutes

th

of sayings, one

Son of Man is the Servant.

and statistics

can at times be mis-

in the New Testament cannot be

solely f om the passages where the word

neither from the

1T<A1')

("Servant")

where the Servant Songs are explicitly

undertone

part

Servant concept into the Son of

The suffering

Reli nce on the concordance

the back-

of the Servant may also playa

that Jesus poured the Suffering

(Matt.

against

is often the predicate

of his teaching concerning

is used,
quoted.

of Jesus'

In

sayings.

his Messianic

suffering.

4Milton STerry,
Biblical Hermeneutics: A Treatise on the Interpretation of the Old and New Testaments (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan Publishing House 19 6), pp. 408-409.
y
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14.

Jesu

and the Evangelists,

in contrast

used the Scriptur

a 'synthetic'

quotation

of Isai

in Luke 22:37 is not the use of words torn from their

context,

but impl
15.

(for example,

The

the concepts
ide variety

the ransom

22:37) flaws the

rather

to their contemporaries,

than 'atomistic' manner.

of the whole prophecy.

of non-Septuagintal

phrases

in Jesus'

saying, the cup saying at the Lord's

orm critical

Jesus'

sayings

Supper, Luke

theory that they were developed

within

the

X~ll~ni~tic cornmuity which Uara th uuDtua~illEI ~fl S~J~flQoiiiiii,i
Gospels go back t

Jesus himself.

The fact that, with exception

tation, Jesus for the most part only alludes
confirms

this vie point.

into an earlier t
probable

the

of one quo-

to the Old Testament

prophecies

For "when later writers read back their own ideas

e •.they are not, as a rule, content with echoes; and it is

that the Servant-conception

tradition

.

would be much more obvious

if it w re not an authentic

in the Gospel

element which goes back to Jesus Him-

self. ,,5
e book The Birth of the New Testament,6

16.
states:
tures

clearly redemptive-suffering

passage

(namely, Is iah 53) is only sparingly used.

still awaits expl
explicit

quotatio

The first sentence
s in the Gospels.

as well as allusi ns into account,
Old Testament

limited,

However,

in the Jewish

Here is a phenomenon

Scripthat

is true only with reference

to

taking the whole New Testament

Isaiah 53 appears

as the most influential

pas age in the New Testament.

5Vincent
aylor, Jesus and His Sacrifice
1951)~ p. 48.
6

C. F. D. Moule

(London: Macmillan

C. F. D. Moule, The Birth of the New Testament
Row, Publishers,. 962), p . 83.

and Co.,

(New York: Harper &
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Regarding
in the Gospels

oule's second sentence, the little use of direct quotations

is

in the first place, to the fact that Jesus came first

of all to live, n
also.

In Hunter'

Atonement

teach the work of atonement,

words, "Jesus came not so much to preach a doctrine

as that there might be an Atonement
Father's

he did not only t
he actually

the Evangelists

been called de fa to evidence.
tions look like"

forgiveness

By the same token,

of sins; in healing the sick

They simply narrate

ootnotes drawing out and making

To look

far-reaching

the facts.

Their quota-

explicit what was already

of our Lord."8

As t e Body of Jesus Christ,

This ha

church.

7

prefer in most cases to adduce what has

involved in the a tions and sufferings

Servant.

to preach."

of the

forga

Secondly,

17.

though he did the latter,

the Church is the Church of the

implications

for the total ministry

of the

t these, however, would require a study of its own, which

goes beyond the s ope of this paper.
now has been acco plished,

The purpose of the present

was simply to demonstrate

Church, Jesus Chr st, is the Servant, the fulfillment

study, which

that the Head of the
of the Isaianic

Suffer-

ing Servant proph cies.

7Archibal
M. Hunter, The Message of the New Testament (Philadelphia:
The Westminster P ess, 1944), p. 96. Hans Walter Wolff, Jesaja 53 im
Urchristentum, dr tte verbesserte Auflage (Berlin: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 1952), p. 6, calls this "life exegesis" (gelebte Exegese).
8

H.

Co. Limited,

E.

W. Turner, Jesus, Master and Lord
1960 , p , 208.

(London: A. R. Mowbray
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